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FOREWORD

The tenth session of the WMO Commission for Marine Meteorology (Paris, February
1989) recognized that national Meteorological Services had an important role to play in
preserving the health of the oceans and in the protection of the marine environment, and
proposed the development of a more formalized approach to the provision of meteorological and
oceanographic support in marine pollution emergency response operations. It also requested the
preparation of appropriate guidance material for Members on the general topic of marine
pollution. Subsequently, the eleventh session of the Commission (Lisbon, April 1993) adopted a
marine Pollution Emergency Response Support System (MPERSS), trials of which began on 1
January 1994. These trials are continuing.
As a first step in the preparation of guidance material, the CMM Advisory Working Group
agreed that a set of technical lectures covering all aspects of marine pollution should be
delivered to the twelfth session of the Commission (Havana, March 1997). These lectures were
intended to inform members of the Commission on the present status of the health of the oceans
in general, in response to both natural and anthropogenic contaminants, of actions to reduce or
mitigate the effects of these contaminants, and of actions which could be taken by
meteorological services to enhance MPERSS implementation. The Advisory Working Group
further proposed specific lecture topics, and suggested experts to present them.
The scientific lectures were presented to CMM-XII during a single full-day session, and
the Commission later agreed that the full texts should be published by WMO as a formal
technical report, so that they might also be of benefit to those unable to attend the session. This
present publication is the result. It should prove of interest and value to all those with an interest
in the health of the oceans and the provision of meteorological and oceanographic services in
support of marine environmental protection. The considerable thanks of WMO are due to all the
expert lecturers for their time and effort in preparing and presenting these papers. Special
thanks are also due to the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission for supporting this
work, both scientifically and financially.

(G.O.P. Obasi)
Secretary-General
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Overview of Marine Pollution
D. L. Elder

ABSTRACT
Until the late 1960s, marine pollution was of little concem to the general public and to many governments. The general attitude was that the ocean was so vast that it had the capacity to absorb and dilute the human produced wastes and materials entering it through run-off and dumping. In addition there was little appreciation of the amounts of pollutants entering the sea
through run-off or through the atmosphere or of the effects they could have on marine life.
During the late 1960s and early 1970s public concern about marine pollution increased dramatically as a result of warnings by a number of scientists and individuals within the growing environmental movement. Pesticides (eg DOT and Dieldrin) were found to be transported to the
Antarctic from the Northern Hemisphere. Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) were discovered in
sediments from the deepest basins in the North Atlantic, the Mediterranean and the Caribbean.
At the time it was assumed that these substances would take hundreds to thousands of years to
reach such depths instead of days or weeks. Heavy metals and other substances were found to
increase in concentrations in the higher trophic levels of marine food webs -- sometimes reaching levels that perturbed the physiology of marine organisms. Radionuclides resulting from atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons were found to be concentrated in marine organisms such
as spiny lobsters. The release to the atmosphere of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) -- and the resultant effect on the ozone layer was discovered during this period.
As a result of these concerns a number of national, global and regional programmes were established to conduct baseline studies and monitoring programmes on polluting substances and
materials. These included the "mussel watch" programme and other pollution monitoring activities carried out under the auspices of several regional sea conventions and action plans with the
support of many nations and international organizations. (e.g. WMO, WHO, UNEp, IOC, FAO,
IMO). Many different types of pollutants were identified including organic and inorganic pesticides, heavy metals, petroleum hydrocarbons, radionuclides, pathogenic organisms, litter and
plastics.
During the last twenty years the various programmes have provided a wealth of information on
the marine and coastal pollution problems for many regions of the globe. This information has
made it possible to identify priority areas for action, both at the global and regional level. As a
result many regional protocols and a global plan of action to counter the input of pollutants to the
oceans as a result of land-based activities have been adopted.

MARINE POLLUTION

Marine pollution is defined by the Joint Group
of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of Marine
Pollution (GESAMP) as "a harmful effect on
marine life, human health, resources, amenities or other beneficial uses of the sea caused,
directly or indirectly, by substances and wastes
(including energy) derived from human activity". The substances and wastes that cause
marine pollution are numerous; almost any
material can be harmful to health or the environment if too much is present in one place at
one time. Thus, exposure can be as important
as its inherent toxicity. Substances may func-

tion as pollutants through a combination of
properties including inter alia: their wide use;
difficulty in controlling their discharge; accumulation in living organisms; or because they
are persistent and have relatively high toxicity.
Of greatest concern in the seventies and
eighties were chemical contaminants such as
synthetic organic chemicals and heavy metals,
which have been detected very widely, in the
marine environment. More recently however it
has been realized that the anthropogenic input
of nutrients into coastal waters is already equal
to natural sources. Within 20-30 years these
sources may exceed the natural background

- 2 levels by several times. The result could be a
considerable increase in the impacts on living
resources due to eutrophication, which until recently has been limited to enclosed seas such
as the Baltic, or Japan's Inland Sea. In addition, pathogens from sewage are posing an increasing health risk to consumers of seafood -stocks of shellfish are regularly declared unfit
for consumption and shellfish areas are regularly closed because of contamination. Finally,
plastic and other debris such as pieces of nets,
ropes, packaging material, straps and rings
entangle and kill marine mammals, turtles,
fishes and birds, litter shallow waters and
beaches, and are found on the most remote
shorelines of the world and even at abyssal
depths.
The volume of sewage generated and ultimately discharged to coastal and nearshore
water is directly proportional to population size.
In addition to causing eutrophication problems
through nutrient enrichment the pollution potential of domestic sewage is greatly increased
by the addition of industrial effluents. While
untreated sewage represents a potentially
useful source of nutrients for use in land based
agriculture, caution must be applied to ensure
that human pathogens are not a threat. Also
the mixing of sewage with industrial wastes seriously reduces its potential for use in such applications.
Discharged untreated, to enclosed or semienclosed water bodies, sewage represents a
major source of potential bacterial contamination of marine living resources used for food.
Increased nutrient concentration in coastal
waters results primarily from sewage discharge
but is also enhanced by leaching and runoff of
agricultural fertilizers and detergents and effluent discharges from industries such as food
processing (in particular industrial scale processing of fish for fishmeal and oil production).
In shallow or semi-enclosed marine areas excessive nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus stimulate growth of phytoplankton and
other plants.
Eutrophication of such enclosed or semienclosed marine areas results from deoxygenation of bottom water following plant decomposition. Changes associated with eutrophication may involve changes in the physicochemical structure of the substrate, episodic
mortality and changes in abundance of commercial species, increased production of algal
toxins and increased turbidity of recreational
waters.
Industrial effluents may contain a wide variety
of products or their precursors including paints,
preservatives, disinfectants, dyes, pharmaceu-

ticals, cleaning agents, biocides used in agriculture and waste oil amongst others. Certain
persistent, synthetic organic substances such
as organohalogen compounds (e.g. solvents,
pesticides, heat transfer fluids) are known to be
particularly hazardous; thus their production,
use and disposal need to be strictly regulated
and serious consideration should be given to
limiting their production in coastal areas.
Agriculture, mariculture, disease vector control,
metal plating, tanning, photographic processing, dyeing, paper manufacture and marine
anti-fouling depend on chemicals and processes that, either directly or indirectly, can release potentially harmful substances into the
environment.
According to GESAMP more than 75% of marine pollution comes from land-based sources,
40% via rivers and direct discharges, and 30%
via the atmosphere. In addition to land-based
sources, marine pollution is also derived from
dumping by ships and aircraft, disposal of
dredged material and sewage sludge and from
offshore mining and oil production. Coastal
waters are the depositories for nearly all human-generated pollution. It has been estimated that more than 90% of all chemicals,
refuse and other materials entering coastal
waters remain there in sediments, wetlands,
fringing reefs, and other coastal ecosystems.
Only a small part of these contaminants have
spread beyond the limits of the continental
shelf.
POLLUTION AND EXPLOITATION OF LIVING
MARINE RESOURCES

In parallel with the increasing threats posed by
the deteriorating quality of the marine environment, the world marine fish catch has increased steadily during the last two decades.
Increased fishing pressure, facilitated by new
technology and combined with natural population fluctuations has led to the decline of several fisheries and to collapse of others. Overexploitation has reduced the yields of many
fisheries to a level of harvest which is below
the sustainable maximum. This is now resulting in increased competition between small
and large-scale fisheries. As the increased
fishing pressure leads to reduction in population size, genetic diversity and adaptability of
stocks could also be reduced.
In addition to the direct threat of overfishing of
stocks, many fisheries are at risk through
habitat degradation due to pollution and other
human interventions. The biggest threats to
fish productivity arise when overfishing and
habitat degradation is combined.
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Figure 1. Synopsis of the principal pollution problems and issues of environmental management
concern for 18 marine regions. Land-based sources of pollution particularly nutrients and industrial
discharges are seen as the most widespread problems for coastal zones at the present time.

- 4 Coastal development and the destruction of
natural habitats which act as nursery, breeding
and feeding grounds for offshore resource
species are a cause for concern. Species that
spend younger stages of the life cycle in nearshore brackish or fresh water habitats such as
mangroves and saltmarshes are particularly
threatened by unrestrained coastal development.
World trade patterns have resulted in increasing quantities of fish exports from developing to
developed countries, which in turn has resulted
in unsustainable levels of resource exploitation.
It is clear that small scale fisheries, serving local needs and aspirations are both more sustainable and more conservation oriented than
large scale export oriented fisheries which result in over exploitation of resources and environmental degradation.
HUMAN INTERFERENCE
LOGICAL CYCLE

IN

THE

HYDRO-

Additional problems of regional and in some
instances global concern include human interference in the flux of freshwater and sediments
to the coastal zone. The widespread construction of large dams in for hydroelectric power
generation and for irrigation and water supply
projects has altered the discharge of freshwater to coastal areas, hence changing their salinity, trapped sediments inland and altered the
ecological characteristics of coastal wetlands.
Dam construction for various purposes is likely
to continue to increase in the future to meet the
demands of burgeoning human populations.
In contrast, mining, mineral extraction and
smelting operations mobilize huge quantities of
silts. Inadequate management of mine tailings
and other mineral residues can lead toa wide
range of "downstream" problems in estuaries
and coastal areas through changes to habitats,
sediment and water chemistry. Such impacts
may only be apparent at some considerable
distance from the source and in almost all
cases regulation and control of the discharge
of such wastes falls outside the purview of the
agency responsible for the management of the
downstream receiving environment. Siltation in
coastal areas due to land use changes such as
deforestation, overgrazing and agricultural developments is a problem in many regions.
Groundwater extraction in coastal areas poses
several major, long-term problems, particularly
under conditions of rising sea level. Sediment
compaction following water or hydrocarbon extraction results in greatly enhancing relative
sea level rise, resulting in problems of saline

intrusion in estuarine areas and salinisation of
groundwater.
River borne sediments, often high in nutrients,
would normally be deposited on flood plains or
in deltaic systems contributing to the high productivity of natural ecosystems and human
food production in these areas. The Indus
River is now estimated to discharge less than
one quarter of the sediment annually which it
deposited in the 1940s. Severe problems of
flooding and salinisation have occurred in
Bangladesh as a consequence of the construction of barrages and dams on the Ganges
and Brahmaputra rivers. Loss of the sardine
fishery of the Nile delta appears to have been a
consequence of dam and barrage construction
reducing nutrient flow to the coastal waters.
The consequences of sediment starvation of
the Mississippi delta are well documented. Of
worldwide concern at present therefore is the
issue of sediment starvation of deltas, which
are also frequently sinking.
Not only do these recent changes to the hydrological cycle and sediment f1uxes have important local consequences for ecosystem stability and coastal zone management but it has
been suggested that in the recent past anthropogenic sediment mobilization reached a level
sufficient to be measurable globally.
The
sediment starvation of coastal areas represents a recent reversal of previous trends of
anthropogenically enhanced sediment flux following land clearance. It has been suggested
that erosion following deforestation and the
growth in human populations reached a level at
which the enhanced rates of sediment deposition on continental shelves constituted a geologically detectable change.
MARINE POLLUTION
LEGAL INSTRUMENTS

PROGRAMMES

AND

Before the mid-1970s the number of global or
regional agreements, including conventions
concerning marine pollution, was limited. For
the most part these concerned pollution of the
seas by oil from transport vessels. Global Conventions of note are:
•

International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil: 1954

•

International Convention Relating to Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Oil
Pollution Casualties: 1969

•

International Convention on Civil Liability
for Oil Pollution Damage: 1969
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•

Convention on the Prevention of Marine
Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and
Other Matter: 1972 International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution
from Ships: 1973

Regional agreements were adopted during
the same period which concerned the North
Sea and the Baltic:

•

Convention for the Protection of the
Mediterranean Sea Against Pollution,
Barcelona (1976)

•

Regional Convention for Cooperation on
the Protection of the Marine Environment
from Pollution, Kuwait (1978)

•

Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment and Coastal Areas of
the South East Pacific, Lima (1981)

•

Convention for Cooperation in the Protection and Development of the Marine and
Coastal Environment of the West and
Central African Region, Abidjan (1981)

•

Regional Convention for the Conservation
of the Marine Environment of the Red Sea
and the Gulf of Aden Environment, Jeddah (1982)

•

Agreement for Cooperation in dealing with
Pollution of the North Sea by Oil: 1969

•

Convention for the Prevention of Marine
Pollution by Dumping from Ships and Aircraft: 1972

•

Convention for the Prevention of Marine
Pollution from Land-based Sources (North
Sea): 1974

•

Convention on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea Area:
1974

•

Within the context of these regional agreements the concerned countries launched an
extensive series of baseline and monitoring
programmes concerning the main categories
of chemical pollutants with an emphasis on
organic and metal compounds.

Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment and Development of the
Marine and Coastal Environment of the
Eastern African Region, Nairobi (1985)

•

Convention for the Protection and Development of Natural Resources and Environment of the South Pacific Region,
Noumea (1986)

•

Convention on the Protection of the Black
Sea against Pollution, Bucharest (1992)

In 1972 the Action Plan for the Human Environment was adopted at an international
conference sponsored held under the auspices of the United Nations in Stockholm.
One decision of the Conference was to establish the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) to act as a focal point for
environmental action within the UN System.
Beginning in 1974 UNEP was requested by
its Governing Council to collaborate with
other agencies of the UN System to assist
governments to formulate and adopt environmental action plans with a focus on several marine regions. The first of these included the Wider Caribbean, the Mediterranean and the Persian Gulf.
In the early stages of the development of
these action plans it became apparent that in
some cases governments wanted to negotiate regionally based international conventions
to provide the legal underpinning for their actions. As a consequence UNEP established
the Regional Seas Programme which acted
as the coordinating body for developing the
Regional Action Plans and assisting in the
adoption of regional conventions. Following
1974 the rate of adoption of regional conventions accelerated. The most important of
these are:

Each of these regions has also adopted a regional Action Plan. In some regions additional
protocols on control of land-based pollution
have subsequently been adopted. Additional
regions for which only Action Plans have
been agreed are South Asia, South East Asia
and the Northwest Pacific. It is also worth
noting that: (a) the 1972 Convention for the
Baltic Sea Area has been superceded by a
new convention which was agreed in 1992
and (b) the 1972 Convention on Dumping in
the North Sea together with the 1974 Convention on Land-Based Sources of Pollution
for the North Sea have been superceded by a
new convention which was also agreed in
1992.
At the global level three other significant developments have taken place recently which
are important to the control of marine pollution.
In 1982 the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) was adopted in
Montego Bay (Jamaica).
The Convention
entered into force in 1994. An agreement
relating to the implementation of Part XI of the
Convention was adopted by UN General As-
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in force since 1996. In the Convention there
are a number of Articles obligating states to
manage their marine environments sustainably, including provisions for controlling marine
pollution.
It is worth noting that in their negotiations of
the regional conventions, highlighted above,
the eventual entry of the UNCLOS into force
was anticipated by the countries involved.
As a result there is compatibility between
these conventions and UNCLOS. Furthermore many of the Articles in UNCLOS incorporate the concept that compliance to the
principles and requirements of the Convention will be accomplished through compliance
to other legal instruments, global and regional.
In 1992 the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development adopted
Agenda 21: Programme of Action for Sustainable Development. Chapter 17 of the
Programme concerns management and
preservation of oceans and seas. Countries
are called upon to take action in a number of
areas including:
•

Curbing of land-based pollution

•

Reducing or eliminated discharges of
synthetic chemicals

•

Controlling and reducing toxic waste discharges

•

Reducing risk of pollution from accidents
at sea

•

Reducing run-off of soil and wastes
through better land-use practices

•

Stopping ocean dumping and incineration
at sea

•

Protecting special environments such as
coral reefs, mangroves and estuaries

While the Agenda 21 is not legally binding in
the same way as an international convention,
it can nevertheless be considered as "soft
law" and therefore serve as the underpinning
needed for encouraging countries to take action.
The lack of a global agreement on protecting
the marine environment from degradation
from land-based activities had been of concern for a number of years. It was the subject
of discussion in a variety of international fora
including during negotiations of UNCLOS and
the UNCED Conference and a number of

times in debates among governments at the
UNEP Governing Council.
Partly as a result of the impetus provided by
the adoption of Agenda 21 a number of governments became active in fomulating a
Global Programme of Action for the Protection of the Marine Environment from LandBased Activities. After a series of technical
meetings the Action Programme was adopted
at an international conference in Washington,
D.C.in 1995.
The Programme is a very broad, but someWhat detailed framework of activities aimed at
controlling pollution at the national and international level. The framework emphasizes
that integrated approaches should be used
including the adoption and implementation of
integrated coastal area management programmes as well as the more traditional sectoral approaches to pollution control.
CONCLUSIONS

Starting in the late 1960s the problem of marine pollution at the global, regional and national level has become a more urgent concern. As a result of this concern several
global efforts and agreements have addressed the problem. In addition a series of
regional action plans for curbing marine pollution have been formulated and have provided the framework for initiating marine pollution baseline studies, monitoring programmes and studies on the effects of various pollutants on marine organisms.
In many regions as well as globally these actions are supported by legally binding conventions and protocols for which the respective Contracting Parties have taken on obligations to control pollution. Of late the emphasis at the international level has been on
more integrated management of the landbased activities from which the pollution originates.
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Atmospheric Input of Pollution to the Oceans
Robert A. Duce
Departments of Oceanography and of Meteorology
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843 USA

ABSTRACT

There is increasing recognition that the atmosphere can be an effective, and in some cases
dominant, transport path for pollutants entering the coastal and open ocean. Both wet and dry
deposition processes involving particulate and gas phase species can be important. Estimates
from some of the semi-enclosed seas in Europe as well as along the east coast of North America indicate that in some regions atmospheric input can be similar to or greater than that from
rivers, sewage, dumping, etc. for certain trace metals (e.g., lead, cadmium, zinc, copper, nickel.
mercury) and a number of synthetic organic chemicals (e.g., HCH [hexachlorocyclohexane],
pca [polychlori-nated biphenyl], HCB [hexachlorobenzene], lindane, etc.). Atmospheric input of
anthropogenic nitrogen species, utilized as nutrients in the ocean, can also be very significant in
coastal regions, particularly when atmospheric deposition to an entire watershed, followed by
runoff to the coastal zone, is considered.
Atmospheric input to open ocean regions can also be important for some species. For example,
the atmosphere apparently dominates as the source for dissolved lead, cadmium, and zinc in the
global ocean and accounts for over 90% of the input of HCH, HCB, dieldrin, and DOT and over
80% of chlordane and PCB to open ocean regions. Episodic inputs of anthropogenic nitrogen
can also be an important source of nutrients to some open ocean regions, particUlarly downwind
of major industrial and populated regions, such as eastern Asia, eastern North America and
Europe. These anthropogenic inputs can affect marine primary productivity in some cases. Due
to increasing industrialization and population growth, the emission of nitrogen oxides, and their
subsequent deposition to the ocean, is expected to increase by perhaps a factor of 4 to 6 in such
areas as Asia, Central and South America and Africa by the year 2020. Considerably smaller
increases are expected in and downwind of North America, Europe, Australia and Japan. At the
present time atmospheric flux estimates into the ocean still have considerable uncertainty, however, with the estimates probably only reliable to within a factor of 2 to 4 for large areas.
INTRODUCTION

For many decades the marine sciences community has been concemed with developing an
understanding of the budgets and processes
associated with the entry of both natural and
human-derived substances to the ocean.
Much of the early work in this area focussed on
the obvious input f1uxes of material to the sea that carried by rivers and streams. Subsequent studies have investigated sewage outfalls, dumping, and other direct input pathways
for pollutants.
Over the past decade or two, however, it has
become apparent that the atmosphere is also
not only a significant, but in some cases
dominant, pathway by which both natural and
pollution materials are transported from the
continents to both the coastal and open

oceans. These substances include mineral
dust and plant residues; heavy metals; nitrogen species from combustion processes and
fertilizers; and pesticides and a wide range of
other synthetic organic compounds from industrial and domestic sources.
Some of these substances carried into the
ocean by the atmosphere, such as lead and
some chlorinated hydrocarbons, are potentially harmful to marine biological systems
and water quality. Other substances are nutrients and may enhance marine productivity,
such as nitrogen species, phosphorus and
iron.
For some substances the atmospheric input
has an important impact on their natural
chemical cycle in the sea, such as aluminum
and some rare earth elements. Atmospheric

- 10 inputs can thus have many different effects
on the marine environment, and it is necessary to develop an understanding of the magnitude and geographical distribution of the
atmospheric fluxes of these materials to both
the coastal and open ocean. Indeed, there
have recently been a number of intense
studies of atmospheric input to coastal waters
in North America and Europe, with several
studies also investigating these processes in
open ocean regions.
This paper will briefly review results from
several of these studies. The most complete
review of this subject as of the early 1990s
was a report by the Group of Experts on the
Scientific Aspects of Marine Environmental
Protection (GESAMP, 1989), much of which
was subsequently published as a review article in the scientific literature (Duce et al.,
1991).
In subsequent sections a brief discussion will
be given of the processes by which atmospheric substances are transported to the
ocean. This will be followed by discussion of
the input of specific chemicals via the atmosphere to estuarine and coastal waters. The
estimates given will often be for the direct input to the water surface and will be compared
with the input via other pathways when possible.
A discussion will follow on the atmospheric
input to open ocean regions and its potential
importance. Note that there are still very
large uncertainties in all of the f1uxes presented here, both those from the atmosphere
and from other sources. Unless otherwise indicated, it should be assumed that the atmospheric input rates have uncertainties
ranging from a factor of 2 to 4.

ticles to a water surface is often estimated
using the dry deposition velocity, Vd. For dry
deposition, the flux is then given by:
(1)

where F~ is the dry deposition flux (e.g., in g
m-2 sec-), Vd is the dry deposition velocity
(e.g., in m sec· 1), and Ca is the concentration
of the substance on the aerosol particles in
the atmosphere (e.g., in g m-3). In this formulation Vd incorporates all the processes of
dry deposition, including diffusion, impaction,
and gravitational settling of the particles to a
water surface.
It is very difficult to parameterize accurately
the dry deposition velocity since each of
these processes is acting on a particle population, and they are each dependent upon a
number of factors, including wind speed, particle size, relative humidity, etc. Utilizing a variety of information, GESAMP (1989) assumed the following dry deposition velocities
during their considerations of aerosol fluxes
to the ocean:
Submicrometer
aerosol particles
Supermicrometer
crustal particles not
associated with sea
salt
Giant sea-salt particles and materials
carried by them

0.001 m sec· 1 ± a
factor of three
0.01 m sec· 1 ± a
factor of three
0.03 m sec·1 ± a
factor of two

Proper use of Equation (1) requires that information be available on the size distribution
of the aerosol particles and the material present in them.

ATMOSPHERIC DEPOSITION PROCESSES

Particle and Gas Wet Deposition

Much of the discussion in this section has
been taken from a review on air/sea chemical
exchange written by Duce (1991). Material in
particulate (aerosol) form can enter the ocean
either by direct (dry) deposition on the sea
surface or via precipitation (rain, snow, etc.).
Gaseous material can also be s<;:8venged by
precipitation and can exchange directly with
the ocean.

Aerosol particles and their associated chemicals as well as trace gases are transported to
the sea surface via precipitation.
Direct
measurement of rain concentrations is certainly the best approach for determining wet
deposition, and many such studies have been
and are being undertaken.

Particle Dry Deposition
At present there are no satisfactory methods
to measure directly the dry deposition of the
full range of atmospheric aerosol particles to
a water surface. Dry removal of aerosol par-

However, problems with rain sampling, contamination, and the natural variability of the
concentration of trace substances in precipitation often make representative flux estimates difficult using this approach. Studies
have shown that the concentration of a substance in rain is related to the concentration.
of that substance in the atmosphere. This
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relationship can be expressed in terms of a
scavenging ratio, S:

S = Cr l p I Ca1g-1

(2)

where Cr is the concentration of the substance in rain (e.g., g kg- 1), p is the density of
air (-1.2 kg m-3), C alg is the aerosol or. ga~
concentration in the atmosphere, and S IS dlmensionless.
Values of S for species present in aerosol
particles range from a few hundred to a few
thousand, which roughly means that one
gram (or 1 cm 3) of rain scavenges about one
m3 of air. For aerosols S is dependent upon
such factors as particle size and chemical
composition.
For gases S can vary over manx .orders .of
magnitude depending on the specific gas, ItS
Henryos Law constant, its gas/water exchange coefficient, etc. For both aerosols
and gases S is also dependent upon the vertical concentration distribution, vertical extent
of the precipitating cloud, etc. B~cause. of
these factors the use of scavengIng ratios
requires great care, and the result~ have significant uncertainties. However, If the concentration of an atmospheric species and its
scavenging ratio are known, the scavenging
ratio approach can be used to estimate wet
deposition fluxes as follows:
Fr =P J Cr =piS I Calg J p.1

(3)

where Fr is the wet deposition flux (e.g., in g
m-2 y(1) and P is the precipitation rate (e.g., in
m y(1), with appropriate conversion factors to

translate rainfall depth to mass of water per
unit area. Note that piS I p-1 is equivalent to
a wet deposition velocity.
Direct Gas Exchange
Direct measurement of gas fluxes to a water
surface is only possible for two or three species at the present time, although extensive
research is underway in this area, and analytical capabilites for fast response measu,rements of some trace gases are becoming
available.
Modeling of the flux of gaseous species to the
sea surface or to rain droplets requires a
knowledge of the Henryos Law constants
and air/sea exchange coefficients as well as
atmospheric and oceanic concentrations. of
the species of interest. For many species
appropriate Henryos Law constants and exchange coefficients are poorly known.
Models for such calculations are described in
detail in GESAMP (1989) and in many other
references, and they will not be discussed
further here.
INPUT TO ESTUARIES AND THE COASTAL OCEAN
Trace Metals
Perhaps there have been more investigati~ns
of the input of metals to coastal and estuanne
regions via the atmosphere than any other
chemicals.
Among the most thoroughly
studied region in North America is Chesapeake Bay (e.g., see Baker et al., 1997;

Table 1
Atmospheric and Riverine Input of Trace Metals to Chesapeake Bay
Metal

ATMOSPHERIC INPUT
(10 6 g yr-1 )

Aluminum
710.
Arsenic
0.79
Cadmium
0.37
Chromium
1.5
Copper
3.5
Iron
400.
Manganese
13.
Nickel
4.2
Lead
6.6
Zinc
18.0
Adapted from Scudlark et al. (1994)

Riverine In~ut
(10 6 g yr- )

156.
5.3
2.6
14.7
59.0
618.
1,280.
98.7
14.7
49.5

% Atmospheric

82
13
12
9

6
39
1
4
31
27

- 12 Table 2
Wet and Dry Deposition of Trace Metals to Chesapeake Bay
Dry Flux
(mg m-2 yr-1 )

Wet Flux
(mg m-2 yr-1)

0/0 Wet

59,000-170,000

13,600

7-19

50-140

49

26-49

Cadmium

11-31

48

61-81

Chromium

100-280

88

24-47

Copper

250-700

260

27-51

34,000-96,000

10,400

10-23

680-1,900

1,190

39-64

Nickel

350-960

257

21-42

Lead

300-800

556

41-65

Selenium

140-380

214

36-60

1,100-3,100

1,335

30-55

Metal
Aluminum
Arsenic

Iron
Mangenese

Zinc

Adapted from Wu et al. (1992)

Quinn et al., 1992; Scudlark et al., 1994; and
Wu et al., 1994). For example, in Table 1
Scudlark et al. (1994) compare the atmospheric and riverine input of a wide range of
trace metals into Chesapeake Bay.
The atmospheric numbers reprE7~ent a. combination of wet plus dry deposition directly
onto the Bay surface. Note that the atmospheric input ranges from as low as ~ % for
manganese to as high as 82% for alumlnum.
With the exception of AI and Fe, which are
largely derived from natural weathering r:>rocesses (e.g., mineral matter), most of the Input
of the other trace metals is from anthropogenic sources. For trace metals ~ith ant~ro
pogenic sources the atmosphere IS most Important for lead (39%), while for most of the
other metals the atmospheric input accounts
for 10% or less of the total.
Table 2 provides information on the relative
importance of wet and dry removal processes
for the input of these metals to Chesapeake
Bay. Note that for most metals wet and dry
removal are of roughly comparable importance. Iron and aluminum are the exception
again, with dry deposition dominating for
these metals. This is because they are predominantly found on large (super-micrometer)
mineral particles with much higher dry depo~
sition velocities than the other metals.

There have also been a number of investigations of the trace metal input to the North
Sea. See for example, Baart et al. (1995);
Dedeuwaerder (1988); GESAMP (1989); Injuk et al. (1990); Kane et al. (1994); ~~rth
Sea Conference (1987); Ottley and Harnslon
(1993); Petersen (1991); Rojas et al. (1993);
Struyf and Van Grieken (1993); van den Hout
(1994); van Jaarsveld (1992); and Wa.rmenhoven et al. (1989). lnjuk et al. (1990) investigated the input of several trace r:netals to the
North Sea via the atmosphere, rivers, dumping and direct discharge. They found the .atmospheric input to account for the follOWing
percentages for the indicated metals: Le~d
40%; zinc - 22%; copper - 24%, and cadmium
- 55%. van den Hout et al. (1994) undertook
an even more comprehensive modelling
study of the North Sea, and their effort ~n
sidered not only the input pathways outlined
above, but also considered Baltic Sea inflow,
Atlantic Ocean inflow and outflow, and exchange of metals with the sediments. They
also calculated the atmospheric contribution
to all of these inputs. Figure 1 shows schematically their results for lead, copper a~d
cadmium. Note that for copper, atmospheric
input is relatively unimportant in this larger
context atmospheric input is somewhat more
importa'nt for cadmium, and it is quite important for lead, being approximately equal to th.e
inflow from the Atlantic Ocean, although stili
less than that enter- ing the North Sea from
dumping. Note also that for lead approxi-

- 13 mately 20% of the inflow from the Atlantic to
the North Sea is also derived from the atmosphere. This type of approach gives perhaps
the most accurate and in depth analysis of
the importance of atmospheric input relative
to all other sources of a particular substance
in a water mass.
Baart et al. (1995) estimated the contribution
of the various nations in Europe to the atmospheric input of metals to the North Sea.
Figure 2 shows graphically the calculated input from the nations that contribute the greatest input: Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg, France, and the
United Kingdom. It can clearly be seen that
for cadmium, copper, lead and zinc, the
United Kingdom is the dominant source region, with Germany generally second. However, many other nations not shown in Figure
2 also contribute to this input, including Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Ireland, and Spain,
among others. These other nations together
generally account for about 10% of the total
atmospheric input. This illustrates one of the
characteristics of atmospheric transport and
deposition - the input to the ocean can occur
significant distances away from the source
region.
There is an extensive literature on the input of
trace metals to other European seas as well.
For the Baltic Sea, see for example, GESAMP (1989); HELCOM (1991); Petersen
(1992); and Schneider (1988). For the Mediterranean Sea representative references include Arnold (1985); Bergametti (1987); Bergametti et al. (1989); Dulac et al. (1987);
Erdman et al. (1994); Loye-Pillot et al. (1986);
and Martin et al. (1989).
There are relatively few studies of the input of
trace metals from the atmosphere to the
coastal ocean in Asia. Gao et al. (1992) estimated the atmospheric input of 23 metals to
the Yellow Sea region, but they were unable
to compare these inputs to those from rivers
or other sources in that area. They were able
to compare the atmospheric input of mineral
matter from rivers and from the atmosphere
to the Bohai Sea, the Yellow Sea, and the
East Sea regions of the East China Sea.
These results are shown in Table 3. It is apparent that for the Bohai and East Seas,
which are directly adjacent to the Asian continent and subject to the runoff of the Yellow
River and the Yangtze River respectively, two
of the largest rivers in the world, riverine input
accounts for from 88% to 99% of the total.
However, for the Yellow Sea atmospheric
deposition of mineral matter from the Asian

deserts and loess plateau regions account for
20 to 70% of the total mineral input.
Nitrogen Species
The atmospheric input of nitrogen species is
of particular interest because nitrogen is a
necessary nutrient for biological production
and growth in the ocean. There have been
an increasing number of studies of the atmospheric input of nitrogen to estuaries and
the coastal ocean. Perhaps the publication
that most effectively catalyzed interest in the
importance of atmospheric nitrogen inputto
estuaries was a report by Fisher et al. (1988)
on the role of acid rain in polluted coastal
waters of the northeastern United States, and
in particular Chesapeake Bay. The results of
this study, shown in Table 4, indicated that
approximately 40% of all the nitrogen contributed by human activity to Chesapeake Bay
enters via precipitation falling directly on the
Bay or its watershed.
These results were different from most earlier
studies because the atmospheric contributions that coming via the atmosphere but faIling on the watershed and then entering the
Bay.Note from Table 4 that atmospheric input
of nitrogen exceeded that from animal waste,
fertilizers, and point sources. In the case of
nitrate, about 23% falls directly on the Bay,
with the remaining 77% falling on the watershed. (These results suggest that studies
that consider only the direct deposition on a
water surface [e.g., the results shown in Table
1] may significantly underestimate the true
contribution of atmospheric input.) Fisher et
al. (1988) noted that the total nitrogen fertilizer applied to croplands in the Chesapeake
Bay region is -5.4 g m-2 y(1, while the atmospheric nitrate and ammonium nitrogen entering the Bay is -4.8 g m-2 y(1.
Chesapeake Bay is almost as heavily fertilized from atmospheric nitrogen, largely anthropogenic, as the croplands are by fertilizer
in that watershed!
Some other studies investigating nitrogen input to estuarine and coastal regions are
summarized in Table 5. In this table atmospheric sources for nitrogen are compared with
all other sources, where possible. The atmospheric input ranges from 10 to almost
70% of the total. Note that some estimates
compare only direct atmospheric input with all
other sources and some include as part of the

- 14 Table 3
Input of Mineral Material from Rivers and the Atmosphere to the East China Sea
Riverine Input

Atmospheric Input

Local Sea

1010 9 yr-1

% of Total

1010 9 yr-1

% of Total

BohaiSea

290-1900

0.2-2

120,000

98-99

Yellow Sea

360-3300

20-70

-1,500

30-80

East Sea

560-8500

0.9-12

63,000

88-99

Adapted from Gao et al. (1992)

Table 4
Input of Nitrogen Species to Chesapeake Bay
Total Input
(109 9 yr-1)

Areal In~ut Rate
(g m- yr-1)

% of the Total

Precipitation:
nitrate
ammonium

35
19

3.1
1.7

25
14

Animal waste

5

0.4

3

Fertilizers

48

4.2

34

Point sources

33

2.9

24

140

12.3

100

Source

TOTAL
Adapted from Fisher et al. (1988)

Table 5
Input of Nitrogen to Coastal Areas

Region

Total Atmospheric Total Input All
Sources
Input'"
(109 9 yr-1)
(109 9 yr-1)

New York Bight

% Atmospheric Input

Reference

13+

(1)

Chesapeake Bay

54

140

39

(2)

Long Island Sound

11

49

22

(2,3)

Neuse Riv. Estuary, NC

1.7

7.5

23

(2,4)

North Sea

400+

1500

27+

(5)

W. Mediterranean Sea

400+

577@

69+

(6)

Mediterranean Sea

1067+

Baltic Sea

500

(7)
-1200

42

(8,9)

*Total from direct atmospheric deposition and runoff of atmospheric material from the watershed.
Direct atmospheric deposition to the water only.
@ Total from atmospheric and riverine input only.
Refs: (1) Sinderman and Swanson (1979); (2) Fisher et al.
(1988); (3) Farro et al. (1986); (4) North Carolina Div. of Environmental Management (1985); (5) North Sea Conference (1987); (6) Martin et al. (1989); (7) Erdman et al. (1994); (8) HELCOM (1991); (9) HELCOM (1993).

+
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Direct atmospheric deposition

Direct atmospheric deposition

79(79)

Copper

1172(1172)

Rivers and
direct discharge

Rivers and
irect discharg

2230(15)

1597 (288)

Dumping

Dumping

1561 (0)

3015 (0)

Baltic inflow

Baltic inflow

454(5)

84(17)

Atlantic inflow

Atlantic inflow

3785 (38)

1262 (252)

(Tons/year)

Direct atmospheric deposition

(Tons/year)

Direct atmospheric deposition

20 (20)

13.3(13.3)

Cadmium

Lindane

Rivers and
direct dischargE
116(6)

Rivers and
direct discharg

Dumping
72(0)

Dumping
0.0(0)

Baltic inflow

Baltic inflow
0.2 (0.2)

30 (3)

3.9 (3.6)

Atlantic inflow
261 (26)

Atlantic inflow
6.0 (6.0)

(Tons/year)

(Tons/year)

Figure1. Input of copper, lead, cadmium and lindane to the North Sea. Values in parentheses
( ) denote atmospheric contribution. For example, for Cu the atmospheric contribution to rivers
and direct discharges is 15 tons per year. Adapted from van den Hout (1994)

atmospheric input the portion of the deposition to the watershead that reaches the estuary or coast. Other studies of atmospheric
input of nitrogen to estuaries and the coastal
zone include Hessen et al. (1992); Kane et al.
(1997); Paerl (1985); and Scudlark and
Church (1993).
Synthetic Organic Compounds

There has been growing interest in the input
of a wide range of synthetic organic compounds to the coastal ocean. Most of these
substances are relatively high molecular
weight compounds. Many studies have taken
place in the European regional seas.

The calculation of the atmospheric input of
these species to the coastal ocean is complicated by the fact that many of these substances are found primarily in the gas phase
in the atmosphere, and most of the deposition
is related to the wet and dry removal of that
phase. The atmospheric residence times of
most of these compounds is long compared
with those of trace metals and nitrogen species. Thus the potential source regions for
these compounds entering coastal waters can
be distant and widely dispersed.
In general the data on fluxes of synthetic organic compounds to the ocean are few and
the estimates have significant uncertainties.
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Figure 2. Contributions in per cent for the 5 primary regions that are sources for the deposition
of heavy metals to the North Sea. Ger Germany, NL the Netherlands, B+L Belgium plus
Luxembourg, F France, and UK United Kingdom. Adapted from Baart et al. (1995)
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Fluxes of Trace Metals in the
Tropical North Pacific

AI

Fe

Th

v

Cu

Zn

4700

2600

0.66

6

10

12

Se

Pb

0.007

0.3

Figure 3. A comparison of the trace metal fluxes (in ng cm- 2 y(1)from the atmosphere to the
ocean and from the ocean to the sediments in the central tropical North Pacific. For each metal
note the similarity in the two fluxes, except for lead and selenium.
Similar to their studies of trace metals, van
den Hout (1994) evaluated the atmospheric
input of lindane to the North Sea and compared it with that from other sources. This is
shown in Figure 1. Note that the atmospheric
input of lindane dominates that from all other
sources. Table 6 compares the atmospheric
input to the North Sea with that of other

transport paths for a number of other synthetic organic species. In almost every case
atmospheric input dominates the other
sources combined. Other studies of synthetic
organic inputs from the atmosphere to estuaries and coastal waters are discussed by
Baart et al. (1995); Baker et al. (1997); and
GESAMP (1989).
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Input of Synthetic Organic Species to the North Sea
Atmospheric Inout
(10~ 9 yr-1)

Input from
Other Sources
(106 9 yr-1 )

% Atmospheric Input

Trichloroethane

920

55

94

Tetrachloroethene

110

8

93

Trichloroethene

330

84

80

6

42

13

Benzene

420

488

46

Lindane

36

3

92

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons

83

91

48

PCS

39

3

93

Organic Species

Carbon tetrachloride

Adapted from Warmenhoven et al. (1989)

Table 7
Global Atmospheric Emissions of Some Trace Metals
Anthropogenic
Emissions
(109 9 yr-1 )

Natural
Emissions
(109 9 yr-1)

289 - 332 - 376

1 - 12 - 23

Cadmium

3.1-7.6-12

0.15-1.3-2.6

Copper

20 - 35- 51

2.3 - 28 - 54

Nickel

24 - 56-87

3 - 30 - 57

70 -132 -194

4-45-86

12-18-26

0.9 - 12 - 23

Metal
Lead

Zinc
Arsenic
From Duce et al. (1991)

Table 8
Global Input of Trace Metals to the World Ocean
Lead
Cadmium Copper
Zinc
Nickel
Arsenic
Iron
(109g y(1) (109g yr-1) (109g yr-1) (109g y(1) (109g yr-1) (109g yr-1) (1012g yr-1)
Atmospheric Input
Dissolved

50 - 100

1.9 - 3.3

14-45

8 - 11

33 -170

2.3- 5

1.6 - 4.8

Particulate

6 -12

0.4 - 0.7

2-7

14 -17

11 - 55

1.3 - 3

14 - 42

Riverine Input
Dissolved

2

0.3

10

11

6

10

1.1

Particulate

1600

15

1500

1400

3900

80

110

From Duce et al. (1991)
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There have also been an increasing number
of studies of the atmospheric input of trace
species to the open ocean. For many substances a relatively small fraction of the material delivered to estuaries and the coastal
zone by rivers and streams makes its way
through the near shore environment to open
ocean regions. Most of this material is lost
via flocculation and sedimentation to the
sediments as it passes from the fresh water
environment to open seawater. Since aerosol
particles in the few micrometer size range or
less have atmospheric residence times of one
to several days, depending upon their detailed size distribution and local precipitation
patterns, and most species of interest in the
gas phase have similar or even longer atmospheric residence times, there is ample
opportunity for these atmospheric materials to
be carried hundreds to thousands of kilometers before being deposited on the ocean
surface.

Table 8 provides an estimate of the global input of several trace metals from the atmosphere to the ocean and compares these
fluxes with those from rivers. Estimates are
given for both the dissolved and particulate
forms of the metals. The data indicate that
rivers are generally the major source of particulate trace metals in the ocean, although
again a significant fraction of this material
may not get past the coastal zone.
For the dissolved phase atmospheric and riverine inputs are roughly equal for pollutant
metals such as copper and nickel, while for
zinc, cadmium and particularly lead atmospheric inputs appear to dominate. Note that
these estimates were made based on data
collected in the mid-1980s. Extensive efforts
to control the release of atmospheric lead,
which has been primarily from the combustion
of leaded gasoline, are likely resulting in
much lower concentrations of atmospheric
lead in the ocean. Indeed, this has been observed in the Bermuda area (Boyle et al.,
1994, among others).

Trace Metals
Table 7 presents estimates of the natural and
anthropogenic emission of
several trace
metals to the global atmosphere. Note that
ranges of estimates are given, with the most
likely value underlined. It appears from Table
7 that anthopogenic sources dominate for
lead, cadmium, and zinc, with essentially
equal contributions for copper, nickel, and arsenic.
.
Clearly a significant fraction of the input of
these metals from the atmosphere to the
ocean could be largely derived from anthropogenic sources.

Table 9 presents the calculated atmospheric
lead input into the major ocean basins in the
northern and southern hemispheres (Duce et
al., 1991). Again, these figures represent inputs roughly 8 to 10 years ago. Note that
most of the lead input is in the northern hemisphere, particularly to the North Atlantic. This
agrees with patterns of lead emissions to the
atmosphere, which are -90% in the northern
hemisphere. The elevated fluxes to the North
Atlantic are consistent with it being downwind
from the highly populated east coast of North
America, which burned large quantities of
leaded gasoline. Note also that the primary
input process for lead is wet deposition.

Table 9
Atmospheric Flux of Lead to the Global Ocean
Wet
(ng cm-2 yr-1 )

(ng

c~'l yr-1)

Total
(ng cm-2 yr-1 )

North Pacific

18

3

21

South Pacific

2

0.3

2

North Atlantic

88

18

106

South Atlantic

6

2

8

North Indian

27

6

33

South Indian

4

1

5

Global Total

20

4

24

Adapted from Duce et al. (1991)

- 19 This is consistent with the lead being found
primarily on sub-micrometer particles, which
have low dry deposition velocities.
Figure 3 presents the calculated fluxes of
several metals from the atmosphere to the
ocean surface and from the ocean to the sea
floor in the tropical central North Pacific. Note
that for most metals the two fluxes are quite
similar, suggesting the potential importance of
atmospheric input to the marine sedimentation of these metals in this region. Lead and
selenium are exceptions, however, as the atmospheric flux is much greater than the flux
to the sea floor. The fluxes to the sea floor
represent mean fluxes over the past several
thousand years, whereas the atmospheric
fluxes are for the present time. The atmospheric lead flux is much larger than the flux of
lead to the sediments primarily because of
the increased flux of anthropogenic lead from
the atmosphere (Settle and Patterson, 1982).
However, in the case of selenium the apparent higher atmospheric flux is an artifact,
because most of the flux of selenium from the
atmosphere to the ocean is simply marinederived selenium that has been emitted from
the ocean to the atmosphere as a gas, dimethyl selenide (Mosher et al., 1987;
Amouroux et al., 1996), oxidized, and returned to the ocean. Thus, care must must
be taken when making comparisions· of this
type.
Nitrogen Species
There is growing concern about the input of
anthropogenic nitrogen species to the global
ocean. Prospero et al. (1996) have provided
a recent analysis of atmospheric nitrogen in

put to the North Atlantic basin, and other recent reviews of this issue include GESAMP
(1989), GESAMP (1991), and Duce et al.
(1991). This issue is of particular importance
in regions where nitrogen is the limiting nutrient, e.g., the oligtrophic waters of the central
oceanic gyres. Estimates to date suggest
that in such regions atmospheric nitrogen will
in general account for only a few percent of
the total "new" nitrogen delivered to the photic zone, with most of the "new" nutrient nitrogen derived from the upwelling of nutrient-rich
deeper waters.
It is recognized, however, that the atmospheric input is highly episodic, and at times it
may play a much more important role as a
source for nitrogen in surface waters (e.g.,
see for example Duce, 1986; Knap et al.,
1986; Michaels et al., 1993; and Owens et al.,
1992). Table 10 presents a recent estimate of
the current input of fixed nitrogen to the global
ocean from rivers, the atmosphere and nitrogen fixation.
From the numbers given it is apparent that all
three sources are important, and within the
uncertainties of the estimates, they are
roughly equal. In the case of rivers, about
half of the nitrogen input is anthropogenic.
For atmospheric input perhaps the most important information in Table 10 is that the organic nitrogen flux appears to be equal to or
perhaps significantly greater than the inorganic (Le., ammonium and nitratre) nitrogen
flux.
The source of the organic nitrogen is not
known, but Cornell et al. (1995) believe that a
large fraction of it is anthropogenic in origin.

Table 10
Estimates of Present Day Input of Fixed Nitrogen to the Ocean

Source
Nitrogen Fixation

14 -42

Atmospheric Input:
Dissolved inorganic N (DIN)

28-70

Dissolved organic N (DON)

28 -84

River Input (DIN + DON):
Natural
Anthropogenic
From Cornell et al. (1995)

14-35

7 - 35

- 20 Table 11
Anthropogenic Reactive Nitrogen Production, 1990 & 2020
Energy (NOx)

Fertilizer
1;

~

i

1990

i

i

2020

A

(1012 9 N y(1)

~

Factor % of Total Increase

1990

2020

(10

12

A

9 N y(1)

Factor % of To-I
tal In- i
crease

i

.

US/Canada

7.6

10.1

2.5

1.3

10

13.3

14.2

0.9

1.1

1.6

Europe

4.9

5.2

0.3

1.1

1

15.4

15.4

0

1.0

0

Australia

0.3

0.4

0.1

1.3

0.4

Japan

0.8

0.8

0

1.0

0

Asia

3.5

13.2

9.7

3.8

39

36

85

49

2.4

88

Cent.lSo.America 1.5

5.9

4.4

3.9

18

1.8

4.5

2.7

2.5

5

Africa

0.7

4.2

3.5

6.0

15

2.1

5.2

3.1

2.5

6

FSU*

2.2

5.7

3.5

2.5

15

10

10

0

1.0

0

TOTAL

21

45

24

2.1

100

79

134

55

1.7

100

* Former Soviet Union
Adapted from Galloway et al. (1995)

This is a form of atmospheric nitrogen input
that had not been considered previously, as
there had been few measurements of organic
nitrogen input to the ocean before the work of
Cornell et al. (199 Of particular concern are
changes in the input of atmospheric nitrogen
to the open ocean in the future as a result of
increasing human activities
In particularly relevant papers, Galloway et al.
1995) have evaluated the preindustrial nitrogen fixation (formation of reactive nitrogen) on the continents; the current
(1990) anthropogenic reactive nitrogen produced from energy sources (primarily as
NOx) , fertilizers and legumes; the estimated
reactive nitrogen that will be produced in
2020 as a result of human activities; and the
current and predicted future geographic distribution of the deposition of reactive nitrogen
to the continents and ocean.
Table 11 presents the estimates of Galloway
et al. (1995) of the formation of fixed nitrogen
from energy use and production and from the
use of fertilizers, the two processes which
would lead to the most important·fluxes of reactive nitrogen to the atmosphere. Note that
the most highly developed regions in the
world, represented by the first four regions in
the table, are predicted to show relatively little
increase in the formation of fixed nitrogen,
with none of these areas having a predicted
increase by 2020 of more than a factor of 1.3
nor a contribution to the overall global increase in reactive nitrogen exceeding 10%.

(1994,

However, the regions in the lower part of Table 11 contribute very significnatly to increased anthropogenic reactive nitrogen formation in 2020. For example, it is predicted
that the production of reactive nitrogen in Asia
from energy sources will increase -4 fold,
and that Asia will account for almost 40% of
the global increase, while Africa will have a 6
fold increase and will account for 15% of the
global increase in energy-derived fixed nitrogen. It is predicted that production of reactive
nitrogen from the use of fertilizers in Asia will
increase by a factor of 2.4, and Asia will account for -88% of the global increase from
this source. Since both energy sources (NOx,
and ultimately nitrate) and fertilizer (NH 3) result in the extensive release of reactive nitrogen to the atmosphere, the predictions above
indicate that there should be very significant
increases in the atmospheric deposition to the
ocean of nutrient nitrogen species downwind
of such regions as Asia, Central and South
America, Africa, and the former Soviet Union.
This has been supported by a numerical modeling stUdy. Considering only the emissions of
NOx from energy sources and using the Global
Chemical Transport Model (GCTM) of the
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, Galloway et al. (1994) have generated maps of the
current (1990) and expected (2020) annual
deposition of reactive nitrogen species to the
global ocean. This study showed an expected
significant increase in reactive nitrogen deposition from fossil fuel combustion to the ocean to

- 21 the east of all of Asia, from Southeast Asia to
the Asian portion of the Former Soviet Union;
to the east of south Africa, northeast Africa and
the Mideast, and Central America and southern
South America; and to the west of northwest
Africa. This increased reactive nitrogen transport and deposition to the ocean will likely result in enhanced tropospheric ozone prOduction in these regions. It will also provide new
sources of nutrient nitrogen to some regions of
the ocean where biological production is currently nitrogen-limited. There is thus the possibility of signifi-cant impacts on regional biological primary production, at least episodically, in these regions of the open ocean (Galloway et al., 1994).
Table 12 compares the pre-industrial global
nitrogen fixation values with the 1990 and
predicted 2020 global anthropogenically derived fixed nitrogen values. Pre-industrial nitrogen fixation on the continents was 90 to
130 X 10 12 g N per year. In 1990 human were
adding -140 x 1012 g N per year to this figure,
and by 2020 that figure should increase to 230 X 1012 g N per year. In 2020 humans will
be roughly doubling to tripling the formation
of reactive nitrogen from natural sources.
Of the current 140 x 1012 g N per year, approximately 60 x 1012 g N per year enter the
ocean, with the majority of that remaining in the

coastal zone. According to Galloway et al.
(1995), currently -18 x 1012 g anthropogenic
nitrogen per year enter the ocean via the atmosphere, with roughly equal amounts from
natural sources. However, note that these figures only consider inorganic nitrogen. When
organic nitrogen is included, much higher
fluxes are possible (Cornell et al., 1995; see
Table 10).
We have mentioned above that calculations of
fluxes of chemical substances to the ocean
have large uncertainties, often a factor of 2 or
more. Prospero et al. (1996) evaluated atmospheric fluxes of nutrients to the North Atlantic.
This study provides an opportunity to compare
model calculations with actual measurments of
wet deposition of nitrogen species at several
locations around the North Atlantic basin. Results of this comparison are presented in Table
13. The model values presented are the mean
values from 4 different models of atmospheric
nitrogen deposition used for each of these
sites. Note that the measured and modeled
fluxes for nitrate and ammonium generally
agree within a factor of two, and sometimes
are much closer than that, giving us some
sense of the confidence we should apply to
modeled values of atmospheric input to the
ocean, at least relative to wet deposition of
these species.

Table 12
Anthropogenic Reactive Nitrogen Formation and Entry to the Ocean, 1990 & 2020
Pre-industrial N fixation on continents = 90 to 130 x 1012 g N y(1
Total anthropogenic N in 1990:
21 x 1012 g from energy (NOx)
79 x 1012 g from fertilizers

40 x 1012 9 from legumes
140 x 1012 g N y(1 total
Total anthropogenic N in 2020:
45 x 1012 g from energy (NOx)
134 x 1012 g from fertilizers

50 x 1012 9 from legumes
230 x 1012 g N y(1 total
Of the current (1990) 140 x 1012 9 anthropogenic N y(1, -60 x 1012 g y(1 enter the ocean
41 x 1012 g N y(1 via rivers - stays largely in the coastal zone
18 x 1012 g N y(1 via the atmosphere
Adapted from Galloway et al. (1995)
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Model Estimates of Wet Nitrogen Deposition to the Ocean vs Measured Values
NOa(mmol N m-2 yr-1)

NH/
(mmol N m-2 yr-1)

Mace Head, Ireland
Mean modeled deposition
Mean measured deposition

6.0
5.2

3.7
4.4

Lewes, DE
Mean modeled deposition
Mean measured deposition

29.
23.

12.
16.

Bermuda
Mean modeled deposition
Mean measured deposition

13.
5.5

7.7
3.0

Barbados
Mean modeled deposition
Mean measured deposition

3.4
2.0

1.1
2.0

Location

Adapted from Prospero et al. (1996)

Table 14
Atmospheric and Riverine Fluxes of Organochlorine
Compounds to the World Ocean
Atmospheric Input
(106 9 yr-1)

Riverine In~ut
(106 9 yr" )

% Atmospheric

LPCB

240

60

80

LHCH

4750

60

99

LDDT

165

4

98

HCB

77

4

95

Dieldrin

43

4

91

Chlordane

22

4

85

Compound

Adapted from Duce etal. (1991)

Synthetic Organic Compounds
Perhaps the most comprehensive review of
the input of synthetic organic compounds to
the world ocean up until about 1990 is given
by Duce et al. (1991) and the extensive references therein.Other recent papers that address these issues include Bidleman et al.
(1990);
Domagalski and Kuivila (1993);
Guzzella and Depaolis (1994); Harrison et al.
(1993); Hinckley et al. (1991); Hornbuckle et
al. (1994); and Jaffrezo et al. (1993). The
atmospheric residence times of many synthetic organic compounds are relatively long
compared with those of the trace metals and
nitrogen species, as mentioned previously.
Many of these species are found primarily in
the gas phase in the atmosphere, and they

are thus very effectively mobilized into the
atmosphere during their production and use.
Their long atmospheric residence times of
weeks to months or more leads to atmospheric transport that can often be near hemispheric in scale.
Thus atmospheric transport and deposition in
general dominates all other sources for these
species in seawater in open ocean regions.
Table 14 compares the atmospheric and riverine inputs to the world ocean for a number of
synthetic organochlorine compounds.
Note
that the atmosphere in most cases accounts
for 90% or more of the input of these species
to the ocean. Table 15 presents estimates of
the input of these same organochlorine corn-
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of these synthetic organic compounds are produced and used in the northem hemisphere, it
is not surprising that the flux into the northern
hemisphere oceans is greater than that to
southern hemisphere marine regions.

Table 16 presents estimates of the relative
importance of the various removal processes
from the atmosphere for these compounds.
There are significant differences for the various compounds, as would be expected, but
there are some general similarities as well.

There are some differences for specific compounds in different ocean basins. For example, HCH and DDT species have a higher input
rate to the North Pacific than the North Atlantic,
largely because of the greater use of these
compounds in Asia than in North America or
Europe.

The primary mechanisms for the transfer of
these species from the atmosphere to the
ocean are related to the removal of the gas
phase by both wet deposition processes and
direct gas exchange.
This is largely because the particulate form of
these species accounts for a very small fraction of their atmospheric concentrations. For
some species, e.g., DOT, DOE, and PCB, wet
removal of the particulate form is certainly not
insignificant, but gas phase removal clearly
dominates.

On the other hand, the input of PCBs and dieldrin are higher to the North Atlantic than the
North Pacific, primarily because of their greater
use in the continental regions adjacent to the
North Atlantic.

Table 15
Atmospheric Flux of Organochlorine Compounds to the Global Ocean
~PCB

Ocean

~HCH

(106 9 yr-1)

(106 9 yr-1)

North Pacific

36

2600

South Pacific

29

North Atlantic

HCB
~DDT
(106 9 yr-1) (106 9 y(1)

Dieldrin
Chlordane
(106 9 yr-1) (106 g yr-1)

66

20

8.9

8.3

470

26

19

9.5

1.9

100

850

16

17

17

8.7

South Atlantic

14

97

14

10

2.0

1.0

Indian

52

700

43

11

6.0

2.4

Global Total

231

4717

165

77

43.4

22.3

Adapted from Duce et a!. (1991)

Table 16
Deposition of Organochlorines to the World Ocean by Various Processes

Compound

Particle
Dry (%)

Gas

Wet (%)

Dry (%)

Wet (%)

a-HCH

<0.1

0.1

38

62

y-HCH

<0.1

<0.1

23

77

HCB

0.2

2.2

85

13

Dieldrin

0.3

13

54

33

p,p'DDT

0.7

34

45

20

p,p'DDE

0.4

21

64

15

Chlordane

0.2

72

18

~PCB

0.6

65

11

Adapted from Duce et al. (1991)

9.5
23

- 24 Dry deposition of the particulate form of these
species is apparently negligible. It must be
pointed out that the gas phase exchange calculations have very significant uncertainties,
and the specific numbers in these tables
should be used with great caution. Nevertheless, the general features of the transfer of
these compounds into the ocean is probably
correct.
CONCLUSIONS

The atmosphere transports materials to the
ocean that are both harmful to marine life and
that are essential for marine biological productivity. It is now apparent that atmospheric
transport and deposition of trace metals, nitrogen species, and synthetic organic compounds can be a significant and in some
cases dominant pathway for these substances entering both estuarine and coastal
waters as well as some open ocean regions.
Atmospheric input clearly must be considered
in any evaluation of material fluxes to these
marine ecosystems. Carefully designed atmospheric modeling and measurement programs are especially necessary to assess accurately pollutant input to estuarine and
coastal waters, including regional seas. The
results of such studies should be an integral
part of the data necessary to develop strategies for the protection of such bodies of water. Atmospheric and marine scientists attempting to understand and evaluate the impact of atmospheric input to marine waters,
as well as the managers and policy makers
who seek to protect these waters, must recognize the many uncertainties associated
with the current methods of estimating the
atmospheric input of chemicals to the ocean.
Primary reasons for these uncertainties are:
•

The lack of atmospheric concentration
data over large regions of the ocean,
particularly over extended periods of
time and under varying meteorological
conditions,

•

The episodic nature of the deposition to
the ocean,

•

The lack of accurate models of exchange,
particularly for gases,

•

Our inability to measure accurately the
dry deposition of particles, and

•

Our inability to measure accurately the
air/sea exchange of gases.

Models of the input of atmospheric materials
to any water mass require a comprehensive
understanding of the meteorology of the area
of interest. This includes not only the climatology of the region, but also detailed regular
meteorological measurements that are an integral part of any comprehensive chemical
measurement and modeling effort. While
there is commonly a paucity of meteorological
data from open ocean regions, this is often
also the case for many coastal locations.
When atmospheric chemical data are being
collected and transport and deposition models are being developed and validated in a
particular region, it may often be necessary to
expand the collection of meteorological information. Such efforts will require close collaboration and cooperation between meteorologists and atmospheric chemists.
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Sea-Ice Pollution
I.E. Frolov
State Scientific Centre of the Russian Federation
Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute (GNT RF - AANII)
In the second half of the 20th Century, scientific, government and public groups in many
countries have been concerned by the ecological consequences of environmental pollution in the Arctic and Antarctica. This is for
the following fundamental reasons:

gions has already been observed for some
time. The penetration of aerosols over the
expanse from the South to the North Pole,
and vertically up to the ozone layer, has been
demonstrated and discussed at many international and national conferences.

Firstly, whilst large volumes of useful minerals
have been mined in the Arctic for many years,
huge reserves of crude oil have now been
prospected and partially extracted from the
shelf of the Arctic Ocean (the Barents, Chukotsky, Kara, Beaufort and other seas). An
increase in oil production involves year-round
transportation of this raw material in difficult
natural conditions, especially in winter when
there is vigorous ice cover and low water and
air temperatures, giving rise to the possibility
of accidental oil spills.

The concern of scientists and specialists in
most countries is principally based on the fact
that the scale of human economic activity has
grown approximately 20 times in this ee:ntury,
and that, on a macro scale, atmosphenc and
oceanic circulation has therefore begun to
carry significant quantities of anthropogenic
pollutants to all corners of the globe.

Secondly, massive reserves of .geological
useful minerals have also been discovered,
and although they are not yet being mine~,
many states are increasing their economic
activity in Antarctic waters and on. ~he Anta~c
tic continent, and thus the probability of spills
and pollutant discharge in one o.f t~e: most
bioproductive regions of the globe IS rising.
Thirdly, although the Arctic and Antarctica are
far from the industrial centres of Europe,
America, Africa and Australia, salts of heavy
metals and oil hydrocarbons have recently
been found in freshly-fallen snow at both the
North and the South Poles.

Anthrogenic pollution of the marine environment is usually divided into two areas:
•

Pollution from direct human activity in
specific sea areas (navigation, oil and
gas production, waste disposal at sea
etc.);

•

Pollution of the marine environment as
a result of land-based activities.

Recently acquired data demonstrates that
more than three quarters of pollutants enter
the seas as a result of land-based activities.
The 1985 Montreal recommendations for the
Protection of the Marine Environment against
Pollution from Land-based Sources were a
tentative step towards solving this problem.

The animal world in the polar regions is experiencing the effect of anthropogenic activity.
Radionuclides and other harmful substances
of anthropogenic origin have been found in
the stomachs and tissues of polar bears,
seals and walruses. The same phenomenon
has been observed for penguins and ocean
albatrosses in Antarctica.

The recommendations proposed a series of
solutions, which could then be included in regional agreements or national environmental
protection plans. The global aspects of marine pollution from land-based sources were
also examined in 1992 by the UN Conference
on Environment and Development in Rio de
Janeiro and included in the Agenda 21.

Pollutants spread over the Earth both horizontally and vertically - from underlying surfaces to the upper layers of the stratosphere.
The diffusion of naturally-occurring substances (volcanic dust, sand particles from
African and other deserts etc.) in the polar re-

The Washington Conference of 23 October 3 November 1995 was a concrete step towards solving this problem. The conference
adopted the Washington Declaration and the
Global Programme of Action for the Protection of the Marine Environment from
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Neither the
Declaration itself nor the GPA are legally
binding documents. However, interpreting as
they do the recommendations of Agenda 21,
Chapter 17, these documents are becoming
the basis for governmental co-operation on
protecting the marine environment against
pollution from land-based sources.
In "recent years, the intergovernmental programme on the Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment (PAME) and the Advisory
Committee on Protection of the Sea (ACOPS)
have been concerned with this problem as it
applies to the Arctic Ocean.
Pollutant entry into the Arctic marine environment (the Arctic Ocean) from land-based
sources occurs in three ways:
•

By transboundary and regional atmospheric transport from waste sources located on the territories of industrially
developed countries and discharges
from impact zones· directly within the
Arctic area (from the Kola Peninsula,
Pechora, Norilsk and other industrial
regions);

•

By river discharge from sources in impact zones in river catchment areas,
and also from direct industrial activity
on these rivers ( navigation, hydraulic
engineering etc.). At the same time, the
largest quantity of pollutants entering
the Arctic seas from the river basins of
the Eurasian slope is the result of industrial disposal of polluted waters in
the impact zones of the Arctic region,
on the river basins of the Kola peninsula, on the Severnaya Dvina, Pechora,
Ob', Pyasina, Yana and other rivers;

•

By marine currents from neighbouring
ocean basins, which reach the shores
of the industrially developed countries
of Europe, North America and East
Asia. At the same time, the largest
pollutant flows from neighbouring sea
areas of the Atlantic Ocean are carried
into the Arctic Ocean by the North Atlantic and Norwegian (within the Norwegian Sea) currents and further on by
the Nordkapp and Western-Spitsbergen
currents eastwards into the Barents
Sea and northwards into the Arctic Basin respectively. It should be noted that
pollutants entering the Arctic Ocean
from neighbouring ocean areas are the
result not only of human land-based activity, but also of direct marine activity.

The principal entry routes of pollutants into
the Arctic Ocean are presented in the map
(Fig. 1).
In the process of evolution in the Earth's ecosystem, the ice sheet plays the role of exchange medium for heat, humidity and
chemical substances between dry land, the
ocean and the atmosphere. As a result of increased environmental pollution in the 20th
century, the ice sheet has began to play a
new role in the ecological system:
1.
The ice sheet is able to accumulate
chemical substances with a specific weight
less than that of water from the sea surface;
this includes oil products. As research by
American, Canadian and Russian scientists
has shown, ice is able to absorb oil products
from water in quantities equal to up to a
quarter of the ice's own mass. Experimental
research in full-scale Arctic conditions suggests that oil accumulation by ice is conditional on three processes: the intake of oil
products from water in the course of
ice-formation, sorption and oil product migration towards the ice-air interface. After the
spring discharge of salts from the ice into the
water, migration along capillaries and other
empty areas takes place at speeds of up to
49 cm/so The average daily speed of vertical
movement of oil lenses in ice is equal to 8 cm
per day. Oil migration in ice is caused by the
forces of hydrostatic pressure, surface tension and the temperature gradient in the
ocean-ice-atmosphere system. According to
data from American and Canadian researchers, oil accumulated in the Beaufort Sea by
ice that was 1.2 m in depth appeared on its
surface after a month. AANII research in
1978 and 1979 showed the same order of
speed for the migration of oil pollution in ice
as that found by our American and Canadian
colleagues.
The greatest intake of oil pollution occurred
when there were low air temperatures (a
large temperature gradient in- the water and
air) and during hummocking of young ice.
Porosity increased in the lower ice layers, and
was accompanied by intensive pollutant absorption.
The mechanism of oil penetration into ice that
is many years old is rather different. This is
because ice that is many years old is deeper
(up to 500 cm), and consists of several layers
which differ in structure The salinity of this
older ice is lower, a large proportion of the
mole brine having flowed out in the previous
years.
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Figure 2. A scheme of the ice drift pattern
in the Artic Ocean

Figure 3: The "life time" of the oil spill (50.000
tons) depending on the ice concentration and
wind speed
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Figure 5: Estimation of the possible carrying out of the Sr-90 by the drifting ice from
the Kara Sea and comparison with the observed concentration
near Danmarkshavn (Greenland) [Dahlgard, 1993

- 31 On the whole, intake of oil pollution from water occurs in the autumn-winter periods during
the building up of ice layers with a largegrained structure. Subsequently the process
of ice growth takes place and pore formation
slows down, and consequently the migration
of oil pockets, especially in the presence of
snow, also slows down. Due to an increase
in temperature, ice porosity increases in the
spring-summer period. During this season
two processes occur which lead to thermal
disruption: firstly, melting of the ice in those
places where oil is penetrating through the
capillaries and empty areas of the ice to the
surface: and secondly, as a result of increased internal melting and increased absorption by the oil lenses of solar radiation,
penetrating into the ice, there is at the same
time an increase in the speed of penetration
of the oil through the capillaries and other
empty areas.
2.
Oil compounds accumulated by the
ice as a result of the vertical migration
mechanism appear at the surface of the ice.
As a result of ice self-purification, in due
course there remains only 6-10% of environmentally-harmful high-boiling hydrocarbons
on the surface of the ice. These are carried
by drift ice to the regions where they melt.
A very important factor in the horizontal
transport of oil pollutants in the Arctic -Ocean
and neighbouring basins is the fact that, with
the exception of the Chukotsky Sea, the Arctic seas in the Russian sections of the Arctic
are characterised by remote drift into the
central part of the Arctic basin, from where a
significant part of the ice is carried into the
Greenland and Norwegian seas (Fig. 2).
This area is one of the richest fishing regions
in the North Atlantic, which represents yet
another threat to that ocean's ecosystem.
This accumulation of dangerous processes
and factors allows us to conclude that drift ice
must be examined as a mechanical factor for
cleansing secondary hydrospheric pollution in
the ice-melting areas.
It should be noted that the reliability of risk
evaluation for pollution entering a specific region is determined by the precision or reliability of the evaluation of sea-ice drift.
At the present time the most exact source of
information about drift is the International
Arctic Buoy Programme (IABP). Thus, the
completion and long-term planning of IABP
work is vital not only for climatic monitoring,
but also for practical tasks such as the
evaluation of pollution risk.

By thus accumulating oil products from the
sea surface in the area of a spill, the ice plays
the role of 'sanitation worker'; in the areas
where ice melts, it plays the role of pollutant
'supplier'.
A relatively simple mathematical model for
analysing and forecasting possible oil pollution distribution in the Arctic seas has been
developed at the Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute (Russia). The calculations
were made for diesel fuel, gas-condensate
and crude oil.
The model for the distribution of oil was produced simultaneously with a model for drift
ice. As a result, the trajectory of movement of
a polluted ice sheet for different scenarios of
atmospheric circulation was determined.
Fig. 3 shows the curves for changes in oil
quantity due to evaporation, calculated for
various wind speeds and different ice salinities. When salinity is high, the 'life time' of the
oil is greater than the 'life time' of the ice itself. Thus, if the oil spill has taken place in
sea water with a salinity greater than 6-7
moles, the oil drifts with the ice until it melts or
until it is discharged vigorously, and is then
transported independently by winds and currents.
When oil penetrates the ice from above, it
spreads and vaporises. The oil patch drifts
with the ice until it fully vaporises or until the
ice melts.
When oil penetrates under the ice sheet it
spreads. For an ice salinity· of less than 10
moles, the oil rises up to the water surface
through cracks and pools of open water in the
ice, and evaporates. The best variant is that
of a ten mole ice sheet, when the whole oil
mass remains under the ice and forms a thin
layer between the ice and the water.
When this occurs, the area of polluted ice is
relatively small, even for large oil spills. Thus,
for a spill of 50 thousand tons of oil under the
ice sheet, a patch of 7-8 km 2 in area and 7-8
mm deep is formed.
Oil entering under the ice drifts with the ice
sheet, but when the-polluted ice floe reaches
the area of compacting, the oil under the ice
may be carried by the current to a relatively
low plane of the ice sheet, and in this case
the critical or "threshold" current speed, for
example for oil in the Barents Sea, is equal to
23.5 cm/so Thus, oil travels under ice only in
regions with intense water dynamics, at current speeds of more than 25 cm/so

- 32 Russian researchers have carried out experiments in full-scale Arctic conditions,
looking at the reaction of the ice sheet and
Arctic water surfaces to oil pollution. Their
results can be summarised as follows:
When waters in open water pools, meltwater
puddles and snow-ice sheets are polluted, the
magnitude of reflection of solar radiation (albedo) decreases by as much as 15%. Reduction in the albedo leads to a change in the
thermal balance of the water-ice-air system.
Oil patches increase the absorption of solar
radiation. Oil pollution disrupts the thermal
condition of the snow-ice sheet, raising the
temperature of the surface layer by up to
5.3°C (Fig. 4).

hibit the development of vertical convection
processes in water. This intensifies lateral
melting of meltwater puddles and pools of
open water (in young ice) and also inhibits the
development of meltwater puddles in deep
water. When oil film 5 jim deep is present on
the sea water surface, ice formation takes
place 1.5 to 2 times more slowly than on the
surface of clean water. For the same depth
of oil film, formation of freshwater ice takes
place 1.3 to 1.7 times more quickly than in
sea water. This is explained by the fact that
ice crystal growth occurs more slowly in sea
water and is determined by heat emission at
crystallisation. During observation for snow
and ice melting on clean and artificially polluted areas, it was established that melting
occurs 10 times more quickly under a film of
crude oil than on a clean surface.
Much has been written about important questions regarding the 'lifetime' of oil pollution in
the Arctic and about the duration of the effect
of accidental spills on biotic and abiotic processes in the ecosystems of the polar seas. In
order to find answers to these questions,
studies have been carried out for 20 years at
the Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute on
the mechanism of natural purification from oil
pollution on the surface of the Arctic basins.

Figure 4a. Difference in snow temperature
(before June 5, 1978) between clean places
and those contaminated with raw oil

Figure 4b. Difference in·snow (b~re ice) temperature (before June 51978) between clean
places and those contaminated with raw oil
1 - petroleum slick 2 - diesel fuel
The oil film restricts water and air vaporisation
by 50%. In polluted pools of open water and
meltwater puddles, oil films more than 5 jim
deep prevent the intake of long-wave radiation and of heat from the atmosphere, and in-

As in the seas of the southem latitudes, accidental spillage of oil products in the Arctic region have the following detrimental characteristics:
•

It leads to the destruction or degradation of flora and fauna, especially of
young organisms in sea and ocean
coastal zones, which are the basis and
origin of the marine biosphere;

•

It causes damage to the chemical composition and physical condition of the
hydrosphere;

•

Coastal pollution is likely to lead to significant economic losses caused by the
cleaning-up operations for recreation
areas and hydraulic facilities.

All of these apply to pollution by marine currents and drift ice. Research into the selfpurification mechanism of polar waters and
ice shows that the processes of vaporisation,
photooxidation and biological recovery of oil
hydrocarbons play a vital role in this mechanism. After only 4 days of exposure on the
surface of Arctic water, snow and ice, the residual content of oil hydrocarbons in a film of
diesel fuel was 11-34%, and after 10 days
was less than 6%. When crude oil is exposed

- 33 for 30-40 days, it is transformed from its original composition by up to 65%. In winter seasons, the overall efficiency of the selfpurification mechanism was approximately 3 times
less than in summer. The principal roles in
the processes of self-purification were played
by vaporisation (50-70%), photooxidation (1535%) and biological recovery (around 5%).
This explains by the relatively low level of ice
pollution at the present time.
However, it would be wrong to assume that
the situation does not warrant concern. In the
first place, the levels of pollution are likely to
rise due to the planned oil extraction from the
Arctic Ocean shelf. Secondly, the natural
systems capable of self-purification are experiencing a specific level of anthropogenic
stress. So far, the upper limit of the polar marine ecosystem's potential for self-regulation
and self-purification is not known to us. It will
be possible to determine it in the near future
only after additional collection of source data
by different specialists with an interest in
solving this problem.
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION

Let us turn to radioactive contamination. The
radioactivity of sea-ice is composed of the radioactivity of the ice crystals and of the saline
brine accumulating in the ice pores. The correlation between these concentrations, which
apparently depends on the local hydrometeorological conditions for the formation and
build-up of ice, is currently unknown.
Having entered the ice crystals, radionuclides
remain in the ice until it melts. Radionuclides
which enter the composition of the brine are
in due course discharged into the water with
the brine solution and increase the concentration of radionuclides in the under-ice layer.
The older the ice, the more friable, porous
and, in theory, less radioactive it is. Thus, the
concentration of radionuclides in the ice sheet
should be less than in the surface sea layers.
The concentration of radionuclides in sea-ice
depends on the concentration of a given isotope in the surface layers of water in the region of ice formation, on the speed of ice formation, on dynamic factors during the ice
formation period and on the age of the ice.
When the water freezes, suspended radionuelides may also enter the body of the ice.
Currently, the question of ice sheet radioactivity is practically unexplored, and there exist
only a few publications which touch on the
subject of the possibility of isotope transfer by
ice.

Measurements of the concentration of caesium-137 in the ice of the Chukotsky Sea
gave values of about 1 bq per cubic metre,
i.e., the same concentration as for caesium-137 in water.
In 1978, a Russian expedition in the Barents
Sea from the Institute of Water Problems
(IVP) of the Soviet Academy of Sciences
conducted the only measurements so far of
radioactive isotope (tritium) concentration
which give the possibility of quantitatively
evaluating the percentage correlation of radioactive concentrations in sea-ice and in the
surface layer of water. These showed that
tritium concentration in the ice at the end of
winter amounted to 88% of the tritium concentration in the water in spring.
Over the time of the ice's existence, its upper
layer accumulates radionuclides, which fall
with precipitates and are preserved until the
ice melts, after which they enter the water.
On the lower surface of the ice sheet, colonies of micro-organisms, which accumulate
the radionuclides entering the water with the
brine, may develop.
With the formation of fast ice in shallow waters, ice contamination occurs, due to the intake of the contaminated surface layer of precipitates. During the drift of such ice, a layer
of earth remains on its lower surface, which is
carried with the ice sheet and enters the water when the ice melts.
When fast ice melts in the area of its formation, there may be an increase in radionuclide
concentration in the water and subaqueous
deposits, as a result of radionuclides which
have fallen with precipitation in the course of
the winter and accumulated on the surface of
the fast ice. When drift ice enters shallow
water regions, its lower layer is also contaminated by particles of soil.
Measurement of the radioactivity of soil particles on the lower ice surface, carried out in
the Chukotsky Sea, gave values of 4.9-5.6 bq
per kilogram of dry weight (for maximum values of up to 73 bq per kilogram of dry weight).
The spatial and temporal variability of ice
contamination by radionuclides should be
noted. This is connected with the nonuniformity of water contamination, the presence of
local contamination sources (isotope transfer
by rivers, the presence of waste burial sites,
etc.) and the particularities of the dynamic
processes in sea water. Furthermore, there
exists a clearly marked interannual variability
in the levels of ice contamination and corre-

- 34 spondingly of radioactive contaminants carried out from the Arctic seas by ice. 'This
variability is linked to a reduction in the level
of radioactive waste disposal from the Sellafield plant and a fall in the quantity of radioactive prec~pitate from the atmosphere, which
appears In the interannual variability of radionuclides in sea water in the summer months.
Orift ice, carried out of the Kara Sea through
the Vil'kitskogo Strait and northwards from
Severnaya Zemlya, is one of the factors in
radioactive contamination of the Laptev Sea.
Most of the ice carried out of the Kara Sea
travels as far as the Fram Strait, taking on
average 2-2.5 years. An approximate estimate of the interannual variability of the
transport of radionuclide contamination from
the Kara Sea into the Arctic basin by drift ice
was conducted, and a comparison made with
fluctuations in the concentration of strontium-90 and caesium-137 in the surface waters of the Greenland coast (Oanmarkskhaven). The results of this evaluation
are given in the graph for strontium-90
(Fig. 5).
The sharp increase in values of strontium-90
carried out with drift ice in 1969, and the corresponding increase in strontium-90 concentration in the water around Greenland within a
year warrants attention.
In the 1970s there was an increase in the
"travel time" of radioactive ice from the Kara
?ea of up to 2.5-3 years, and of up to 2 years
In the 1980s. As a whole, taking into account
the "~ravel time" of ice, a relatively clear link is
obtained between the quantity of strontium-90
carried out by drift ice from the Kara Sea into
the Arctic basin and its concentration in the
surface waters around the coast of -Greenland.
For the other characteristic factor caesium-137 (no graphs given), such a 'link is
less clear, although the observed increase in
concentrations for 1983-85 may also be a result of ice transport in 1981-83.
Thus, in our opinion, a hypothesis about the
influence (not conclusive, perhaps, but obviously important) of radionuclide transport by
drifting ice from the Kara Sea on the formation of a radioactively contaminated area of
water in the western part of the Greenland
Sea and around the coasts of Greenland is
justified, but requires additional full-scale,
laboratory and modelled research.

Ice may be a source of oil discharge or of radioactive contamination of water, and even of
ecological catastrophe, for example in the
event of mechanical breakdown of an oil pipe
or rupture of the casing of a radioactive waste
container or reactors buried in shallow water
areas. This kind of mechanical breakdown
might be caused by the underwater part of a
drifting iceberg or a grounded ice hummock.
Now a few words about one aspect of sea-ice
transport of pollution.
Within the framework of joint full-scale research carried out over the last three years in
the Laptev Sea (sometimes called the Arctic's
ice factory) as part of the joint RussianGerman project "The Laptev Sea System"
special attention was paid to the mechanism~
and processes linked to sea-ice formation
and build-up in conditions where there was an
increased content of suspended matter and
solutes in water samples.
In particular, research in 1996 was concentrated on studying the processes in a water
core sample from the sea estuary of the River
Lena at a point preceding the beginning of
flooding.
The researach showed that at that time the
conditions for intensive formation of frazil ice
are. created, owing to considerable supercooling of water at the interaction boundary
between very saline (up to 38%) shelf water
and fresh river waters. As it forms, frazil ice
absorbs suspended matter and solutes (including pollutants) and transports them over
certain distances depending on the hydrological, weather and ice conditions.
At the same time there exists a significant
probability that the frazil ice may be integrated into already existing ice floes and
drawn into cross-Arctic transportation.
In
conclusion, I should like to thank the Russian
specialists Or V. Izmailov, Or V. Pavlov, Or V.
Ivanov and Or V. Smolyanitskov for their kind
help and provision of material for this lecture.
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3Arp~3HEH~E MOPCK~X

flbAOB

A.r.H. 1II.E. CDPOll0B
.QL1peKTOp rOCYAapCTBeHHOrO HaY~HOrO ~eHTpa PoCC~n/tCKO~ <J)eAepa~i-Ul ApKTiII'"IeCKIilIIt III aHTapKTiIIl.leCKiIIH HaY'"IHO-IIICCneAOBaTenbCKillIltI1HCTi-tTYT

(rHU PCI>-AAHL1L1)
Bo BTOPO~ nOIl0BIIIHe XX CTOIleTIII~ HaY4Hble,
npaBIIITeIlbCTBeHHble III 06~eCTBeHHble Kpyrlll
MHOrlllX rOCYAapCTB 06eCnOKOeHbl 3 KOIl0rlll4eCKIIIMIII nOCIleACTBLiI~MLiI aarp~aHeHIII~ nplllPOAbl APKTIIIKIII III AHTapKTIIIKIII no CIleAYIO~IIIM
OCHOBHblM np1ll4111H8M.
Bo-nepBblx, B ApKTIIIKe y>Ke AaBHO Ao6blBaIOTC~ 60IlbWllle 06beMbl nOIleaHblX IIICKOnaeMblX, a ce~4ac paSBeAaHbl III l.IaCTLil4HO
A06bIBaIOTC~ Ha WeIlbepe CeBepHoro JleAoBIIIToro OKeaHa OrpOMHble aanaCbl CblPOIll
HeepTIII (6apeH4eBO, KapCKoe, 4YKOTCKoe,
60epopTa III AP. MOp~). YBeIlLi14eHllle A06bl4111
HeepTIII npeAYCMaTplllBaeT KpyrnoroAIII4HYIO
nepeBoaKY 3Toro Cblpbs:! B T~>KeIlbIX npLilPOAHblX YCIl0BIII~X, B 4aCTHOCTIIl, aLilMO~ nplll
M0ll.\HOM IleA~HOM nOKpOBe III HIII3KIIIX TeMnepaTypax BOAbl III BoaAyxa, '"ITO 4peBaTO
aBaplII~HblMLiI c6pocaMLiI HeepTIII.
BO-BTOPbIX, TaK>Ke 06HapymeHbl KOIl0CcaIlbHble aanaCbl reOIl0rlll4eCKIIIX nOIleaHblX IIICKOnaeMblX LiI, XOT~ OHIII nOKa He A06bIBaIOTC~,
xoa~~CTBeHHaR Ae~TeIlbHOCTb MHornx rocyAapCTB B aHTapKTIII4eCKIIIX BOAax III Ha
KOHTIIIHeHTe BoapaCTaeT, a 3TO nOBblwaeT
BepO~THOCTb c6poca III Bbl6poca 3arp~
aH~IOll.\LilX Bell.leCTB B OAHO~ ilia caMblX
61110npOAYKTIIIBHblX 06IlaCTe~ 3eMHoro wapa.
B-TpeTbLilX, XOT~ ApKTIIIKa III AHTapKTIIIKa pacnOIl0>KeHbl AaIleKO OT npOMblWJleHHblX 4eHTpOB EBpaaLilIll, AMepLilKIII, AepPLilKLiI III ABCTpaIl111111, B nOCIleAHLile AeC~TIIIIleTIII~ COIlLi1 T~>Ke
IlblX MeTaIlIl0B III HeepT~Hble yrneBoAopOAbl
o6Hapy>KeHbl B CBe>KeBblnaBweM CHere, KaK
Ha CeBepHOM, TaK III Ha IO>KHOM nOIlIOCax.
AHTponoreHHoe BoaAe~CTBllle IIIcnblTblBaeT
>KLilBOTHbl~ MIllP nOIlf1pHbIX pernOHOB. B >KeIlYAKax III TKaH~X 6eIlblX MeABeAe~, TIOIleHe~ III
MOp>Ke~ 06HapY>KeHbl paAIIIOHYKIlIIIAbl III APYrllle BpeAHble Bell.\eCTBa aHTponoreHHoro
npoIIICX0>KAeHIIIR To >Ke caMoe eplllKclllpyeTc~
B AHTapKTIIIKe y nLilHrBIIIHOB LiI OKeaHCKLilX
aIlb6aTpocoB.
3arp~aH~IOll.\lIIe Bell.\eCTBa Ha 3eMHOM wape
pacnpOCTpaH~IOTC~ He
TOIlbKO no roplll30HTaIl111, HO III no BepTIIIKaIlI11 - OT nOA-

CTIIIIlalOll.Ie~ nOBepxHoCTLiI AO BepxHlIlx CIl0eB
CTpaTocepepbl.
PacnpOCTpaHeHllle eCTeCTBeHHblX nplllpoAHblX
Bell.\eCTB (BYIlKaHIII4ecKa~ nblIlb, neC4Li1HKIII ilia
aeppLilKaHcKlllx III APyrnx nYCTblHb LiI T.n.) B
nOIlf1pHble 06IlaCTIII OTMe4aeTCR He nepBoe
AeCSmilIleTllle. npOHIIIKHOBeHllle a3pOaOIle~ no
npOCTpaHCTBY AO lO>KHoro LiI CeBepHoro
nOIlIOCOB LiI no BepTIIIKaIllII - AO 030HOBoro
CIl0~ AOKaaaHO LiI AOKIl8AbIBaIl0Cb Ha MHornx
Me>KAyHapoAHblX LiI Ha4Li10HanbHblX KOHepep eH4 Li1 s:1X.
OCHOBHa~ nplll4Li1Ha TpeBorLil Y'"IeHbIX LiI cne4Li1aIl111CTOB 60IlbWIIIHCTBa CTpaH B OCHOBHOM
aaKIl104aeTC~ B TOM, 4TO MaCWTa6bl X03s:1~
CTBeHHO~ Ae~TeIlbHOCTIII '"IenOBe4eCTsa B
TeKYll.\eM CTOIleTlII1II B03pOCIlI11, nplllMepHO, B
20 paa, n03ToMY MaKpoMacWTa6Ha~ aTMOcepepHa~ III OKeaHIII4eCKa~ 4I11PKYIl~4I11Li1 CTaIlI11
nOCTaBIlmb 0ll.lYTLilMble MaCCbl aarp~3H~
1Oll.\IIIX Bell.\eCTB aHTponoreHHoro npolllcxo>KAeHIII~ BO Bce yrOIlKIII 3eMHoro wapa.

AHTponoreHHoe 3arp~aHeHllle MOPCKO~ cpeAbl
06bl4HO pa3AeIl~IOT Ha ABe 4aCTIII:
3arp~aHeHllle OT Ae~TeIlbHOCTLiI l.IeIl0BeKa
HenocpeACTBeHHO Ha aKBaToplII~X Mope~
(CYAOXOACTBO, A06bl4a HeepTLiI III raaa, aaTOnIleHllle OTXOAOB III T.n.);
aarpS1aHeHllle MOPCKO~ cpeAbl
IlbTaTe AeRTeIlbHOCTIII Ha cywe.

B peay-

nplII 3TOM nO~BIIIBwlllec~ B nOCIleAHllle roAbl
AaHHble CBIIIAeTeIlbCTBYIOT 0 TOM, 4TO 60Ilee
3/4 aarp~aH~IOll.\IIIX Bell.\eCTB nBAalOT B MOP~
B peayIlbTaTe Ae~TeIlbHOCTIII Ha cywe.
np06HblM warOM K peweHlll10 3TO~ np06IleMbl
CTaIlLi1 MOHpeanbCKllle peKoMeHAa4111111 1985
rOAa no aall.\LiITe MOPCKO~ CpeAbl OT AHC.
PeKoMeHAa4111111 AaBaIlIII Ha60p peweHIII~,
KOTopble saTeM Morm1 6blTb BKIl104eHbl B
perlllOHaIlbHble cornaweHLiI~ IIIIlLi1 B Ha4Li1OHaIlbHble nplllpOAooxpaHHble nIlaHbl. rn06aIlbHble aCneKTbl aarp~aHeHlII~ MOP~ OT AHC
6blIl111 paccMOTpeHbl TaK>Ke Ha KOHepepeH4111Li1

- 36 OOH no OKPY>KalOL4e~ cpeAe liI pa3BliITliIIO B
1992 rOAY B Plilo-Ae->KaHe~po Vi BKnlO4eHbl B
"nOBeCTKY AHs:l XXI BeKa".
KOHKpeTHblM warOM K peweHliIlO 3TO~ npo6neMbl CTana BaWlilHrTOHCKas:l KOHq,epeHlIliIs:l
23 OKTs:l6ps:l-3 HOs:l6ps:l 1995 rOAa. KOHq,epeHlIliIs:I nplilHs:lna BaWliIHrTOHCKYIO AeKnapalIli1lO liI 'Tn06anbHYIO nporpaMMY Ae~CTBliI~ no
3aLl\liITe MOPCKO~ cpeAbl OT 3arps:l3HeHliIs:l B
pe3YIlbTaTe Aes:lTeIlbHOCTliI Ha cywe" (,qaIlee
COKpaL4eHHO- rn,Q). HliI caMa AeKnapalllils:l,
HliI rn,Q He s:lBIls:lIOTCs:l IOPlilAliI4eCKVi 06s:l3blBalOL4li1MliI AOKYMeHTaMliI. OAHaKO, nepeBOAs:l
B npaKTliIl.IeCKYIO nnOCKOCTb peKOMeHAalllillil
rnaBbl 17 "nOBeCTKliI AHs:l XXI BeKa" , 3TliI
AOKyMeHTbl CTaHOBs:lTCs:l OCHOBO~ COTPYAHliI4eCTBa rocYAapCTB B 3aL4li1Te MOPCKO~
cpeAbl OT ,QHC.
B nocneAHliIe rOAbl 3TO~ np06IleMo~ nplilMeHliITeIlbHO K CeBepHoMy neAoBliIToMY oKeaHy
3aHs:lTbl Me>KnpaBliITenbCTBeHHas:l Pa604as:l
KOMliICClils:l
no
3aL4li1Te
MOPCKO~
cpeAbl
(PAME) liI KOHcynbTaTliIBHbl~ KOMliITeT 3aL4li1Tbl Mope~ (ACOPS).
nOCTynneHliIe 3arps:l3Hs:lIOL4li1X BeL4eCTB B
MOpCKylO cpeAY APKTliIKliI (B CnO) OT liICTO"lHliIKOB, pacnOnO>KeHHblX Ha cywe, oCYL4eCTBns:leTCs:I TpeMs:l nYTs:lMliI:
TpaHCrpaHliI"lHblMliI liI perlilOHanbHblMliI
nepeHocaMliI B aTMOcQJepe OT liICT04HliIKOB
Bbl6poCOB, paCnOIlO>KeHHbIX Ha TepplilTOplils:lX
npOMblwneHHO pa3BliITblX CTpaH liI Bbl6poCOB
B liIMnaKTHblX pa~OHax HenocpeACTBeHHO B
ApKTVlKe (KonbCKliI~, ne40pCKliI~, HoplilnbCKliIe
liI APyrlile npOMblWIleHHble pa~OHbl);
pe"lHblM CTOKOM OT liICT04HliIKOB , pacnonO>KeHHbIX B liIMnaKTHblX pa~OHax Ha BOAOc60pax peK, a TaK>Ke 3a C4eT X03s:l~CTBeHHO~
Aes:lTeIlbHOCTliI HenocpeACTBeHHO Ha 3TliIX
peKax
(CYAOXOACTBO,
rliIAPOTeXHliI4eCKoe
CTpOlilTeIlbCTBO liI T.n.). nplil 3TOM, Halil60Ilbwee KOIllil4eCTBO 3arps:l3Hs:lIOL4li1X BeL4eCTB,
nOCTynalOL4ee B apKTliI4eCKliIe MOps:l liI3 6acce~HOB peK EBpOa3li1aTCKOro CKnOHa, liIMeeT
MeCTO 38 C4eT npOMblWIleHHblX C6pOCOB
3arps:l3HeHHblX BOA B liIMnaKTHblX pa~OHax
ApKTliI4eCKOro perlilOHa, pacnOnO>KeHHblX B
6acce~Hax peK KOIlbCKoro nqnyoCTpoBa,
6acce~Hax peK CeBepHO~ ,QBliIHbl, ne40pbl,
06li1, ns:lCliIHbl, flHbl liI AP.peK;
MOPCKliIMliI Te"leHliIs:lMliI liI3 conpeAenbHblX
OKeaHliI"leCKliIX 6acce~HoB, OMbIBalOL4l1lX 6epera npOMblwneHHO pa3BliITblX crpaH EBPOnbl, CeBepHO~ AMeplilKliI liI BOCT04HO~ A3li1li1.
npVl 3TOM, Halil60nbWliIe nOTOKliI 3arps:l3Hs:lIOI.4V1X BeL4eCTB Vl3 conpeAeIlbHblX aKBaToplil~

cno

ATIlaHTliI4eCKoro OKeaHa BHOCs:lTCs:l s
Cesepo-aTIlaHTW-ieCKVlM Vi HOpSe>KCKVlM (s
npeAeIlax HOpBe>KCKOrO MOPs:l) liI Aallee
HOPAKancKliIM liI 3ana,qHO-Wnlil1l6epreHcKliIM
Tel.leHliIs:lMliI COOTBeTCTBeHHO Ha BOCTOK B
6apeHlIeBo Mope liI Ha ceBep B ApKTlII"leCKII!~
6acce~H. CneAyeT OTMeTliITb, "lTO 3arps:l3Hs:lIOL4li1e BeL4eCTBa, nOCTYnalOL4V1e C conpeAeIlbHblX OKeaHVl4eCKVlX pa~OHOB s
06s:l3aHbl CBOVlM npOVlCXO>K,qeHVleM He TOIlbKO
Aes:lTenbHOCTblO 4eIlOBeKa Ha cywe, HO VI
HenocpeACTBeHHO B Mope.

cno,

OCHOBHble nYTVI nOCTynneHliIs:l 3arps:l3Hs:lIOL4li1X
npeACTaBneHbl Ha cxeMe
BeL4eCTB B
(plilc.1)

cno

B npollecce 3BOIllOlIliIliI 3KOCliICTeMbl 3eMHoro wapa neAs:lHO~ nOKpoB VlrpaeT ponb 06MeHa TennOM, Bnaro~ VI XVlMVl4eCKliIMliI BellleCTBaMliI Me>KAY cywe~, OKeaHOM VI aTMOcq,epo~. B CBs:l3V1 C YBenlil4eHVleM 3arps:l3HeHVls:l npVlpOAHblX cpeA B XX CToneTlIllil,
neAs:lHO~ nOKpOB CTan BblnOIlHs:lTb HOBylO
ponb B 3Konorlil4eCKOM acneKTe:
1.
neAs:lHO~ nOKpoB cnoco6eH aKKyMynlllpOBaTb C nOBepxHoCTVI MOps:l
XVlMVI"leCKVle
BeL4eCTBa C YAenbHblM BeCOM Iler4e BOAbl, B
TOM l.IVlcne liI Heq,TenpoAyKTOB. KaK nOKa3anlil
liIccneAOBaHVls:I aMeplilKaHCKVlX, KaHaACKliIX liI
POCCliI~CKliIX y"leHblX, IleA cnoco6eH 3aXBaTblBaTb liI3 BOAbl Heq,TenpoAYKTbl B KonVl"leCTBe, 3KBVlsaneHTHOM AO 1/4 co6CTBeHHo~
MaCCbl IlbAa. 3KcneplilMeHTanbHble liICCIleAOBaHliIs:l B HaTypHblx ycnOBliIs:lX ApKTliIKliI, aKKyMyns:llllils:l Heq,TliI nbAOM 06ycIloBneHa TpeMs:l
npolleccaMliI: 3axBaToM Heq,TenpoAyKTOB liI3
BOAbl npVl neAo06pa30BaHliIliI, cop611li1e~ 1II
MVlrpalllile~ liIX K rpaHliIlIe pa3AeIla neAB03AYX. MliIrpalllils:l no KanVlIlns:lpaM liI APyrlilM
nyCToTaM nocne BeceHHero c6poca cone~
liI30 nbAa B BOAY npoVlcxoAliIT co CKOpOCTblO
CKOpOCTb
AO 49 CM/C. CpeAHeCYT0l.lHas:l
BepTlIIKanbHoro ABliI>KeHliIs:l Heq,Ts:lHbIX IllilH3
BO IlbAY paBHa 8 CM B CYTKVI. MliIrpalllils:l
Heq,TVI BO IlbAY Bbl3blBaeTCs:I Ae~CTBVleM CliIIl
nOBepXHOrlilApOCTaTliIl.IeCKOrO AaBIleHliIs:l,
CTHoro HaTs:l>KeHVls:l liI rpaAliIeHTOM TeMnepaTyp B CliICTeMe OKeaH - IleA - aTMocq,epa.
no AaHHblM aMeplilKaHCKliIX
III KaHaACKliIX
liIccneAOBaTenell1 B Mope 60q,opTa Heq,Tb,
aKKyMynlilpyeMas:l nbAOM TOnL4V1HO~ 1,2 M,
nOs:lBliIIlaCb Ha ere nOBepXHOCTVI l.Iepe3
Mecs:lll. !I1ccneAOBaHVls:l COTPYAHliIKOB AAH VI VI
B 1978 liI 1979 rr. nOKa3anVl TaKo~ >Ke nops:lAOK CKOpOCTVI MliIrpalllillil Heq,Teaarps:l3HeHliIs:I
BO nbAY, KaK VI Y aMeplilKaHcKlIlx liI KaHaAcKliIx
KonIler. HaVl60nbwlIlVl 3aXBaT Heq,Te3arps:l3HeHVls:l npoVlcxoAliIT nplil HliI3KliIX TeMnepaTypax B03Ayxa (60nbwo~ rpBAVleHT TeMnepaTYP B BOAe VI B03Ayxe)VI npVl TopoweHliIliI
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Figure 1: Prime routes of pollutants input into the Arctic Basin
(Note: Colour figures available with the English version above)
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Figure 2:

A scheme of the ice drift pattern in the Arctic Ocean

MOIl0Aoro IlbAa. HVI)I(HVle CIl0Vl IlbAa o6Ila~
AalOT nOBblweHHoVl nOpVlCTOCTblO, VI 3aXBaT
3arp~3HeHVI~ npOVlCXOAVlT VlHTeHCVlBHO.
npeACTaBIleHVI~
0 MeXaHVl3Me npOHVlKHOBeHVI~ HeepTVI 4epe3 MHoroIleTHVlVI IleA HeCKOIlbKO VlHble. 3TO o6yCIl0BIleHO TeM, 4TO
TOIl1J.\VlHa MHoroIleTHerO IlbAa 60IlbWe (AO
500 CM), VI IleA COCTOVlT Vl3 HeCKOIlbKVlX
CIl0eB, OTIlV14alO1J.\Vlxc~ no cTpyKType. COIleHOCTb MHOrOIleTHero IlbAa HVI)I(e, 60IlbWa~
4aCTb MOIleBoropaCCoIla Vl3 Hero BblTeKI1a B
npeAblAY1J.\Vle rOAbl.

3aXBaT HeepTe3arp~3HeHVI~Vl3 BOAbl B OCHOBHOM OCY1J.\eCTBIl~eTC~ B oceHHe-3V1MHVle nePVlOAbl npll1 HapaCTaHVIVI CIl0~ IlbAa KpynHo3epHVlcToVl CTpyKTypbl. 3aTeM npOVlCXOAVlT
npoL\ecc HapaCTaHVlfl
IlbAa, 06pa30BaHVle
nop 3aMeAIl~eTC~, n03TOMY MVlrpaL\VI~ HeepT~HbIX BKIl104eHVlVI, oco6eHHO npVl HaIlV14V1V1

CHera, 3aMeAIleHHa. B BeceHHe-IleTHVlVI nePVlOA npOVlCXOAVlT YBeIlV14eHVle nopVlCTOCTVI
IlbAa 3a C4eT YBeIlV14eHVI~ era TeMnepaTypbl.
B 3TOT ce30H Ha6IlIOAaIOTC~ ABa npoL\ecca,
np!t1BOA~1J.\Vle K TepMVl4ecKoMy pa3pyweHVlIO.
BO"nepBblX, Ta~HVle IlbAa B Tex MeCTax, rAe
HeepTb 4epe3 KanVlIlIl~pbl VI nycToTbl npOHVIKaeT Ha nOBepXHOCTb IlbAa. BO-BTOPbIX, 3a
C4eT YCVlIleHVI~ BHYTpeHHero Ta~HVI~ VI BCIleACTBVle YCVlneHHoro norn01J.\eHVlfI HeepT~HoVl
IlV1H30Vl COIlHe4HOVl paAVlaL\VlVI, npOHII1KweVl B
IleA. OAHoBpeMeHHo npoVlcxoAVlT VI yBeIlV14eHVle CKOpOCTVI npoHVlKHoBeHVlfI Heqm.1 4epea
KanVlIlIl~pbl VI APyrVle nycToTbl.
AKKYMyIlV1pOBaHHble IlbAaMVI HeepT~Hble
coeAVlHeHVlH B pe3YIlbTaTe AeVlcTBVI~ MexaHVl3Ma BepTVlKaIlbHOiil MVlrpaL\II1V1 nO~BIl~IOTCSl
Ha nOBepXHOCTVI IlbAa, a f3 pe3YIlbTaTe BIlV1~
HVI~ MexaHVl3Ma caM004V11J.\eHVl9I co BpeMeHeM Ha nOBepXHOCTVI IlbAa OCTaeTC~ TonbKO

2.
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6-10% BblcOKOKlIln5lLl\Vlx BPSAHblX AJ151 npVlpoAbl ymsBoAopOAOB, KOTopble BbIHOC5ITC5I
Apel7lepYIOLl\IIlMIIl f1bp,aMIIl B pal7loHbl, rAe OHVl
TaIOT.
04eHb Ba>KHbIM epaKTOpOM roplll30HTaJ1bHOrO
nepeHoca HeepTe3arp5l3HeHIIl51 B CeBepHoM
neAoBIIlToM OKeaHe III CMe}/{HbIX C HIIlM 6accel7lHoB 51BJ151eTC5I TO, YTO apKTlIlyeCKIIlM MOp5lM B POCCIIlI7ICKOM ceKTope APKTIIlKIIl nplllcYLl\
BblHOCHOI7I xapaKTep Apel7lepa (KpOMe 4YKOTCKoro MOP5l) B 4eHTpaJ1bHYIO yaCTb ApKTIIlyeCKOrO 6accel7lHa, 1113 KOTOpOI7l 3HaYIIlTeJ1bHa51
4aCTb 3TIIlX J1bAOB BbIHOCIIlTC5I B rpeHJ1aHACKoe III HOpBe}/{CKlIle MOp51 (plllC. 2), 51BJ1511OLl\lIleC5I O,D,HIIlM 1113 60raTel7lwIIlx pal7loHoB
Ao6blYIIl pbl6bl, YTO On5lTb-TaKIIl npeACTaBJ151eT yrp03Y AJ151 3KOCIIlCTeMbl CeBepHol7I
AmaHTIIlKIIl. KOMnJ1eKC onlllcaHHblX np04eCCOB
III epaKTOpOB n03B0J1I1lJ1 CAeJ1aTb BblBOA 0 TOM,
YTO Apel7lepylOLl\lIle J1bAbl HY}/{HO paCCMaTplllBaTb KaK MeXaHlIlyeCK1Il17I epaKTOp OYIIlLl\eHIIl51
BTOplllYHOrO 3arp5l3HeHIIl51 rlllAPocepepbl B paVlOHax Ta5lHIIl51 J1bAa.
CJ1eAyeT OTMeTIIlTb, lITO p,OCTOBepHOCTb 04eHKIIl plllCKa nYTeM nplllBHeceHHoro 3arp5l3HeHIIl51 AJ151 KOHKpeTHoro perlllOHa onpeAeJl5leTC5I
TOYHOCTblO, 1IlJ111l AOCTOBepHOCTblO 04eHKIIl

Figure 3:

p,pel7lepa MopCKoro J1bAa. B HaCT05lLllee BpeM5I Halll6oJ1ee TOYHblM IIlCT04HIIlKOM CBep,eHIIlI7I 0 Apel7lepe 51BJ151eTC5I Me>K,D,yH8poAHa51
nporpaMM8 ApKTf.ilyeCKIIlX 6yeB (IABP). TaKIIlM
06pa30M, BblnOflHeHlIle III nepCneKTIIlBHOe
nJ1aHlIlpOBaHlIle pa60T no IASP CYLl\eCTBeHHo
He TOflbKO Afl5I KlllllM8TIIlyeCKOrO MOHIIlTOPIllHra, HO III nparMaTlIlyeCKIIlX 3ap,a4 Tf.ilna 04eHKVl
plllCKa 3arp5l3HeHIIlR
TaKf.ilM 06pa30M, aKKyMyJ1I1lPy5I B pal7loHe
pa3J1f.i1Sa HeepTenpoAyKTbl C nOBepXHOCTIIl
B
MOp5l, J1bAbl IIlrpalOT POJ1b «CaHUmapa»,
pal7loHax J1eAOTa5lHIIl51 - POJ1b «nOCmaSUl,UKa»
3arp5l3H5IIOLl\IIlX BeLl\eCTB.
AJ151 04eHKIIl III npOrH0311lpOBaHIIl51 B03MO}/{HOrO
pacnpOCTpaHeHIIl51 HeepT5IHoro 3arp5l3HeHIIl51 B
apKTlIlyeCKIIlX MOp5lX B ApKTlIlyeCKOM III aHTapKTlIlyeCKOM HVIVI (POCCIIl5l) 6blJ1a pa3pa6oTaHa
AOCTaTOYHO npOCTa51 MaTeMaTlIlyeCKa51 MOAeJ1b. PaCyeTbl npOBOAIIlJ1I1lCb AJ151 AIIl3eJ1bHoro TOmllllS8, r830KOHA6HcaTa III CblPOI7l HeepTIIl. MOAeJ1l1lpOBaHlIle pacnpOCTpaHeHIIl51 HeepTIIl npOIll3BOAIIlTC5I COBMeCTHO C MOAeJ1l1lpOBaHlIleM Apel7lepa J1bAa. B pe3YJ1bTaTe
onpeAeJ151J1aCb TpaeKTOplll51 ABIIl}/{eHIIl51 3arp5l3HeHHoro J1eA5IHOrO nom:t nplll pa3J1I1lYHbIX
c4eHaplll5lX aTMocepepHoVl 4I1lpKyJ151411l1ll.

The "life tiem of the poil spill (50,000 tons) depending on
the ice concentration and wind speed

- 40 Ha pL<1c. 3 npep,cTaBneH pac4eTHblLII rpaepL<1K
L<13MeHeHL<1f1 KonW·leCTBa HSepTL<1 nop, p,sLllcTBL<1eM L<1CnapeHL<1s:1 npL<1 pa3I1L<14HbIX CKOpOCTflX
BeTpa L<1 pa3nL<14HoLII cnn04eHHOCTL<1 nbp,a. npL<1
60nbwoLII cnn04eHHOCTL<1 nbp,a «BpeMfI )f{LiI3HL<1» HeepTL<1 60nbwe «BpeMeHL<1 >KL<13HL<1» caMOro nbp,a. TaKL<1M 06pa30M, ecnL<1 Bbl6poc npoL<130Wen npL<1 cnn04eHHOCTL<1 60nee 6-7 6annOB, HeepTb ApeLllepyeT BMeCTe CO nbp,OM p,o
era TaflHL<1f1 L<1nL<1 CL<1nbHOrO pa3pfl>KeHL<1f1, a
3aTeM nepeHOCL<1TCfl caMOCTOflTenbHO nop,
p,eLIICTBL<1eM BeTpa L<1 Te4eHL<1f1.
npL<1 nOnap,aHL<1L<1 Ha nep, npOL<1CXOp,L<1T ee pacTeKaHL<1e L<1 L<1CnapeHL<1e. nflTHO HeepTL<1 p,peLIIepyeT CO nbp,OM p,o nonHoro L<1CnapeHL<1f1 L<1nL<1
TaflHL<1f1 nep,flHoro nonfl.
npL<1 nOnap,aHL<1L<1 HeepTL<1 nop, nep,flHoLII nOKpOB
npOL<1CXOp,L<1T ee paCTeKaHL<1e. npL<1 cnn04eHHOCTL<1 f1bp,a MeHee 10 6annoB HeepTb BcnnblBaeT Ha nOBepXHOCTb BOp,bl B TpeLl\L<1HaX L<1
pa3Bop,bflX, rp,e nop,BepraeTCfI L<1CnapeHL<1IO.
HaL<160nee 6narOnpL<1f1THbIM BapL<1aHTOM flBnfleTCfI CL<1Tya4L<1f1 p,eCflTL<16anbHOro nep,flHoro
nOKpOBa, Korp,a BCfI Macca HeepTL<1 OCTaerCfI
nop,o nbp,OM L<1 06pa3yeT TOHKL<1L11 cnoLII Me>K,D,y
Bop,OLII L<1 nbp,OM. npL<1 3TOM nnoLl\ap,L<1 3arpfl3HeHHoro nbp,a p,OCTaT04HO Manbl p,8>Ke npL<1
KpynHblx Bbl6pocax HeepTL<1. TaK npL<1 Bbl6poce
50 TbIC. TOHH HeepTL<1 nop, neAflHblM nOKpoBoM
o6pa3yeTcfI nflTHO nnoLl\ap,blO 7-8 KB. KM L<1
TonLl\L<1HoLII 7-8 MM. nonaBwafl nop, nep,
HeepTb p,peLllepyeT BMeCTe C nep,flHblM noneM,
HO npL<1 nonap,aHL<1L<1 3arpfl3HeHHoLII nbp,L<1Hbl B
paLlloH C>KaTL<1f1 nbp,a, HeepTb nop,o nbp,OM
MO>KeT nepeHOCL<1TbCfI Te4eHL<1eM OTHOCL<1TenbHO HL<1>KHeLII nOBepXHOCTL<1 nep,flHoro nOKpOBa,
npL<1 3TOM KpL<1TL<14eCKafl L<1nL<1 «noporoBafl»
CKOpOCTb Te4eHL<1f1, HanpL<1Mep p,nfl HeepTL<1 B
6apeH4eBOM Mope, paBHa 23,5 CM/C. TaKL<1M
06pa30M, HeepTb nepep,BL<1raeTCfI nop,o nbp,OM
TonbKO B paLlloHax C L<1HTeHCL<1BHOLII p,L<1HaML<1KOLII
BOp" npL<1 CKOpOCTflX Te4eHL<1L11 60nee 25 CM/C.
POCCL<1L11CKL<1ML<1 Y4eHbIML<1 BblnonHeHbl 3KCnepL<1MeHTbl B HaTypHblx ycnOBL<1f1X ApKTL<1KL<1, nocBflLl\eHHble peaK4L<1L<1 nep,flHoro nOKpoBa L<1
Bop,HoLII nOBepXHOCTL<1 apKTL<14eCKL<1X MopeLII Ha
HeepTflHoe 3arpfl3HeHL<1e. Cyrb pe3ynbT8ToB
3TL<1X L<1CCnep,OBaHL<1L11 TaKOBa.
npL<1 3arpfl3HeHL<1L<1 BOp,bl B pa3Bop,bflX L<1 CHe>KHL<14ax L<1 CHe>KHO-nep,flHoro nOKpOBa BenL<14L<1Ha OTpa>KeHL<1f1 conHe4HoLII pap,L<1a4L<1L<1 (anb6ep,o) YMeHbwaeTcfI p,o 15%. YMeHbWeHL<1e
anb6ep,0 Bbl3blBaeT L<13MeHeHL<1e B TennOBOM
6anaHce CL<1CTeMbl Bop,a - nep, - B03p,yX.
nflTHa HeepTL<1 YBenL<14L<1BaIOT nornoLl\eHL<1e
conHe4HoLII pap,L<1a4L<1V1. HeepTe3arpfl3HeHL<1e
HapywaeT TepML<14eCKOe COCTOflHL<1e CHe>KHOnep,flHoro nOKpoBa, nOBblwafl TeMnepaTypy

nOBepXHOCTHoro cnofl p,o 5,3 Co (PIIIC. 4).
HeepHIHble nflSHKL<1 npenflTcTBylOT L<1cnapeHL<11O BOp,bl L<1 B03Ayxa Ha 50%. B 3arpfl3HeHHblX pa3Bop,bflX III CHe>KHL<14ax HeepTflHble
nneHKL<1 TonLl\L<1HoLII 60nee 5 MKM OrpaHL<14111BalOT nocTynneHL<1e p,nL<1HHoBonHoBoLII pap,L<1a4L<1L<1, nocTynneHL<1e Tenna L<13 aTMocepepbl,
BepTL<1TopMo3sn paaBL<1TL<1e npo4eccoB
KanbHoLII KOHBeK4L<1L<1 B BOAe. 3TO YCVlnL<1BaeT
6oKoBoe TaflHL<1e CHe>KHL<14 L<1 pa3BOp,L<1L11 ( B
Monop,blx nbp,ax), a TaK>Ke TOpM03L<1T pa3BVITL<1e CHe>KHL<14 Ha rny6L<1He. npL<1 HanIll4L<1L<1
HeepTflHblX nneHOK TonLl\L<1HoLII 5 MKM Ha
nOBepXHOCTL<1 MOpCKOLII BOp,bl 06paaOBaHL<1e
nbp,a npOL<1CXOp,L<1T B 1,5 - 2 paaa Mep,neHHee,
4eM Ha noeepXHOCTL<1 4L<1CTOLII BOp,b!. npL<1
0AL<1HaKOBblx TonLl\L<1HaX HeepTflHoLII nneHKL<1
HapaCTaHL<1e npeCHoro nbp,a npOVlCXOp,L<1T B
1,3 - 1,7 pa3a 6blCTpee, 4eM B MopcKoLII Bop,e.
3TO 06bflcHfleTcfI TeM, 4TO CKOpOCTb pOCTa
KpL<1CTannOB nbp,OB B MopcKOLII Bop,e npoVlcXOp,VlT Mep,neHHee VI onpep,eflfleTcfI oTp,a4eLII
Tenna Ha KpVlCTannL<13a4L<11O. npVl Ha6nlOp,eHVlflX 3a TaflHVleM CHera L<1 nbp,a Ha 4L<1CTbIX VI
VlCKyccTBeHHO 3arpfl3HeHHblX Y4aCTKax yCTaHOBneHO, 4TO TaflHVle nop, nneHKoLII cblpoLII
HeepTVI npOL<1CXOp,VlT B 10 pa3 6blcTpee, 4eM
Ha 4V1cTOLII nOBepxHocTVI.

Figure 4a: Difference in snow temperature
(before June 5, 1978) between contaminated
with raw oil and clean sample places

B ny6nL<1Ka4V1f1x pflp,a Y4eHblx p,L<1CKyccVlpoBanL<1Cb Ba>KHble Bonpocbl 0 BpeMeHL<1 cYLl\eCTBOBaHVlfI
HeepTflHoro
3arpfl3HeHVlfI
B
ApKTL<1Ke L<1 0 p,nVlTenbHocTVI BnVlflHL<1f1 aBapVlLIIHblX pa3nlllBOB Ha 6V10TVl4eCKVle VI a6V10TL<14eCKVle np04eCCbl B 3KOCVlCTeMax nonflpHblX
MopeLII. Anfl nonY4eHL<1f1 OTBeTa Ha 3TVI BonPOCbl B AAHVlvl OKono 20 neT B HaTypHblX
ycnoBVlflX L<13Y4aeTCfI MeXaHL<13M eCTeCTBeHHoro 04V1Ll\eHVlfI nOBepXHOCTL<1 apKTL<14eCKVlX
6acceLIIHoB OT HeepTflHoro 3arpfl3HeHL<1R
ABapL<1L11Hble C6POCbl HeepTenpop,YKTOB B
ApKTVlKe, KaK L<1 B MOpflX IO>KHbIX WL<1pOT, OTpL<14aTenbHO np051BnfllOTCfI B cnep,YIOLl\Vlx acneKTax:

- 41 - npll1BOAfIT K rll16eIl111 II1IlI11 AerpaAa4111111 epayHbl 111 epIl0Pbl, OC06eHHO MOIl0A,?IX OpraHlI13MOB B npll16pe>KHblX 30HaX MOpell1 111 OKeaHOB,
f1BIlf1IOI.4I11XCfI OCHOBOVl 111 Ha4aIl0M MOpCKOVl
61110Cepepbl;
Bbl3blBalOT HapyweHLile XII1MII14eCKOrO COCTaBa 111 epLil3Li14ecKoro COCTOflHII1f1 B rIl1APOCepepe;
- 3arpfl3HeHII1e n06epe>Kbfl 4peBaTO CYLl.\eCTBeHHblMII1 3KOHOMII14eCKII1MII1 nOTepflMII1 npll1
04111CTKe peKpea4Li10HHblX 30H 111 rIl1APOTeXHII14eCKLilX 06beKTOB;

KLilVI ypoBeHb 3arpfl3HeHII1s:1 IlbAOB B HaCTOflLl.\ee BpeMR
Ho ycnoKall1BaTbcfI HeIlb3f1, TaK KaK, BOnepBblx, B CBfl3111 C nnaHLilpyeMoVl A06bl4eVl
HeepTLiI Ha WeIlbepe CeBepHoro neAOBII1TOrO
OKeaHa CTeneHb 3arpfl3HeHII1f1 BepOflTHO yBeIlI114I11TCfI; BO-BTOpbIX, npll1pOAHble CII1CTeMbl,
cnoc06Hble K caM004I11Ll1eHII1IO, BblAep>KII1BaIOT
onpeAeIleHHblVl ypoBeHb aHTponoreHHblX HarpY30K. nOKa BepXHII1V1 npeAeIl nOTeH4111aIla
caMoperyIlf14111111 111 caM0041111.4eHLilfI MOpCKLilX
nOIlf1pHbIX 3KOCII1CTeM HaMII1 He onpeAeIleH.
3TO B03MO>KHO CAeIlaTb B 6IlI11>KaVlWlI1e rOAbl
TOIlbKO nOCIle AOnOIlHII1TenbHOro c60pa II1CXOAHblX AaHHblX CII1IlaMII1 Cne41118Il111CTOB pa3HblX
HaY4HblX npoepeCCII1V1, 3all1HTepeCOBaHHblX B
peWeHLilII1 np06IleMbl.

PaCCMOTpll1M paAII10aKTII1BHoe 38rpfl3HeHlI1e.
Pa,o,II10aKTVlBHOCTb MOpCKOro IlbA8 cKIlaAblBaeTCfI 1113 paAII10aKTII1BHOCTeVl KpLilCTaIlIl0B
IlbAa LiI COIleBOrO paCCOIla, CKanIlI11BalOLl.\erocfI B nopax IlbAa. COOTHOWeHlI1e KOH4eHTpa4V1V1, 3aBII1CflLl.\ee, nO-BII1AII1MOMY, OT ~eCT
HblX rll1APOMeTeopOIl0rll14eCKII1X YCIl0BII1111 npll1
06pa30BaHII1111 111 HapaCTaH1I1111 IlbAa, B HaCTOflLl.\ee BpeMfI He 1I13BeCTHO.

Figure 4b: Difference in snow (bare ice)
temperature (before June 5, 1978) between
contaminated with oil hydrocarbons and clean
sample places
1 - petroleum slick; 2 diesel fuel
Bce 3TO OTHOCII1TCfI K 3arpfl3HeHII11O MOPCKII1MLiI
Te4eHII1f1MII1 111 ApeVlepYIOLl.\II1MII1 IlbAaMII1. V1cCIleAOB8HII1f1 MeXaHII13Ma caMo04111Ll.\eHII1f1 noIlf1pHbIX BOA 111 IlbAOB nOKa3b1Ba1OT, 4TO
rnaBHylO POIlb B 3TOM MeX8HII13Me II1rpalOT
np04eCCbl II1CnapeHII1f1, epOTOOKII1CIleHII1f1 111
6 111OIlOrll14eCI<OLll YTII1Il1113a4111111 HeepTflHblX yrneBOAOPOAOB. BeCbMa 3epepeKTII1BHafl TpaHcepoPMa4111f1 npoll1CXOAII1T y nneHOK AII13eIlbHOrO
TOnIlI11Ba. Y>Ke 4epe3 4 CYTOK 3 Kcn031114111111
nIleHOK AII13eIlbHOrO TOnIlI11Ba
Ha nOBepXHOCTII1 apKTII14eCKII1X BOA, CHera 111 IlbAa,
OCTaT04Hoe COAep>KaHlI1e HeepTeyrneBoAopoAOB COCTaBIlf1eT 11 - 34%, 4epe3 10 CYTOK
OHO He npeBblWaIl0 6%. npll1 3KCnOHII1pOBaHlI1111 nIleHOK CblPOVl HeepTII1 38 30 - 40
CYTOK TpaHcepopMII1pOBaIl0Cb ,0,0 65% OT
nepBOHa4aIlbHOrO cOAep>KaHII1R B 3111MHII1e
ce30Hbl 06Ll.\afl 3epepeKTII1BHOCTb MeXaHII13Ma
eCTeCTBeHHoro caMo04111Ll.\eHII1f1 6blIla, npll1MepHo, B 3 pa3a cIla6ee, 4eM IleTOM.
OCHOBHylO POIlb B np04eccax caMO-04111Ll.\eHII1f1
II1rpalOT II1CnapeHlI1e (50 - 70%
BKIlaAa) , epOTOOKII1CIleHlI1e (15 - 35%) 111
61110Il0rll14eCKafl YTII1Il1113a4111f1 (OKOIl0 5%).
3TII1M 06bflcHfleTcfI OTHOCII1TeIlbHO HeBbICO-

PaAII10HYKIlIl1Abl, nOnaBWll1e B KpIl1CT8IlIlbl, OCTalOTCfI BO IlbAY ,0,0 erc TaflHII1R Pap,1I10HYKIlIl1Abl, nOnaBWlI1e B COCTaB paCCOIla, co
BpeMeHeM CTeKalOT B BOAY BMeCTe C COIleBblM paCTBopOM 111 YBeIl1114111BalOT KOH4eHTP8411110 paALiloHYKIlIl1AOB B nOAIleAHOM CIl0~.
4eM cTapwee IleA, TeM OH 60Ilee pblXIlblll1,
nopll1cTblVl LiI, B npll1H4l11ne, MeHee paAlI10aKTII1BeH. TaKII1M 06pa30M, KOH4eHTpa4111f1 paAlI1oHyKIlIl1AOB B IleAflHOM nOKpoBe AOIl>KHa 6blTb
MeHbllle, 4eM B nOBepxHoCTHblX cnoflx MOpR
KOH4eHTpa4111f1 paAlI1oHYKIlIl1AOB B MOpCKOM
IlbAY 3aBII1CII1T OT KOH4eHTpa4111Li1 AaHHoro
1I130Tona B nOBepxHoCTHblX CIl0flX BOAbl B
paVloHe 06pa30BaHII1f1 IlbAa, OT CKOpOCTII1 era
06pa30BaHII1f1, AII1HaMII14eCKII1X epaKTOpOB B
nepll10A 06pa30BaHII1f1 IlbAa 111 OT B03paCTa
IlbAa. npll1 3aMep3aHII1111 BOAbl B TeIl0 IlbAa
MOfYT nonaAaTb 111 paA1I10HyKIlIl1Abl, HaxoAfILl.\lI1eCfI BO B3BeweHHOM COCTOfl H111 111.
B HacToflLl.\ee BpeMfI Bonpoc 0 pap,1I10aKTII1BHOCTLiI IleAflHOro nOKpoBa npaKTII14eCKII1 He
pa3pa60TaH, CYLl.\eCTBYIOT IlI11Wb HeMHoro4I11CJleHHble ny6IlI11Ka4111111, aaTparll1BalOLl.\lI1e BonpOC 0 B03MO>KHOCTII1 nepeHoca IlbAOM 11130TonOB.
V13MepeHII1f1 KOH4eHTpa4111Li1 4e3111f1 -137 BO
I1bAY 4yKoTcKoro MOpfl AaIlI11 BeIl1114111HY OKOIl0

- 42 1 6K!Ky6.M, T.e. Toro >Ke nOpflP,Ka, ~TO Lt1
KOHlleHTpallLt1>1 4e3Vi>1-137 13 Bo,qe.
E,qLt1HCTBeHHble Lt13MepeHLt1>1 KOH4eHTpa4Lt1111
pa,qLt10aKTLt1BHbIX Lt130TOnOB (TPLt1TLt1~), ,qalOLl.\Lt1e
B03MO>KHOCTb KOIlLt1~eCTBeHHO 04eHLt1Tb npo4eHTHoe COOTHOWeHLt1e KOH4eHTpa4Lt1~ 13 MOpCKOM Ilb,qy Lt1 13 nOBepXHOCTHOM CIloe SO,qbl Lt1
npOBOALt1BWLt1eC>1 POCCLt1~CKO~ 3KCneALt111Lt1e~
V1Bn AH CCCP 13 1978r. 13 6apeHlIeBOM
Mope, nOKa3blBalOT, ~TO KOH4eHTpa4Lt1>1 TpLt1TLt1>1 130 Ilb,qy 13 KOH4e 3Lt1Mbl COCTaBIlReT 88%
OT oceHHe~ KOH4eHTpa4Lt1Lt1 13 Bo,qe~
3a BpeM>1 cYLl.\eCTBOBaHLt1R Ilb,qa, Hero BepxHe~ nOBepXHOCTLt1 npOLt1Cxo,qLt1T aKKyMyIlR4Lt1R
pa,qLt10HyKIlLt1,qOB, BblnaBWLt1X C oca,qKaMLt1 Lt1
coxpaHRIOLl.\Lt1XCR ,qo TaRHLt1R Ilb,qa, nOCIle
~ero OHLt1 nona,qalOT B BO,qy.
Ha HLt1>KHe~ nOBepXHOCTLt1 Ile,qRHoro nOKpoBa
MOryT pa3BLt1BaTbCR KOIlOHLt1Lt1 MLt1KpOOpraHLt13MOB, aKKyMyIlLt1pylOLl.\Lt1X pa,qLt10HyKIlLt1Abl, Bblna,qalOLl.\Lt1e BMeCTe C paCCOIlOM B BO,qy.
npLt1 06pa30BaHLt1Lt1 npLt1naR B MeIlKOBo,qHbIX
MeCTax npOLt1Cxo,qLt1T 3arpR3HeHLt1e IlbAa 3a
c~eT 3aXBaTa 3arpR3HeHHoro
nOBepXHOCTHoro CIlOR Oca,qKOB, npLt1
,qpe~epe TaKoro
Ilb,qa, Ha ere HLt1>KHe~ nOBepXHOCTLt1 OCTaeTCR
CIlO~ rpyHTa, KOTOPbl~ nepeHOCLt1TCR BMeCTe
C Ile,qOBbIM nOIleM Lt1 nonaAaeT 13 BO,qy npLt1
Tas:lHLt1Lt1 Ilb,qa. npLt1 TaRHLt1Lt1 npLt1naR 13 pa~OHe
ere 06pa30BaHLt1R MO>KeT np0Lt130~TLt1 yBeIlLt1~eHLt1e KOHlIeHTpa4Lt1Lt1 pa,qLt10HyKIlLt1,qOB 13 Bo,qe
Lt1 ,qOHHbIX OTIlO>KeHLt1RX 3a c~eT BblnaBWlIIX 13
Te~eHLt1e
3Lt1Mbl C oca,qKaMLt1 Lt1 a KKyMyIlLt1pOBaHHblX Ha nOBepXHOCTLt1 npLt1naR pa,qLt10HyKIlLt1,qOB. npLt1 nona,qaHLt1Lt1 ,qpe~epYIOLl.\ero Ilb,qa
13 MeIlKOBo,qHble pa~OHbl TalOKe npOLt1Cxo,qLt1T
aarpR3HeHLt1e ero HLt1>KHe~ nOBepXHOCTLt1 ~a
CTLt14aMLt1 rpYHTa. V13MepeHLt1R pa,qLt10aKTLt1BHOCTLt1 ~aCTLt14 rpyHTa Ha HLt1>KHe~ nOBepxHOCTLt1 Ilb,qa, npOBo,qLt1BWLt1eCR 13 4yKOTCKOM
Mope, ,qaIlLt1 BeIlLt1~Lt1Hbl 4,9 - 5,6 6K!Kr cyxoro
Beca (npLt1 MaKCLt1MaIlbHbIX 3Ha~eHLt1RX ,qo 73
6K!Kr cyxoro Beca.
He06xo,qLt1MO OTMeTLt1Tb npocTpaHcTBeHHylO Lt1
BpeMeHHylO
~"3MeH4~"BOCTb
3arpR3HeHLt1R
Ilb,qa pa,qLt10HYKIlLt1,qaMLt1, cBR3aHHYlO C Heo,qHOpO,qHOCTblO 3arpR3HeHLt1R BO,qbl, HaIlLt1~Lt1eM
IlOKaIlbHblX Lt1CTO~HLt1KOB (BbIHOC Lt130TOnOB
peKaMLt1, HaIlLt1~Lt1e 3axOpOHeHLt1~ Lt1 T.,q.) Lt1
oco6eHHOCTRMLt1 ,qlllHaMLt1~eCKLt1X npo4eccoB 13
MOPCKO~ Bo,qe. KpOMe Toro, CYl.l..leCTByeT XOpOWO Bblpa>KeHHaR Me>Kro,qOBaR Lt13MeH4Lt1BOCTb 3arpR3HeHLt1R Ilb,qa Lt1, COOTBeTCTBeHHO,
KOIllll~eCTBa pa,qLt10aKTLt1BHbIX 3arps:l3HeHVI~,
BbIHOCLt1MbIX co Ilb,qOM
Lt13
apKTLt1~eCKLt1X
Mope~. TaKaR Lt13MeH~Lt1BOCTb CBR3aHa co
CHLt1>KeHLt1eM 06beMOB C6pOCOB pa,qLt10aKTLt1B-

HblX OTXO,qOB Ha KOM6V1HaTe B CeIlIlaeplllIlAe
Lt1 YMeHbWeHLt1eM KOJiLt1~eCTBa pa,qlllOaKTVlBHbIX
Bblna,qeHLt1~ Lt13 aTMoeepepbl,
~TO np0s:lBIlfleTCR 13 Me>Kro,qOBO~ Lt13MeH~Lt1BOCTLt1 KOH4eHTpa4Lt1Lt1 pa,qLt10HyKIlLt1,qOB 13 MOpCKO!l1 Bo,qe 13
IleTHLt1~ nepLt1o,q.
Ape~epYIOLl.\Lt1e Ilb,qbl, BbIHOCLt1Mble Lt13 KapCKOro MOpR 4epe3 npom1B BLt1IlbKlIIlIKoro 1II K
ceBepy OT CeBepHO~ 3eMIlLt1, RBIlRIOTCR o,qHLt1M Lt13 epaKTOpOB pa,qLt10aKTLt1BHOrO 3arpR3HeHLt1R MOpR JlameBblX.

OCHOBHaR ~aCTb BbIHOCLt1MbIX Lt13 KapCKoro
MOpR Ilb,qOB ,qOXO,qLt1T ,qo npOIlLt1Ba Cl>paMa, 13
cpe,qHeM, 3a 2 - 2,5 ro,qa.
6blIla npoBe,qeHa npLt16IlLt13Lt1TeIlbHaR 0lleHKa
Me>KrOAOBO~ Lt13MeH~Lt1BOCTLt1 BblHOca ,qpe~
epYIOLl.\Lt1MLt1 Ilb,qaMLt1 pa,qLt10HyKIlLt1,qHoro 3arpR3HeHLt1R KapcKoro MOpR 13 ApKTLt14eCKLt1~ 6acce~H Lt1 cpaBHeHLt1e ere C KOIle6aHLt1RMLt1 KOH4eHTpa4Lt1Lt1 CTPOHlILt1R-90 lIeaLt1R-137 13 noBepXHOCTHblX BO,qax y 6eperoB rpeHIlaH,qLt1Lt1
(,QaHMapKcxaBH). PeaYIlbTaTbl TaKo~ 04eHKLt1
npe,qCTaBIleHbl Ha pLt1cyHKax ,qIlR CTpOH4Lt1R90 (PLt1c. 5).
06paLl.\aeT Ha ce6R BHVlMaHLt1e peaKoe yBeIlLt1~eHLt1e 13 1969 ro,qy BeIlLt1~Lt1Hbl BbIHOCLt1MOro
C ,qpe~epYIOLl.\Lt1M Ilb,qOM CTPOHlILt1R-90 VI COOTBeTCTBYIOLl.\ee YBeIlVl~eHLt1e KOH4eHTpa4Lt1l11
CTPOH4Lt1R-90 13 Bo,qe y rpeHIlaH,qLt1Lt1 ~epe3
ro,q . B 70-e ro,qbl npoLt1Cxo,qLt1T YBeIlLt14eHLt1e
BpeMeHLt1
«,q06eraHLt1R»
pa,qLt10aKTLt1BHOrO
Ilb,qa Lt1a KapcKoro MOpR ,qo 2,5 - 3 IleT, Lt1 B
80-e ro,qbl - ,qo 2 IleT. B lIeIloM, C y~eToM
BpeMeHLt1 «,q06eraHLt1R» Ilb,qa, nOIly~aeTcR
,qOCTaTO~HO xopowo aaMeTHaR CBRab Me>K,D,y
KOIlLt1~eCTBOM
BbIHOCLt1MOrO ,qpe~epYIOLl.\Lt1MLt1
Ilb,qaMLt1 Via KapcKoro MOpR 13 ApKTLt1~eCKLt1~
6acce~H CTpOH4Lt1R-90 Lt1 KOHlIeHTpa4Lt1e~ ere
13 nOBepxHocTHblX Bo,qax y 6eperoB fpeHIlaH,qLt1Lt1.
no ,qpyroMy xapaKTepHoMy nOKaaaTeIlIO 4eallllO-137 (rpaepLt1K He npLt1Bo,qlllTCR), TaKaR
CBRab MeHee aaMeTHa, XOTR Ha6IlIO,qeHHoe
YBeIlLt1~eHLt1e KOH4eHTpallLt1Lt1 13 1983-85 ro,qax
MO}l{eT T810Ke RBIls:lTbCs:l CIle,qCTBlIIeM BblHOca
Ilb,qOB 13 1981-83 ro,qax.
TaKLt1M 06paaOM, Ha Haw BarnR,q, rLt1nOTeaa 0
BIlLt1RHLt1Lt1 (MO>KeT 6blTb He onpe,qeIlRIOLl.\eM,
HO, 13Lt1,qLt1Mo, CYLl.\eCTBeHHbIM) BblHOca pa,qLt10HyKIlVl,qOB Vl3
KapCKoro MOpR C ,qpe~
epYIOLl.\Lt1MLt1 Ilb,qaMLt1 Ha epOpMlIIpOBaHLt1e nOIlR
pa,qLt10aKTLt1BHOrO 3arpR3HeHLt1R BO,qbl B aana,qHO~ ~aCTLt1 fpeHIlaH,qCKoro MOpR Lt1 Y 6eperOB
fpeHnaH,qLt1Lt1 Lt1MeeT npaBO Ha CYLl.\eCTBOBaHLt1e, HO Tpe6yeT ,qonOIlHLt1TeIlbHbIX HaTypHblX,
na60paTOpHblX Lt1 Mo,qeIlbHblX Lt1CCIle,qOBaHVI~.
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Figure 5: Estimation of the possible carrying out of the Sr-90 by the drifting ice from the Kara
Sea and comparison with the observed concentrations near Danmarkshavn (Greenland) [Dahlgard, 1993]
nep, MO>KeT 6blTb npVl4V1Ho~ 3ann080ro
HeepTflHoro VlnVl pap,VlOaKTVl8HOrO 3arpfl3HeHVlfI SOp,bl, 8nnOTb p,o 3KonorVII·lecKo~ KaTacTpoepbl, HanpVlMep npVl MexaHVl4eCKOM
pa3pyweHVIVI HeepTenp080p,a VlnVl 060n04eK
KOHTe~Hep08 C pap,VlOaKTVlBHbIMVI OTxop,aMVI
VI peaKTOp08, 3axopOHeHHblX 8 MenK080p,HbIX
pa~OHax. TaKoe MexaHVl4eCKoe pa3pyweHllle
MO>KeT 6blTb 8bl38aHO nop,80AHO~ 4aCTblO
p,pe~epYlOll.lero a~c6epra VlnVl cTaMYxo~.
HeCKonbKO cn08 ell.le 06 Op,HOM MexaHVl3Me
nepeHoca 3arpfl3HeHVI~ MOPCKVlM nbp,OM.
B paMKax C08MeCTHblX HaTypHblx Vlccnep,o8blnonHeHHblX 8 nocnep,HVle TPVl rop,a
8 Mope name8blX (KOTopoe VlHorp,a Ha3bl8alOT epa6pVlKO~ nbp,a p,nfl APKTVlKVI) 8 paMKax KOMnneKcHoro POCCVI~CKo-repMaHcKoro
npoeKTa «CVlCTeMa MOpfl name8blX» oc060e
8HVlMaHVle yp,enflnocb Vl3Y4eHVlIO MexaHVl3M08 VI np04ecc08, C8f13aHHbIX C 06pa308aHVleM VI HapacTaHVleM MopcKoro nbp,a 8
ycn08V1f1X n08blweHHoro COp,ep>KaHVlfI 838ecVI
VI paCT80peHHblX 8ell.leCT8 8 KonOHKe 80p,b!.

8aHVI~,

B 4aCTHOCTVI, 8 1996 rop,y Vlccnep,08aHVlfI
6blnVl cocpep,OT04eHbl Ha Vl3Y46HVlVI np04ecCOB B KonoHKe 80Abl MopVlCTee yCTbfl peKVI
neHa 8 nepVloA, npep,wecTBYIOIl.lVl~ Ha4any
na80AKa. KaK nOKa3anVl Vlccnep,08aHVlfI, 8 3TO
8peMfI C03p,aIOTCfI ycn08V1f1 p,nfl VlHTeHCVl8Horo 06pa308aHVlfI 8HYTPVl80p,HOro nbp,a (frazil ice) Bcnep,CTBVle 3Ha4V1TenbHoro nepeoxna>Kp,eHVlfI 80p,bl (supercooling water) Ha
rpaHVl4e 83aVlMop,e~CTBVlfI 04eHb coneHblX
(AO 38 %0) wenbepoBblX VI npecHblx pe4Hblx
BOp,. BHYTPVlBOp,Hbll;1 nep, npVl o6paa08aHVlVI
ap,cop6V1pyeT B38eCb VI pacTBopeHHble 8ell.leCTBa (VI, 8 TOM 4V1cne, 3arpfl3HflIOIl.lVle 8ell.leCT8a) VI TpaHcnopTVlpyeT VlX Ha HeKOTopble
paCCTOflHVlfI 8 3aBIIICVlMOCTVI OT rVlp,ponorVl4eCKVlX, norop,HblX VI nep,OBblX ycnoBVI~. npVl
3TOM CYll.leCT8yeT 3Ha4V1TenbHafl 8epOflTHOCTb Toro, 4TO 8HYTPVl80p,Hbl~ nep, MO>KeT
6blTb VlHTerpVlpOBaH C y>Ke VlMelOll.lVlMVlCfI
nbp,VlHaMVI VI 808ne4eH 8 TpaHcapKTVl4eKVI~
nepeHOC.
B aaKnlO4eHVle 51 XOTen 6bl n06narop,apVlTb
cne4V1anVlCT08 p,-P08 B.V13Ma~-

POCCVI~CKVlX
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Marine Pollution Problems Associated with
Organic Contaminants
Dr. James W. Readman
Plymouth Marine Laboratory, United Kingdom
ABSTRACT
Organic pollutants include materials such as oil and sewage, and man-made chemicals specifically designed for industrial, agricultural and domestic purposes. The number of synthesized
anthropogenic compounds is growing at a rate of 250,000 new formulations per year with a current global production of 100-200 million tonnes per year and, of the latter, it has been estimated
that up to one third of this finds its way into the environment. Many of these organic materials
and chemicals degrade rapidly and do not offer the potential to impact estuarine and coastal marine systems. Others, however, are sufficiently persistent and toxic to pose a threat to the ecology, and indirectly to man through the consumption of marine produce.
Organic compounds released into the environment can provoke cancer (e.g. carcinogenic PAH),
or disrupt endocrine systems reducing fertility (e.g. sperm counts) in human and other populations. Indeed, the latter has recently provoked substantial International concern and media coverage. This presentation cannot aspire to address all compounds of concern but will provide
globally distributed examples of the types of studies which can be instigated to assess potential
contamination. Examples of contaminants will include: insecticides; herbicides; fungicides; antifouling agents; oil products; combustion products; persistent organochlorines; volatile compounds...etc. Selected pollution investigations will be described including: pollution monitoring of
the Mediterranean Sea; investigations of environmental contamination resulting from the Gulf
War; the International Mussel Watch programme; assessment of the impact of antifouling
agents in marine paints; evaluation oragrochemical run-off entering marine environments; corals as recorders of contamination; and the use of "molecular markers" which can identify the
threat of pollution. text
OIL, COMBUSTION PRODUCTS AND MOLECULAR
ORGANIC MARKERS

The Gulf War
As a result of the Gulf War, it has been estimated that, in January 1991 between 0.5 to 8
million barrels of oil were released from, or
near, the Sea Island Terminal in Kuwait. An
additional 500 million barrels of oil were
emitted (or ignited) from burning oil wells
during the remainder of 1991, releasing oil
aerosols, soot and toxic combustion products
which could have potentially contaminated
the Gulf. Such large scale emissions invoked
much concern in the scientific community
over possible catastrophic environmental
damage both within and outside the Gulf region.
Through a United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) Inter-agency Plan of Action
(UNIPA) and in co-operation with the Regional Organization for the Protection of the
Marine Environment (ROPME), we conducted

a rapid Gulf-wide assessment to investigate
the extent and degree of hydrocarbon contamination (Readman et a/. , 1992; Fowler et
al., 1993. See Fig. 1). Results showed that
severe oil pollution was restricted primarily to
the Saudi Arabian coastline within approximately 400 km from the spillages. During the
initial survey access to the entire Kuwait
coastline was forbidden owing to mines and
unexploded ordnance. Concentrations outside of the contaminated area in the vicinity of
Bahrain were, surprisingly, lower than those
recorded in our pre-war (1983-86) surveys,
probably as a result of decreased tanker traffic and associated deballasting during and
after the conflict. Concerning carcinogenic
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) combustion products, results revealed relatively
low concentrations even at sites which were
heavily impacted by the spill.
To investigate the recovery of the areas
which were affected by the spilled oil, during
1992 and 1993, subsequent surveys (in association with ROPME) were conducted in

46 shown to remain comparatively low, with oil
rather than combustion comprising their major
source.
Discrete bands of petroleum hydrocarbons and molecular organic markers identified within massive coral skeletons

Figure 1: Concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbons (as estimated by fluorescense
comparison with Kuwait crude oil) in individual samples of sub-tidal surface (0 - 2 cm)
sediments, bivalve molluscs (soft parts) and
fish (muscle)
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia to investigate temporal changes in contamination and recovery
(Readman et al., 1996). Sub-tidal surface
sediments from the coastlines of Kuwait and
Saudi Arabia were sampled and analysed for
petroleum hydrocarbons and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH).
At most locations, by 1992 degradation had
resulted in a composition (as determined by
gas chromatography) dominated by an unresolved c?mplex mixture (UCM) with only the
most resistant resolved compounds surviving.
Levels of contamination at impacted sites
were generally shown to decrease by approximately 50% between 1991 and 1992. A
much lesser reduction in contamination was
recorded for the period 1992 to 1993 and an
increase in hydrocarbon concentrations was
reported for stations in Kuwait and northern
Saudi Arabia, possibly as a result of increased tanker activity and associated deballasting.
Concentrations of PAH were

The tissues of corals deposit an aragonite
exoskeleton beneath their outer living film at a
rate dependent on growth and hence on environmental conditions. This typically results in
annual (seasonal) bands being formed within
colonies. By analyzing molecular organic
markers within these bands, our research has
suggested that coral skeletons record contamination from oil and could potentially be
used to investigate other anthropogenic and
biogenic organic inputs (Readman et al.,
1996). Our analyses of sections from within
corals (Porites lutea) sampled from the Gulf
coasts of Kuwait and Saudi demonstrate discrete bands of oil contamination which, using
selected terpenoid biomarkers can be source
indexed to specific oil fields (Le., Kuwait, Iranian or Arabian crude oils). Together with
dating using microscopic and X-ray inspection, this offers the potential to investigate
contamination during recent years. Further
research is, however, necessary to elucidate
degradation mechanisms during, and following, the occlusion process of organics within
coral skeletons.
AGROCHEMICALS

Persistent Organophosphorus Pesticides
in Tropical Marine Environments
"New generation" organophosphorus insecticides are extensively used in tropical agriculture. Investigations into the distribution of a
selection of these highly toxic compounds in
coastal areas of Central America and Mexico
(Readman et al., 1992) have revealed that
some are SUfficiently heavily used and persist~nt to potentially impact sensitive tropical
manne ecosystems.
In sedi~ents from the areas chosen for study,
c~lo~pynfos was found to be the most widely
dlstnbuted compound. Traces of parathion
and methyl-chlorpyrifos were, however, also
encountered. Concentrations of the other
major organophosphorus agrochemicals applied in these regions (including methylparathion, malathion, monocrotofos, and fenithrothion) were generally found to be below
the limits of detection of the analytical techniques employed (typically ,0.1 ng g-1 dry wt).
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Figure 2: Below, concentration of parathion and chlorpyrifos (represented by shaded and
hatched bars respectively) in sedimenta taken during February 1990 from the Altata Ensenada
El Pabell6n lagoon system. Location of the samplins stations is shown above
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Figure 3: Ranges in aqueous concentrations of atrazine and simazine in the selected mediterranean locations ("bdl" indicates that concentrations were below the limits of detection of the
analytical protocols
These findings have important connotations
when aquaculture (shrimp farms) are frequently based within tropical lagoons surrounded by intensive horticulture on the adjacent fertile plains. This is especially relevant
when it is considered that crustaceans (which
belong to the same phylum as insects ... arthropoda) are particularly susceptible to the
pesticides in question. Tropical rains also
enhance risks through "flash run-off " phenomena. Relevant management options can,
however, be proposed once the situation has
been evaluated to alleviate both human
health and commercial threats (e.g. Carvalho
et al., in press)
Herbicide Contamination of Mediterranean
Estuarine Waters: Results from a MED
POl Pilot Survey
A recently published paper (Readman et al.,
1993) offers the first extensive evidence that
significant concentrations of some herbicides
persist in marine systems. In the areas studied (the Ebro delta on the Eastern Coast of
Spain, the Rhone delta in the South of
France, the River Po, Italy/the Northern Adri-

atic Sea, the Thermaikos and Amvrakikos
Gulfs in Greece and the Nile delta in Egypt)
the most commonly encountered herbicides
were atrazine, simazine, alachlor, metolachlor
and molinate. In general, aqueous concentrations encountered in the riverine inputs
were comparable to (or below) those reported
for rivers in other regions of the World. Concentrations generally declined from freshwater locations through estuaries to marine waters. The distributions of some herbicides
(e.g. the triazines) in sediments endorsed the
environmental persistence of these compounds. In contrast to the other areas studied, no herbicides were detected in samples
from a preliminary survey of the Nile delta.
Fungicide contamination of Mediterranean
estuarine waters: Results from a MED POl
Pilot Survey
Fungicides are used extensively in agriculture, especially within tropical and subtropical
regions. Negligible information is, however,
available concerning the potential for these
compounds to reach and impact estuarine
and marine systems. To investigate possible

49 contamination of the Mediterranean Sea from
this class of agrochemicals, a pilot survey
was undertaken during 1994 (Readman et al.,
1997). Riverine, estuarine and marine water
samples were taken from the Ebro delta,
Spain, the Rhone delta in the south of
France, the river Po in Italy/Northern Adriatic
sea and the Amvrakikos and Thermaikos
Gulfs in Greece. They were analysed for selected fungicides which are used extensively
in the countries involved.
Compounds
screened for included: captafoI, captan, carbendazim, chlorothalonil, dicloran, ethirimol,
folpet, fenpropimorph, metalaxyl and vinclozolin. Results from the survey indicate that
most of these fungicides are insufficiently
persistent to impact estuarine and marine environments. Some, however, were detected
during this survey: dicloran (Rhone delta),
carbendazim (Ebro delta), captafoI (River Po
and N. Adriatic), captan (Greek rivers and lagoons), folpet (River Po, N. Adriatic and
Loudias River, Greece) and vinclozolin (River
Po). Contamination in these instances was
generally restricted to drainage canals and

riverine samples and was associated with
known agricultural applications.
ANTIFOULING AGENTS

Antifouling herbicides -a threat to the marine environment?
Research into the environmental distribution
and effects of biocides added to marine
paints has, to date, been focussed on the antifouling agent tributyltin (TBT). It has been
estimated that in Arcachon Bay (France)
alone, the use of TBT provoked a loss in
revenue of 147 million US$ through reduced
oyster production. Its use has subsequently
been severely restricted internationally and
TBT has largely been replaced by copperbased substitutes. In addition to these biocides (which are added primarily to control
aquatic animals), herbicides are also frequently added to inhibit primary colonisation
of hull surfaces by micro-algae and subsequent growth of seaweeds.

Figure 4: Concentration of 2-methyltio-4-terl-butylamino-6-cyclopropylamino-s-trazine
(IRGAROL 1051) in water samples from the Cote d'Azur coastline. Error bars
indicate the analytical variability
(as determined from triplicate analyses of a single homogenized sample).

50 Environmental contamination by these compounds has only recently been addressed. 2methylthio-4-tert-butylamino-6-cyclopropylamino-s triazine (trade name: IRGAROL 1051)
is an effective herbicidal additive and we developed analytical methods in 1992 to afford
quantification of this compound in environmental waters in order to investigate coastal
contamination. Samples taken from the Cote
d'Azur coastline were shown to contain concentrations of up to 1.7 micrograms per litre in
marinas and we reported widespread con-

tamination throughout the area (Readman
al., 1993).

et

Our subsequent surveys (Tolosa et al., 1996),
indicate that levels have remained comparatively stable during the last few years. Since
our initial work, other scientists have also reported marine contamination from IRGAROL
1051. In addition, a recent paper describing
sensitive toxicological experiments (see Fig.
4, Ohal and Blanck,1996, Marine Pollution
Bulletin, 32, 342-350) demonstrates that

Figure 5: Geographical distribution oftotal DOT concentrations

51 IRGAROL 1051 can significantly inhibit periphyton photosynthetic activity at 3.2 nM (0.8
micrograms per litre) in short term (hour)
tests, and with longer term (weeks) exposure
can produce significant changes in community structure at 1 nM (0.25 micrograms per
litre).
This latter concentration produced a shift towards more tolerant species. Photosynthetic
activity and algal biomass (chlorophyll a content) were also shown to be significantly lowered at concentrations of 1 and 4 nM (0.25
and 1 micrograms per litre) respectively.
Their most sensitive long term effects were
demonstrated at 0.25 - 1 nM (0.06 - 0.25 micrograms per litre). These toxic levels are
within the concentration ranges reported for
environmental samples.
This raises the question as to whether or not
coastal ecosystems are at risk. Indeed, the
same question was raised at the 25th Session of the IMO/FAO/UNESCOIOCIWMOI
WHO/IAEA/UN/UNEP Joint Group of Experts
on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Environmental Protection (GESAMP) (Rome, 24-28
April 1995). Results of the toxicological experiments by Dahl and Blanck indicate that
perturbations in phytoplankton communities
will occur with the current levels of contamination and research is urgently required to
further assess dissipation of the compound
from ports and marinas and to investigate
ecological effects (Readman, 1996).
PERSISTENT ORGANIC POLLUTANTS

Trace Organic Contamination in the
Americas: An Overview of the US National
Status & Trends and the International
"Mussel Watch" Programmes
The US National Status & Trends (NS&T,
1986-1993) and the International Mussel
Watch (I MW, 1991-1992, supported by the
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, UNEP and the US NOM)
programmes provide a good coverage of a
broad range of environmental conditions
along the North, Central and South American
coasts.
Total concentrations of DOTs, chlordanerelated compounds, PCBs and PAHs present
fairly homogeneous distributions along the
northern Gulf of Mexico coast, with very few
sites showing extremely high or low concentrations. In contrast, a larger variability in the
geographical distribution of some of these organic contaminants was observed for IMW

sites. For example, high concentrations of
DOT and its metabolites, ODD and DOE,
were generally found in tropical and subtropical areas as compared to more temperate
zones of South America. 'Industrial' contaminants, such as PCBs and PAHs, have similar
distributions with the highest concentrations
encountered generally along the southern
South Atlantic coast. An overall comparison
of the concentrations of these organic contaminants measured at NS&T and IMW sites
indicates that contamination is significantly
higher along the northern coast of the Gulf of
Mexico.
SUMMARY

As indicated in the abstract, within this paper
only selected examples of studies to investigate environmental contamination have been
described. These, however, illustrate the
susceptibility of our marine environment and
endorse the need for additional knowledge
and management to preserve environmental
quality for future generations.
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ABSTRACT

The Global Ocean Observation System (GODS) has a number of components. One of these is
the Health of the Oceans (HO TO) module, which is being developed to monitor the condition of
the ocean. Monitoring can be done either of the physical environment (water and sediments) or
in the biota. Examples will be given of the types of monitoring planned in HOTO and especially
on "biological effects monitoring" developed under the auspices of the 10CIIMOIUNEP Group of
Experts on Effects of Pollution (GEEP).
Yet the oceans and especially the coasts vary over time. The scales of known temporal
changes range from seasons to decades and centuries and these will be illustrated. Temporal
variability imposes problems for monitoring of trends in, for example, contaminants loads over
time. This will be illustrated with reference to monitoring of the North Sea, which probably has
the most comprehensive programme presently available. It will be shown that present poor
monitoring designs cannot adequately detect temporal trends. It will be demonstrated that this is
due to concentration on Type-I statistical errors rather than properly considering Type-If errors.
By concentrating on Type-If errors one can design monitoring programmes that are able to detect trends with a given degree of precision, yet this is not being done. Science is being blamed
for not taking proper account of uncertainties and thus not providing proper advice for political
decision-making. The problem lies not with science, since it is known what needs to be done,
but with managers of monitoring programmes who are either unaware of recent t~nds in sampling designs and statistical analyses or have decided that they are too costly. Without more
attention to sampling design we will be unable to assess properly rends in the "health" of the
world oceans.
INTRODUCTION

Monitoring of the marine environment has
been done for many decades. The objectives
are usually to obtain an overview of the condition of the marine environment and on
trends in this condition over time.
On a global scale the GESAMP report on the
State of the Marine Environment (GESAMP
1990) is still the most reliable available.
On a regional scale the North Sea Quality
Status Report (N. Sea Task Force, 1995)
gives probably the most comprehensive coverage of the condition of any regional sea.
Both the GESAMP and N. Sea reports are
based on extensive data collected at subregional levels and then collated and evaluated before being presented in a report. Following international agreement on Agenda 21
at the World Confernce on Environment and
Develiopment, Rio de Janeiro 1993 most
countries produce annual reports on the state
of the marine environment within their jurisdiction using similar methods.

Traditionally monitoring is done on chemicals
that are perceived as potential dangers to
human health or living resources e.g. sea
food. In the 1950's and 1960's this meant
monitoring, almost exclusively, of radioactivity
and heavy metals. Radioactivity monitoring is
both comprehensive and has gone on for
many years (see IAEA Technical Report Series, Vienna) and in general there are no concerns of contamination of sea food. Techniques for measurement of heavy metals
have improved radically in recent years and
concentration levels have had to be readjusted down by orders of magnitude. Older
data were often highly contaminated and the
result is that one cannot assess changes over
time periods of more than a few years. The
new findings on heavy metals have meant
that heavy metals are now no longer regarded as serious risks except in local areas
where there are reasons to believe that high
concentrations may occur (e.g. mining waste
disposal, sewage discharges).
The main emphasis of chemical monitoring in
recent years is on nutrients since one of the

54 major effects of pollution globally is eutrophication. Eutrophication results from excess
discharges of nutrients into coastal waters.
This leads to increased phytoplankton production and to increased sedimentation of organic matter. As this material degrades it
uses oxygen and in extreme cases, (in areas
with poor water circulation) oxygen deficiency
occurs and extensive kills of marine organisms. Gray (1992) has reviewed effects of
eutrophication in the marine environment.
Thus monitoring of nutrients is a priority in
most marine areas globally. Yet nutrient concentrations vary seasonally and concentrations are dependent on the degree of mixing
of the water column. In stratified waters nutrients are rapidly used up (tropical waters are
usually stratified and have low concentrations). In temperate areas stratification occurs
seasonally and summer nutrient concentrations are low whereas in mixed winter conditions concentrations are high.
Open ocean water in general has higher nutrient concentrations than coastal waters and
thus the mixing of ocean and coastal waters
causes changes in nutrient concentrations.
Thus nutrient concentrations vary seasonally
and with year to year variations in mixing.
Cushing and Dickson (1976) and Gray and
Christie (1983) show that the periods of these
processes can vary over many decades. All
of these factors, therefore, have to be considered in planning and interpreting monitoring
programmes for nutrients in coastal waters.
This is rarely done and often short term
changes are wrongly attributed to human influences and political decisions taken when
the changes recorded are natural ones.
Readman (this volume) has reviewed the
changes in focus for organic chemicals and
thus the monitoring programmes are being
redirected towards these priority areas of
pesticides and insecticides, hormone mimics,
pharmaceuticals and microorganisms
Yet there often remain problems associated
with the design of monitoring programmes
and especially the detection of trends over
time. This is especially important in a political
context. For example the governments of
countries surrounding the North Sea decided
that chemical pollutants and nutrient discharges to the N. Sea would be reduced by
50% by 1997 with 1987 as the baseline year.
Yet the data for the baseline year were not
available from many countries and had to be
estimated. Now the politicians want to know
what are the effects of the decisions made in
1997, since a 50% reduction in chemicals has
been achieved and nutrient discharges have

declined by about 40% for phosphorus and
25% for nitrogen.
The answer is we cannot tell them because
our monitoring programmes are unable to
detect changes of these magnitude. This
may seem surprising but not enough care
was taken in designing the programmes.
In this paper I discuss the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) and then examine
recent trends in new methods of monitorinmg
such as biological effects. Finally, I will explore the requirements for proper design of
marine monitoring. programmes in the concluding art of this paper.
GOOS AND THE HEALTH OF THE OCEAN
MODULE

The planned Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) incorporates different modules.
One of these is the Health of the Ocean
(HOTO) module. This is being designed by
the IOC/UNESCO/IMO/UNEP Global Investigation of Pollution of the Marine Environment
(GIPME). The basic design of HOTO is
shown in Fig 1. The module collates data
from regional and national surveys and incorporates these in an overall assessment. The
data are made available to GOOS and to users, both national and regional and to scientists.
The elements of HOTO are shown in Fig 2.
Any monitoring programme is a compromise
between the need for measurements that
give data of direct relevance to managers and
those that can be measured with ease and
precision. Nutrients are easy to measure and
of importance. Yet heavy metals whilst easy
to measure are not of general importance and
thus may not nee to be included everywhere.
Too often metals are measured when there is
no likelihood of metal contamination Priority
chemicals such as organic chemicals are often exceedingly expensive to analyse requiring sophisticated instruments and highly
trained personnel and are difficult to measure.
Thus they are rarely part of monitoring programmes in areas that they are needed (e.g.
tropical areas where insecticides and pesticides are routinely used on crops in coastal
areas).
HOTO has made extensive use of new findings in relation to biological effects monitoring
techniques pioneered through the 10CUNESCOI IMO/UNEP Group of Experts on
Effects of Pollution (GEEP), Bayne et al 1988,
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Figure 1. The Health of the Ocean (HOTO) Module of the Global Ocean Observing System
showing the products and anticipated users.
Addison & Clarke 1990, Stebbing et al 1992).
If a chemical is found to be a high concentration in either sediment or a living organism
then the question is what is the effect of that
concentration on organisms,? Does it damage the organism or pose a risk to human
health?

Biological effects techniques have now
reached a high level of sophistication and can
reliably be incorporated in routine monitoring
programmes. Examples of three techniques
are shown below.
MONITORING BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

Thus chemical monitoring alone is not sufficient. Biological effects monitoring measures
key functions in individual organisms or in
communities of organisms which directly
show whether the organism or communities
are stressed. These range from biochemical
mneasurements of stress in individual organisms to reductions in growth rates to changes
in species composition in communities and to
changes in habitats.
Again there is a compromise between the
need to obtain early warnings of effects and
the severity of the effect. Habitat destruction
is the most severe of all effects and yet the
early warning of change, such as degradation
caused by chemicals, is measured on individuals and predictions must be made of
likely effects at higher levels.

Although effects should be predicted from a
risk assessment it is necessary to monitor
whether the predictions are upheld. Effects
on biological systems can now be monitored
with high precision. New techniques have
been developed based on biochemical and
physiological responses of individual organisms to stress. These are biomarkers (see
Depledge & Fossi, 1994; GESAMP 1995;
Peakall, 1994; McCarthy & Shugart 1990;
GESAMP, 1995). Peterson (1995) divides
biomarkers into three categories: biomarkers
of exposure, of effect and of susceptibility.
Some biomarkers are specific e.g. to metal
contaminants (metallothionein response, see
Hogstrand & Haux, 1991; Chan, 1995), to organophosphorus pesticides (acetyl cholinesterase inhibition (Galgani et al. 1992), or to
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Figure 2. Elements of the Health of the Ocean Module of the Global Ocean Observing System,
showing the physical, chemical and biological components that will be monitored and their interrelation to marine resources and human useage of the marine environment.
PAHs (cytochrome P-450 system, Stagg &
Addison, 1995).
Such techniques indicate
whether individual organisms have been exposed to contaminants or are showing
symptoms of stress from the exposure.

decrease in the induced biomarker along the
gradient, indicating a decrease in effect of
inducers such as PAHs or/and PCBs the
acetylcholinesterase biomarker shows an increase with increased stress.

Fig 3 shows the biomarker approach using
EROD and acetylcholinesterase applied in a
decreasing gradient of contamination in the
North Sea. Whereas the EROD data show a

Both data sets suggest that at station 9, the
Dogger Bank, where there is unexpected evidence of effect of stress, so that this station is
more affected than Station 9.
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decreasing trend from the Elbe. Acetylcholinesterase concentrations decrease with increase organophosphate and suggest a decreasing trend from the Elbe. From a) Galgani et al 1992 and
b) Renton and Addison, 1992.
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Figure 4. Results of multivariate analyses of benthic community data for the Gyda oilfield,
North Sea over time. Rings show area affected a = unaffected, b = slightly affected,
c = moderately affected, d = grossly affected, from Olsgard & Gray, 1995.

58 Subsequent chemical analyses have shown
that the Dogger Bank area is indeed impacted
and studies are being done to establish likely
causes. With the development of computerbased analyses it is possible to assess
changes in communities over space and/or
(Gray et al 1990). Fig 4 shows the development of effects of pollution around the Gyda
oil Field North Sea from 1987, the baseline
survey when little drilling waste had been discharged, to 1993, (Olsgard and Gray (1995).
The area of altered benthic community structure is clearly shown.
By 1993 the patterns of effect cover large areas (ca 30 km 2 ) and there were very clear
correlations with discharges. When permission was given by the Norwegian State Pollution Board for oil activities to begin the companies did environmental impact assesments
(EIAs) and predicted that they would affect
the sea bed to a 1 km radius, Le. 3 km 2 •
The effects on many fields within the Norwegian sector have been shown to be over
much greater areas (up to 50 km 2 at some
fields), Olsgard and Gray 1995. Since the§e
effects were not predicted by the companies,
the Norwegian State Pollution Board has
acted to reduce discharges of oil-based drilling cuttings. Technological solutions were"
found within 2 years and now water-based
drilling muds are used and effects of pollution
has been reduced. The lessons are that the
predictions of the EIA must be testable if one.
is to protect the marine environment. . , ..
These biological effects data suggest that one
can assess with high accuracy the effects of
disturbances on the marine environment.
Such monitoring and analysis techniques
should be part of' modern environmental
management practices.

column.
This is a relic from freshwater
monitoring where over decades it has been
found that water quality assessments give a
sound basis for managing freshwater and its
living resources. Yet this has not been shown
to be the case in the sea. Water bodies move
with tides and currents and except in enclosed sea areas (lagoons, tideless areas etc)
water monitoring does not give a reliable assessment of the state ofthe environment.
In the sea most contaminants attach to particles and sediment to the sea floor. Thus in
order to obtain an overall overview of the degree of contamination it is preferable to
monitor sediments since this is where contaminants accumulate;
Higher levels of contaminants are found in
areas where sediments are deposited. In the
North Sea there are a number of depositional
areas but the Skagerrak is by far the key
area. Whereas the North Sea is generally
shallow, (mean depth 70m) the Skagerrak is
700m deep a.nd composed of fine sediments.
It functions as the "dustbin" for the North Sea
and contaminants loads are highest here.
Thus the changes in quality over time can
best be estimated by assessing contaminant
Joads in sediments and in the organisms that
consume these sediments. This has not
been,done.
A further and perhaps more serious problem
is that no. proper consideration has been
given to sampling frequencies. As mentioned
earlier; based on relatively few data politicians, bravely, instituted, at the 1987 N. Sea
Conference, measures to reduce discharges
of nutrients and chemicals by 50% by 1997.
130r------------------,
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DESIGNING MONITORING PROGRAMMES

Too often the aims and objectives of the programme are not defined or alternatively are
unclear and general. A. typical case is the
monitoring programme to assess the state of
the North Sea. The overall objective is to
obtain an asse~sment of the quality of the
North Sea both for human use (as a source of
sea food and for recreation). Agreement was
reached internationally on the chemicals to be
analysed and this is to be done in the water
column, sediments and fish at a given number of fixed stations. Yet it was up to individ~
ual countries to define the exact location of
stations and the frequency of samples taken.
Much effort is wasted in monitoring the water
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Figure 5. Theoretical example of the problems of monitoring. The sampling points (X)
areseasonal and show no trends since the
sampling frequency is inapprpriate to detect
either the variability in the data or the linear
trend over the year.

59 They are asking those responsible for the
monitoring programmes what are the benefits
of the expensive measures introduced? No
answers can be given because the programmes are not able to detect trends.
Fig 5 illustrates the problem. Here the sampling regime does not detect changes over
time since the frequency of sampling is too
low. Sampling should be randomly spaced
over time. This is almost never done and annual surveys or 3 or 4 regularly spaced samples per year are usual.
Although the science of how to design sound
monitoring programmes is known it is not
practised. (Underwood (1996) gives a comprehensive coverage of the type of designs
that can be used to detect change).

of 6 fish in year 1 and 7 fish in year 2. Statistical analyses were done and since the 95%
confidence intervals overlap a 't' test shows,
therefore, no significant differences between
years. This is a type I analysis. If you conclude there is no difference between years,
as is most usually done you make a false inference and commit a type II error.
In circumstances where there is no statistically significant difference one should use a
power analysis in order to determine the
number of samples that need to be taken in
order to detect a change of a given magnitude with a given variance. In the hypothetical
example with only a total of 13 fish analysed
the power to detect a change is only 55%, Le.
there is almost a 50% chance of making a
wrong inference.

Yet there are other trends that also need to
be included in monitoring of the health of the
oceans. Traditionally we have monitored to
ensure that human health and human utilisation of the environment is not affected by our
actions.

If the goal is to detect a difference in concentration of 0.5 ppm of heavy metal between
years then the power analysis shows that 45
replicate fish are needed to achieve
1acceptable power of 80%.
With power
analyses it is possible to determine a sound
sampling design but this is rarely used.

Environmental philosophers are moving towards a new philosophy where the environment per se has an ethical value. This was
expressed in 1949 by Aldo Leopold as " "All
ethics so far evolved rest upon a simple premiss: that the individual is a member of a
community of interdependent parts.....

Although the above data are hypothetical in
fact the data are rather typical for many
monitoring programmes and yet are rarely
understood by managers with the result that it
is often very unlikely that it will be possible to
detect trends over time.

The land ethic simply enlarges the boundaries of the community to include soils, water,
plants and animals or collectively: the land"
In modem terms this has been expressed by
Shrader-Frechette & McCoy 1993 P 161, "It
is more important to protect the public from
not rejecting a seriously harmful environmental impact (type-II errors) than to protect it
from rejecting harmless impacts (type-l errors)"

A second example is taken from a baseline
survey conducted to assess the environmental effects of constructing the 0resund
link, a bridge tunnel between Copenhagen,
Denmark and MalmrZl in Sweden.
The
authorities, in giving permission for the link to
be built, accepted that there would be an impact and that 25% of the areas of seagrass
and mussel beds, the key biological resources, might be destroyed.

In order to clarify this point a Type I statistical
error is accepting that a pollutant is harmfulwhen it is not and a Type-II error is accepting
a pollutant is not harmful when it is. We normally deal with these errors by in the case of
Type-l error accepting 95% certainty with a
5% chance to reject (the familiar p<0.05).
Type-II errors are rarely measured but use a
certainty criterion of 80% (Cohen, 1988).

The baseline survey was completed and
submitted to the expert group, of which I am
chairman, for approval. I asked for a power
analysis to be done on the measured variables in order to check that it would be possible to measure a 25% reduction. The results
are shown in Fig 7. None of the variables
measured had a power better than 30% to
detect a 25% reduction in the variable.

Type 11 errors can be used to measure the
power to detect a change. As an example Fig
6 shows hypothetical data on the heavy metal
content of fish liver. Let us assume that there
is concern that there is an increasing trend
over time. The analysis is based on samples

The outcome was the baseline survey had to
be repeated with a fourfold increase in number of replicates and some variables could
not be used since the sampling effort necessary to detect a 25% change was prohibitive
in number of samples and therefore, cost.
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Gray et al. (1991) have suggested that in the
marine environment there are two different ba
sic monitoring strategies, depending on
whether the discharge is a point-source
and/or effect of local disturbance or whether
the discharge is diffuse and/or the effect of
chronic disturbance.
For diffuse sources and/or chron-ic disturbance it is suggested that surveillance should
be undertaken, where levels of contaminants
or the disturbances are compared with control

sites that are not thought to be contaminated.
If the level of one or more con-taminants or
the state of a physically impacted site are
shown to be different from controls, then one
proceeds to a hazard assessment.
Assessment of type II statistical errors and
the power to detect change should be employed in all monitoring programmes. (For
the interested reader good examples in a marine context can be found in Peterman &
McGonigle, 1992; Fairweather, 1991; Gray

61 1996 and in the standard text on power
analyses Cohen, 1988).
CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion marine monitoring programmes
often have loosely defined objectives which
are designed to answer political and managerial questions. These political objectives must
be translated into scientifically practical approaches. Political objectives cannot simply
be used as scientific objectives. Once the
scientific objectives have been defined pilot
studies must be done in order to assess the
scales of variability, both temporal and spatial.
Whilst monitoring has traditionally been
based on chemical contaminants there are
srong arguments for incorporaing biological
effects techniques. Such techniques are especially useful as primary screening techniques since they are able to assess effects
of the integrated effects of all contaminants,
some of which may be missed in chemicals
only montoring.
In addition biological techniques are able to
indicate the type of contaminant that is causing a given effect and thus may well save the
costs of expensive chemical analyses. (See
GSAMP report (1996) for an overview of such
techniques).
Most monitoring programmes today seldom
take adequate account of temporal variability.
Since it is known that there are seasonal and
decadal variations, in physical properties of
sea water, it is certain that contaminants and
biological variables will vary on similar scales.
If temporal variability is not adequately sampled effects of contaminants on biota may be
wrongly attributed to natural variability or
more likely a trend that is purely natural attributed to increased contamination of the
oceans.
Spatial variability needs to be thoroughly
studied if hot spots of high contaminant loads
are to be ascertained correctly. Methods for
assessing both temporal and spatial variability are known (e.g. Underwood's (1996) Beyond BACI designs for point sources), but
seldom employed. Gray et al (1991) discuss
methods for asses-sing non-point sources
called surveillance as distinguished from
monitoring which relates to known discharges.
Finally once the scales of variability have
been assessed in the pilot study then power

analyses should be employed so that one can
be certain that the scientifically designed objectives of the programme can in fact be met.
This may need readjustment of the objectives
and deletion of some of the variables from the
programme if they cannot be measured within
the agreed limits of precision.
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Development of Marine Pollution Emergency Response Systems
in Australia
P.R. Parker
Bureau of Meteorology, Australia

ABSTRACT
Australia is responsible for both Search and Rescue (SAR) and Marine Pollution Emergency
Response for a large area of the southem hemisphere oceans, stretching from the equator to
Antarctica, from the mid-Indian Ocean to the South-west Pacific. As a response to a number of
identified weaknesses in the national approach to both of these activities, a project has been initiated to review the scientific decision support, and related systems, for the national response
agency, the Australian Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA).
This paper describes work-in-progress towards this project, which is being jointly contributed by

a number of key national oceanographic research and operational agencies, including the Bureau of Meteorology.
The project is expected to deliver real-time ocean surface environmental information and predictions relevant to the pollution response activities of AMSA.
A case study based on a recent major oil spill incident is presented.
PRESENT STATUS OF POLLUTION RESPONSE
SYSTEMS IN AUSTRALIA

Currently AMSA is provided with meteorological information, including detailed predictions
of winds in the broad area of the initial spill.
This information is fed into the surface-drift
model.(On-Scene Spill Model (OSSM) developed by NOAA).
Actual observations of the currents and tides
in the area are used to modulate the outcomes of that model (if they are available).
Regular meteorological updates are provided.
Guidance from other oceanographic agencies
or institutions such as the National Tidal Facility (NTF) and CSIRO Division of Marine
Research (DMR) may also be sought.
A number of both SAR and oil/spill incidents
over the last five or six years, which demonstrated major weaknesses, if not total failure,
of the existing modelling and decision support
drew the attention of government to AMSAOs
capabilities in the area.
An enquiry directed that a major overhaul of
the authorities' systems should occur as rapidly as possible.

The Net Water Movement Project
The Net Water Movement Project will provide
AMSA with a greatly enhanced level of scientific support, plus a facility to interact with the
surface drift modelled features to take account of actual observational data that might
become available in the area of concern.
The project is a joint venture between NTF,
CSIRO DMR, the Australian Institute of Marine Sciences (AIMS) and Global Environmental Modelling Services (GEMS), and the
Bureau of Meteorology, contracting to AMSA .
The components of the project include:
•

development of a hydrodynamic current model utilizing TOPEXI POSEIDON data and tidal predictions from
NTF

•

five-day forecasts of wind and pressure from the Bureau of Meteorology
and the option to manually augment
these as required

•

direct interface of surface environmental elements into the OILMAP spill
response/trajectory model

-

•

application of operational requirements within an expert system shell,
to provide final output.

64While it is difficult to assess the outcomes
(i.e. actual behaviour of the spill versus
simulated behaviour) the model indicated that
a major penguin rockery would be hit.

Benefit of new approaches
AMSA will obtain regularly and rapidly updated environmental information/data in
real-time, which will be used to drive a much
more realistic model for simulating the interactions between the weather and ocean dynamics. OILMAP effectively interfaces the
widely used OSSM with a real-time operational numerical weather/ocean prediction
system.
The expert system provides sound decision
support by integrating the scientific side with
AMSA=s operational procedures. A facility to
modify the environmental simulation outputs,
and the meteorological inputs, provides further flexibility.
Test case: The Iron Baron disaster,
northern Tasmania, July 1995
In July 1995 a large ore freighter ran aground
just off the coast of the city of Launceston in
northern Tasmania, in the estuary of the
Tamar River. The area affected is rich in marine life, including large colonies of fairy penguins.

Unfortunately, this turned out to be the case,
with the loss of thousands of the birds.
Implementation plans
The full system is expected to be operational
in the coming 12/18 months. It will beimplemented on a region-by-region basis. A portable version of OILMAP (known as OILTRACK) has been designed for use in the
field if necessary, using winds provided by
Bureau forecasters. This will be ready by the
end of 1997.
AMSA will then effectively be on-line to the
Bureau which will run the environmental
simulators. Modelled results will be downloaded into AMSA=s Geographic Information
System (GIS) on a routine basis.
Manually derived winds may be requested for
areas where localized wind behaviour may be
important, e.g. in complex/estuarine areas. In
this case the automated system will be overridden. AMSA will run its Expert System to
then produce final decision support for response action.

NET WATER MOVEMENT PROJECT
Three-D hydrodynamic ocean model
TopexlPoseidon sea-level data
Tidal simulations from NTF
Five-day wind/pressure forecasts from Bureau of Meteorology(NWP)
Optional manual forecasts if required
Direct interface to OILMAP
Expert system integrates scientific support with AMSA operational procedures
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Marine Pollution Transport Modelling
Pierre DANIEL
Meteo-France

ABSTRACT

Marine pollution can take several forms. Different types can also be distinguished: chemical,
biological or physical. Some of these pollutants are essentially transported to the sea surface.
Those are the objects and the hydrocarbons. However, some of the latter ons can also be
transported under the sea surface. Other pollutants are transported well below the surface.:
those are the chemical and biological ones, as well as certain physical pollutants such as radioactive elements.. Some of these pollutants react ve/y strongly with the marine environment.
Studies on the modelling of pollutants' transport has advanced at different speeds depending on
whether the pollutant is found on the surface (easier to model the transport) or well under.
Some pollutansts such as the hydrocarbons, have been for many years the object of particular
efforts, and there are now a number of models in operation. A large part of this report is therefore dedicated to the modelling of hydrocarbons' transport. The state-of-the-art is presented as
well as the experience gained with their use in actual accidents.. The experience of a national
Meteorological Service (Meteo-France) with the use of one of these models is presented. Other
transport models of pollutants are also described.
Finally it is presented an analysis of the answers given by members of the Commission for Marine Meteorology to a questionnaire distributed by the Secretariat.

PRESENTATION OF THE REPORT

At the eleventh session of the WMO Commission for Marine Meteorology (CM M-XI Lisbon, 19-30 April 1993), a resolution establishing a Working Group on Marine Meteorological Services was adopted (Resolution 3).
In this resolution, the Commission decided
that the working group, under the chairmanship of R. Landis (USA), should include a
Rapporteur on Marine Pollution Transport
Modelling. In compliance with this resolution,
MEJt€~o-France appointed Pierre Daniel as the
rapporteur.
During 1996, a questionnaire was drawn up
by Mr Daniel and distributed by the WMO to
the members of CMM. This questionnaire
almost immediately received 18 replies from
15 countries using pollution transport models.
The full text of the questionnaire and replies
are given at the end of the report.
The report first briefly presents the various
types of pollution and then describes the different techniques used for marine pollution
transport modelling, with special emphasis on

oil pollution, which has become increasingly
important over recent years. Several examples of the use of these models are presented. The experience of a national Meteorological Service (Meteo-France) is described.
TYPES OF POLLUTION

The many existing types of sea pollution are
usually classified in three categories: chemical (excess of nutrient salts and toxic substances), biological (microbes and viruses,
imported species which proliferate abnormally), and physical (thermal, radioactive, hydrocarbons and objects). Some pollutants fall
under more than one category (e.g. hydrocarbons, which are both physical and chemical pollutants).
Chemical pollution
Pollution by excessive nutrient salts (mainly
nitrogen and phosphorus) and organic materials (from urban, industrial and agricultural
waste) is a widespread cause of the prolifera-

- 66 tion of seaweed and the destruction of
aquatic ecosystems.
Toxic pollutants are usually present in the
form of trace elements, and include synthetic
organic substances (found in most pesticides)
and also metals such as mercury, cadmium,
lead and arsenic. Most of these elements are
not biodegradable and accumulate in living
organisms.
Biological pollution
This involves bacteria and viruses which enter the sea in domestic and agricultural waste
water. This type of pollution is usually found
close to the shore. Most of these pollutants
accumulate in shellfish and molluscs.
Another type of biological pollution is the proliferation of non-endogenous marine species,
which can cause serious ecological imbalances, leading to economic damage, notably
to the fishing industry.
Physical pollution
Pollution can be caused by particles in suspension created by land erosion. These particles can be carriers of other types of chemical and biological pollutants, assisting in their
transport and sedimentation.
Objects such as plastic materials are often
ingested by marine organisms or washed up
on the shore.
Radioactive pollution is caused by the presence of man-made radio-elements, largely
due to the nuclear weapons tests carried out
in the atmosphere during the 1950's and the
early 1960's. These elements are currently
also produced by the dumping of radioactive
waste at sea. Radioactive waste also enters
the marine environment accidentally, either
by river shipping or due to nuclear accidents
such as the Chernobyl disaster in 1986.
Oil pollution receives much media coverage
and is the subject of heated debate. Half of
this pollution comes from land-based pollution
sources. However, oil is only responsible for
a small percentage of the total amount of sea
pollution.
POLLUTION TRANSPORT MODELLING

Pollution transport modelling is based on a
law of conservation of the pollutant mass
which is expressed mathematically by the
equation of advection-diffusion:

fC +V ~C = (DfiC)+S

it

(1)

in which C is the concentration of the pollutant, V the 3-dimensional speed field, D the
diffusion tensor and S the source and sink
terms.
This equation can be solved numerically in
two ways: either by an Eulerian technique, in
finite differences which produces a concentration of the pollutant at grid points, or by the
Lagrangian technique, which consists in fol,..
lowing the movement of the independent particles of pollutant, which together constitute
the oil slick. It has been shown (Hunter,
1987) that this second method provides better
results, for which reason it is used in most of
the models.
Therefore, marine pollution transport modelling makes it necessary to determine the variables of equation (1). The calculation of
speed field V can determine the drift and
spread of the pollutant. The pollutant can
float on the surface (as occurs with floating
objects), in which case the speed field is a
combination of the wind and the surface current. Both numerical models and observation
can be used to obtain this information. The
pollutant may also be located below the surface, where it is subjected to 3-dimensional
movements, and in this case the speed field
becomes more complex.
The following section contains a detailed description of examples of oil transport models.
OIL SLICK TRANSPORT AND DEVELOPMENT
MODELLING

A large number of mathematical models (over
50) have been developed over recent years.
These models are used for forecasting the
drift of oil slicks after spills, evaluating environmental impact, establishing emergency
plans and, also, for exercises.
They have been designed for a wide range of
purposes:
some were developed for
short-range forecasts and are used when
fighting catastrophes, in the event of spills
when deploying floating booms and in
clean-up operations. Others were developed
for long-range forecasts and damage evaluation.
The development and transport of oil slicks is
the result of complex processes.
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Oil spills undergo a large number of transformations: drifting and spreading, evaporation,
dissolution, dispersion, emulsification, photooxidation, biodegradation, sedimentation,
sink-ing, beaching and interaction with sea
ice. The composition of the oil and the environmental characteristics have a major influence on all of these processes. Oil is always
made up of a large number of components
which behave in different ways. Some processes are easy to identify (drift, spreading)
while others are still difficult to determine.
The time scales may range between only
several hours (drift, spreading, evaporation)
and several years (biodegradation).
Advection and turbulent diffusion
The advection process determines the drift of
the oil slick both on and below the surface,
and basically governs the position of the oil
slick as it drifts. The drift is mainly caused by
the surface current and by the tension of the
wind. We know that between 60 to 65% of
the oil slick remains on the surface. The
surface current is largely wind-generated, although in regions with strong tides, tidal currents may predominate. Oil droplets located
below the surface are also advected by the
current. The structure of the current is complex and 3-dimensional, and is the result of
interactions between the wind, waves, sea
currents, wind-driven currents and density
currents. Most models use a technique which
requires making a vectorial sum of the various current components.
Many models were created in the early
1960's, using empirical laws and calculating
drift on the basis of the wind. The drift speed
varies from 2.5 to 4.4% of the wind speed
with an average variation of 3%. The direction varies from 0 to 25° to the right (northern
hemisphere) or to the left (southern hemisphere) of wind direction, with an average of
15°. It is usually possible to add a tidal current and permanent current given by a data
base. Transport by turbulent diffusion is usually calculated by a random process adjusted
by a diffusion coefficient ranging from 1 to
100 m2/s. The modelling of wind shear diffusion (Elliot) makes it possible to simulate the
elongation of the oil slicks in the direction of
the wind and the waves.
Over the past 10 years, many tests have
been made in order to gain a better understanding of the dynamic of oil slicks, and
models reflecting the interactions between
wind-waves-current have been developed.

Three-dimensional hydrodynamic models
have been created which correctly simulate
the permanent currents, the tidal currents and
the wind-driven currents.
The advantage of this method is that it provides a clear picture of the interactions between the various current components.
Spreading
Spreading is the process of horizontal expansion of the oil slick due to mechanical forces
of gravity, inertia, viscosity and interfacial tension. The physics of this process is different
to that of turbulent diffusion. Spreading is not
only important because it makes it possible
to forecast the expansion of the pollution, but
also because it conditions the other transformation processes of the oil slick. Spreading
particularly increases the transfers of mass by
evaporation and dissolution.
A number of theories have been created for
the simulation of spreading.
Fay's spreading model (Fay, 1971) is one of
the most widely used (Cekirge, 1995;
Spaulding, 1988).
This model divides
spreading into three phases. The first, lasting
one hour, is dominated by the forces of gravity and inertia. The second can last as long
as a week and is controlled by the forces of
gravity and viscosity. After one week, only
the viscosity is considered. However, this
laboratory-tested
model
underestimates
spreading in real conditions.
Mackay's model (Mackay et al., 1980), uses
the Fay theory, which assumes that a thick,
small oil slick becomes a thin, large oil slick.
This method is more realistic, but it is difficult
to adjust its coefficients.
Johansen(1985) models spreading as a diffusion process by adjusting the coefficients
with the equations of Fay.
Elliot's model (Elliot, 1986) links spreading to
the massive distribution of oil droplets and to
the process of diffusion by current shearing.
This model provides much better results than
Fay's model, especially since it correctly
simulates the spreading of the oil slick in the
direction of the wind with the largest droplets
located at the head of the slick.
Evaporation
Evaporation is the most important transformation process in terms of the transfer of
mass during the first days of the slick's devel-
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by up to 75% for the light grades of oil which
usually come from the Persian Gulf. The
lightest components, which are usually the
most toxic ones, are the first to evaporate.

processes are controlled by the massive distribution of the droplets.
Dispersion, like
evaporation and dissolution, provokes a reduction of the amount of oil on the surface.
Emulsification

Evaporation is influenced by the composition
of the oil slick, air and sea temperatures, wind
speed, solar radiation and the extent and
thickness of the oil slick.

This process leads to the formation of an
emulsion of water and oil, giving the oil slick
the appearance of a brown or orange-red
foam. Stable emulsions contain from 50 to
80% water, increasing the volume of the oil
slick by 2 to 5 times.

The most widely used theory for modelling oil
evaporation is largely based on the works of
Mackay (Mackay and Matsugu, 1973; Stiver
and Mackay, 1984). Evaporation is linked to
the steam pressure, the extent of the oil slick,
a mass transfer coefficient dependent on
wind speed, the temperature of the environment and the type of oil.

The density of the emulsion can reach 1.03
for oils with an initial density of 0.80. The
formation of emulsions reduces evaporation
by a power of 10 and makes clean-up operations more difficult.

In Payne's theory (Payne and McNabb,
1984), the evaporation of each of the oil components is calculated as a function of its boiling point and density.

These processes are not yet fully understood.
Most models which simulate emulsions use a
technique developed by Mackay et al.
(1980).

Dissolution

Photo-oxidation

Dissolution can have major biological and
toxicological consequences; however, because this process only affects a small part of
the oil slick (less than 1%), it is not always
considered in the models.

Photo-oxidation is the oxidation of the oil slick
due to the effect of the sun. It leads to the
generation of soluble components in the water. This process, which is negligible during
the first days, becomes more serious towards
the end of the week.

The most soluble components are usually the
most toxic ones. Even low concentrations of
these toxic components can have serious effects on biological systems.
The physical dissolution process is well understood, but it is difficult to determine when
dealing with oil, which contains several hundred components. Furthermore, the most
soluble components are also those which
evaporate most easily, which means that
there is competition between dissolution and
evaporation.
The various modelling methods either consider dissolution globally for a given type of
oil, or focus on the dissolution of each component.
Dispersion
Dispersion is caused by the waves which
break the oil slick up into droplets of varying
sizes. These droplets are then subjected to
vertical movements, according to their buoyancy.
The dispersion phenomenon leads to dissolution, biodegradation and sedimentation; these

Biodegradation
Biodegradation is caused by the presence of
micro-organisms in the water, and takes
place over time scales of several years.
Sedimentation/sinking
Sedimentation and sinking can be caused in
several ways. The density of the oil may increase due to its transformation in the marine
environment, and it may be aggregated with
suspended particles.
Coastline interaction
When the oil slick reaches the coast, it
beaches. Depending on the nature of the
coast (sandy, rocky) and the oceanic meteorological conditions, the oil slick will either go
back out to sea or sink into the sediments.
These phenomena are complex, and have
been overlooked by most models.
Interaction with sea ice
When sea ice is present, the spreading and
transformation of the oil slick is complicated.
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Exxon Valdez
On 24 March 1989, the tanker Exxon Valdez
ran aground on the reefs of Prince William
Sound in the Gulf of Alaska, spilling, over the
following days, 11 million gallons of oil, and
resulting in the United State's worst incident
of oil pollution of the sea. The accident was
studied by several models.
The AES model (Atmospheric Environment
Service of Environment Canada) was used
for forecasting the trajectory and spread of
the oil slick (Venkatesh, 1990). In this model,
the oil slick is represented by a number of independent particles. The winds used are
validated by a forecaster. The current is calculated by using a Madsen formula (Madsen,
1977). The main drawback of this model was
its low resolution (31 km) which made it impossible to correctly reconstitute the complexity of the topography and bathymetry of
Prince William Sound. Another difficulty was
the absence of interaction algorithm between
the coast and the oil slick. These two points
were improved in a later model, making it
possible to obtain much better results.

sis of the observed positions of the oil slick.
The main difficulty was to detect the oil slicks
and to distinguish the real ones from the false
ones. The purpose was to determine what
should be done to control the pollution. The
model was adjusted over the first days. It
was seen that the Alaska coastal current,
which was used for the initial simulations, was
only a third of the real current.
By the end of the second week of the pollution, about 30 % of the oil slick had evaporated, 40 % had beached, 25 % had left
Prince William Sound and drifted away with
the Alaska current and 5 % was still floating
in the bay.
Persian Gulf
During the Gulf War {January 1991), several
oil slicks drifted over the Persian Gulf. Several models were used at the time, such as
Spaulding et al. (1993), Proctor et al. (1994)
and Cekirge et al. (1994). All of these models correctly forecasted the transport of the oil
slick towards the south-east, parallel to the
coast. It was not possible to carry out observations of the transformation algorithms of the
oil slicks.
Braer

NOAA used the OSSM model (Gait et al.,
1991) in which the oil slick is represented by
a number of independent particles. The currents are produced by hydro-dynamic models
and the winds are produced by meteorological observation. Oil transformation algorithms
are included. The model was not used to
forecast the trajectory of the oil slick, but,
rather, to analyse the transformations of oil in
the marine environment.
Payne et al. (1991) carried out simulations of
the transformation of the oil slick, particularly
with regard to evaporation, emulsification and
chemical transformation. The results were in
agreement with findings by observation.
Experience with these models showed that
accurate forecasting requires a precise description of the topography and bathymetry of
the area, as well as a realistic wind forecast,
particularly in this type of region where the
wind is strongly influenced by the relief.
lastly, there must be an interaction algorithm
between the coast and the oil slick, since the
slick may beach and then go back out to sea.

The Braer accident occurred to the south of
the Shetland Islands. Simulations were made
by Proctor et al. (1994), Turrell (1994 and
1995) and Spaulding et al. (1994). During
this accident, most of the oil (about 80 %)
was transported below the surface, while 20
% evaporated. Simulations showed the large
proportion of oil transported below the surface
due to violent winds. Those models which
were not based on the 3-dimensional movements of the pollutant did not provide correct
forecasts.
EXAMPLE OF USE BY A NATIONAL
METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE

Need for a Meteo-France development
model
One of the missions of Meteo-France is to
monitor the ocean surface and to forecast
weather changes, taking part in the fight
against oil pollution of the sea by drawing up
special bulletins which are communicated all
bodies involved in the effort.

Simulation in real time
During the Exxon Valdez accident, a model
was activated several times a day on the ba-

On the national level, Meteo-France operates under the palMAR-MER plan for the
protection of the coasts of mainland and

- 70 overseas France, working in technical cooperation with CEDRE, with which MeteoFrance entered an agreement for this purpose on 30 June 1996. CEDRE's main mission is to provide technical advice and assistance to the agencies in charge of fighting accidental water pollution, particularly in the
framework of the POlMAR-MER plan.

lets tend to sink. Observation shows that
from 65 to 70% of the droplets remain on the
surface.
If a droplet reaches the coast, it is considered
to have beached and is no longer used in the
simulation.
Validations

On the international level, Meteo-France
operates within the framework of the WMO's
Marine Pollution Emergency Response Support System (MPERSS). In order to meet
these needs, it was decided to create a model
simulating the development of marine oil
slicks.
General description of the model
Current modelling is made by linking a 20
ocean model with an analytical model (1 D).

The model has been validated in we11documented, specific cases: Torrey Canyon,
English Channel, 1967 (Drici, 1994; Chaussard and Perrin, 1996), Amoco Cadiz, English
Channel, 1978 (Drici, 1994; Chaussard and
Perrin, 1996), Tanio, English Channel, 1980
(Chaussard and Perrin, 1996), Mina AI Ahmadi, Persian Gulf, 1991 (Dervillee and Jouvenot, 1993), Aegean Sea and la Coruria,
Spain, 1992 (Daniel, 1995).
An operational use

The 20 ocean model is integrated over a
given depth. The model uses the equations
of Saint Venant which are broken down in finite differences on a latitude-longitude grid
having a resolution mesh which varies according to the area being considered (from as
little as 300 m in some Polynesian lagoons to
as much as 9 km).
The depth files were created manually with
the use of SHOM maps off the French coasts
and, for other areas, on the basis of global
data bases (Etop05 of the National Geophysical Data Center, NOAA, USA). Atmospheric forcing is provided by the forecasts of
the model of the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).
It is sometimes also possible to use the
ARPEGE model. Tidal forcing occurs on the
open shores of the English Channel and Bay
of Biscay. Sixteen tidal waves are used.
Current shearing is calculated analytically for
each droplet, using a turbulent viscosity
model, and assuming a linear viscosity profile
in sections which grows both with the distance from the ocean floor and from the surface (Poon and Madsen, 1991).
Turbulent diffusion is made in three dimensions by a random process, adjusted by a
diffusion coefficient.
The strength of buoyancy creates, for each of
the droplets, a vertical movement whose
speed is controlled by the diameter and density of the droplets, and the viscosity and
density of the sea water. The large droplets
remain on the surface, while the small drop-

It has been possible to activate the model
since February 1994, upon request, by a marine forecaster in Toulouse. The following
data are required: position of the oil slick,
time of the observation, duration of the release and type of oil (crude light or heavy petrol, oil, kerosene, gas oil, fuel oil, gasoline).
The Cray C98 can produce a 5-day forecast
in a few minutes.
This model has already been used in several
accidents. The first was in December 1994
for an accident which occurred off the Portuguese coast, in the Metarea 11 zone. Drift
forecast maps were sent to the meteorological services of Portugal, Spain and Morocco,
and, also, to the ship-owner. The spill did not
reach the coast of any country.
More recently, in February 1996, when the
accident of the Sea Empress occurred off the
coast of Wales, CEDRE asked us for drift
forecasts of the oil slick. The results of the
simulations were closely in line with observations.
Exercises: Antipol95 and Kidour III
CEDRE regularly carries out exercises in order to test the model.
The Antipol95 exercise, performed on 3 and 4
October 1995 off the island of Batz (Brittany),
brought together CEDRE, the French Navy,
the company Saudi Petroleum Overseas Ltd.
and METEO-FRANCE. The exercise consisted in simulating the accident of an oil
tanker containing 300,000 tonnes of light
crude oil.
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Figure 1: Antipol95 exercise. Trajectory of the buoy is shown in bold and the trayectory of the
oil slick in fine. The position of the droplets is shown in black spheres

A drifting buoy, of the Norda type, was released at the point of the exercise, to simulate
the drift of the oil slick. Simulations were
made during two days with the model of the
drift, and were then sent to CEDRE. Figure 1
shows the results of two weeks of simulation
with the model. The trajectories of the droplets are shown with a position taken every six
hours; the trajectory of the buoy is shown in a
bold line. The atmospheric forcing is taken
from the ARPEGE model. During the first
days, the winds blow from the south-west and
both the buoy and the droplets follow very
similar trajectories.
On 9 October the winds drop and the simulated oil slick is dispersed by the ocean currents. Most of the droplets move slowly
north. However, some droplets move south-

east, passing to the south of Guernsey, and
then heading north. The trajectory of these
droplets is quite similar to that of the buoy,
which finally ran ashore on Guernsey. This
exercise shows that the drift of a single buoy
(assumed to drift in the same way as an oil
slick) cannot account for the phenomena of
dispersion and spreading.
More recently, the Kidour III exercise (17-19
June 1996) provided an evaluation of the drift
of several types of marking buoys, by comparing them to the drift of a slick of fish oil.
The experimentation zone was basically the
same as for the Antipol95 exercise. During
the exercise, the winds remained very weak
in the zone, and the oil slick was essentially
driven by the tidal currents, which was simulated correctly by the model
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ANNEX
Answers to the questionnaire
Addresses
China

Cyprus

France

Greece

Dou Zenxing, Zhang Cunzhi
Institute of Marine Environmental Protection
Tel: (0411) 4671429/ Fax: (0411) 4672396/ Telex: DALlAN3152
L. Loizides, Dr. G. Zodiatis
Fisheries Department, Eolou 13, CY-1416 Nicosia,Cyprus
Tel: 2-303576 or 2-3044031 Fax: 2-365955
Pierre Daniel
METEO-FRANCE, SCEM/PREVIIMAR, 42 avenue Coriolis, 31057 Toulouse Cedex
Tel: (33) 0561 0782921 Fax: (33) 0561 0782091 Telex: 531229F
Email: oierre.daniel@meteo.fr
Ass. Prof. A. Lascaratos
University of Athens, Lab. of Meteorology & Oceanography
33 Ippocratous Str., 10680 Athens Greece
(1)
Tel: 3613504/ Fax: 3608518
Email: alasc@pelagos.ocean.uoa.ariadne-t.gr
--------------------------------------------- ... --------------------------------------------Prof. C. Koutitas
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
Division of Hydraulics & Environmental Engineering, 540 06 Thessalo(2)
niki
Tel: 3031 995701 / Fax: 30 31 995658
Email: Christopoulo@olympccf.auth.gr (c/o C. Koutitas)
Norman Fullam
Irish Marine Emergency Service
(1)
Dept. of the Marine, Leeson lane, Dublin 2
Tel: (353) (1) 6785444/ Fax: (353) (1) 6762666/ Telex: 93039

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ireland

Japan

Malaysia

Michael Hartnett
Dept. Civil Engineering, Trinity College, College Green, Dublin 2
(2)
Tel: 016082367 I Fax: 0160834411 Email: mhrtnett@tcd.ie
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Brendan O'Connor
(3)
Aqua-Fact International, 12 Kilkspaw Park
Tel: 756812 / Fax: 756888/ Email: aquafact@iol.ie
Shoin Vagi
Japan Meteorological Agency
1-3-4, Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan
Tel: +81 33211 4966 Fax: +81 33211 2032/+81 3 3211 6908
Telex: 2222163METTOKJ
Mr. Tuen Kwong-Lum
Malaysian Meteorological Service
24, Jalan Sultan, 46667 Petaling Jaya, Malaysia
Tel: 603-75694221 Fax: 603-7550964/ Telex: MA37243
Email: tkl@kic.aov.mv
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Netherlands

New Zealand

. Norway

Sweden

Vietnam

Marcel Bommele
RiJkswaterstaat North Sea Directorate
Koopmanstraat 1, 2288 BC,. RiJswiJk (ZH), The Netherlands
Tel: 070-3366604/ Fax: 070-3900691/ Telex: 33782
Mike Patrick or Craig Welsh
Maritime Safety Authority
PO Box 27006, Wellington, NZ.
Tel: 64-4-4730111/ Fax: 64-4-4736699
Eivind A. Markinsen
The Norwegian Meteorological Institute
P.O. Box 43, Blindem N0313, Oslo, Norway
Tel: +47 22963000 I Fax: +47 22963050/ Telex: 21564
Email: e.a.markisen@dnmi.no
Svante Andersson
SMHI
60176 Norrkoping, Sweden
Tel: +4611158000/ Fax: +4611 17 02 07 / Telex: 64400/
Email: Svante.Andersson@smhi.se
Mr. Nguyen The Tuong, Director
Marine Hydrometeorological Center
Marinehydromet. Center (TTKTTVBIEN), Lang Dong Da, HanoI, Vietnam
Tel: 8343794/ Fax: 844343794

- 75 2.1 Type of Pollution
oil

Chemical

China

yes

Yes

Cyprus

yes

France

yes

(1)
Greece
(2)

others

Yes
yes

Hong Kong
(1 )

Ireland
(3)

nuclear

(2)

no model
yes

Yes

yes

Yes

yes

Yes

yes (solids)

Israel

no model

Japan

yes

Malaysia

yes

Netherlands

yes

New Zealand

yes

Norway

yes

Singapore

no model

Sweden

yes

yes (floating)

Vietnam

yes

Yes

yes (objects)

- 76 2.2 Structure of transport model
2.2.1 Input
Pollutant data {type, physical/chemical
Environmental data (wind, current,
properties, release schedule, location
temperature, ice)
and start/end times)
Chjna

Chemical properties, release schedule, location

wind, current

Cyprus

Type, physical/chemical properties, release
schedule, location and start/end time

wind, current

France

Oil spill position, time and duration of the release, oil density

(1)

Nutrients and Organic pollutants

Greece

Current provided by a limited area ocean
model.
The transport model is based on the Princeton Ocean Model (POM), a full 3-D hydrodynamical model forced by air-seafluxes

Oil spill (simulated parcel masses)
Spatial scale: some hundreds km

(2)

Wind

Time scale: some days
wind, current, temperature

(1)

reland

Wind and sea surface pressure provided by
ECMWF global atmospheric model.

(2)

BOO, N, P,Therapeutants, food pellets+settling velocity

wind, current, bathymetry, tidal heights, temperature, salinity

BOO, NH4, pesticides, solids.
(3)

Regeneration, decay, interaction rates, loading rates and times

Japan

release schedule, location and start/end times

Malaysia

Oil types, empirical physical/chemical properties, continuous release, mobile or fixed locations.

wind, tide, temperature, freshwater
wind from numerical forecast model
current from satellite altimetry data
Synoptic wind, sea surface temperature, currents, wave height

Oil name (physical-chemical, properties in a
database)

Wind

Location, time of forecast, amount released,
weather conditions, data/time.

Temperature of sea-water

New Zealand

Oil or product name, amount spilled, duration
of spill, spillrate, emulsification constant.

Wind speed, wave height, water density, water salinity, water temperature.

Norway

oil type, spill rate, location, start and end time
of leak/blowout, gas/oil ratio, depth of
leak/blowout

Numerical model output every 6 hours: wind,
waves, current, temperature

Sweden

Type of oil, evaporation, dispersion, duration,
amount (ton/unit, location in laUlong, starting
and ending time.

Netherlands

Current (current data is stored in a database)

wind, current, temperature

Chemical properties
Vietnam

location of the pollution sources
start-end times depend on location of pollution

wind-tide induced current
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2.2.2 Trajectory algorithm (advection)
Wind (generation method,
effect on advection)

Current (generation
method, effect on advection)

Waves (generation
method, effect on
advection)
calculation with wind
data

China

prediction (weather forecast)
effect on advection

Hydrodynamic modelling

Cyprus

Wind

wind, density

France

From ECMWF global atmospheric model. Used as a forcing
in the ocean model

(1)

Greece

(2)

Hong Kong

Wind generated currents based
on the rule of thumb that these
are approximately 3% of the
wind are added vectorialv

wind driven current and tidal current are computed from a shallow water model. (Tidal current
is computed only in the English
Channel and Bay of Biscay)
The trajectory algorithm is based
on passive tracer (advectiondiffusion) displacements. Passive tracers can be injected at
any moment and any location (xv-z) in the model
Solution of a 3D quasi model
(assuming similarity of the velocity distribution along the
depth) formulated in terms of the
primitive variables and formed
by the continuity equation and
the horizontal equilibrium ones.
the produced vector fields are
used for the advection of the
slick parcels
Tidal currents (from tidal atlases
for Hong Kong)

The effect on advection
is neglected.

Computation of significant wave height (H 113)
and peak frequency
(T p) and mean direction by applying the
empirical wave model
WACCAS

(1)
(2)
Ireland

Japan

Malaysia

Linearly superimposed on cur(3) rent from observations
Drift by wind stress is 2-4% of
wind speed.
Direction of drift is 0-20 right
from the wind direction.
Land-sea breeze generated by
2-D analytical model combined
with estimated synoptic wind to
derive a resultant wind for the
computation of wind driven current (at 3% of the resultant wind
speed).
0

Simple model interpolation beNetherlands tween current points.
wind (2.5%).

Currents: 2-3D finite difference
approx. to Navier Stockes Quick implicit scheme
Current calculated mainly from
satellite altimetry data.

Effect of waves included in wind drift.

Tidal current is computed from a
shallow water model while the
wind driven current is derived as
stated above. Residual current is
obtained from charts.

Both wind wave and
swell are estimated
using procedures outlined in the shore protection manual (U.S.
Coastal Engineering
Center, 1984) and
combined wave height
calculated. Effect on
advection is neglected.

Simple model interpolation between current points.
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Norway

Sweden
Vietnam

Wind from global and limited
area atmospheric models.
Effect on advection through current from ocean model and
Stokes drift from wave model.
Backup: wind induced current
derived current derived the so
called '3%, 15 degrees rule'

High resolution limited area
model (HIRLAM)
Wind influenced advection
Tracer model: advection, decomposition, diffusion

Current from a 3-dimens. ocean
model, ECOM3D

Today: 2-dimensional oceanographic dynamic model, 1997: 3dimensional
Tracer model: advection, decomposition, diffusion

Wave induced current
(Stokes drift) from
wave spectra from a
numerical wave prediction model, WINCH.
The oil drift is computed based on current
from ECOM3D and the
wave induced current
computed from wave
spectra from the
WINCH model.
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Spreading
yes

China
Cyprus

yes

France

yes

Evaporation
yes
yes

Dissolution

Dispersion

yes
yes

yes
yes

Emulsification
yes
yes

yes

(1)

yes

Greece
1(2)

yes

yes

(1)

yes

yes

yes

yes
yes

yes

Yes

Ireland (2)
(3)

yes

Japan
Malaysia

yes
yes

yes

Netherlands

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes
yes

yes
yes

New Zealand
Norway
Sweden
Vietnam

yes
yes

Photooxidation

yes

yes
yes

yes
yes

Biodegradation

yes

yes

yes

Sedimentation
Sinking

PollutantPollutant-ice
shoreline ininteraction
teraction

China
Cyprus

yes

Yes

France

yes

yes

yes

yes

1)

Greece (
1(2)

yes

(1)

Ireland (2)
(3)

Yes

yes
yes

Japan
Malaysia
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Sweden
Vietnam

yes
(sinking only)
yes

yes (not operational)
yes
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2.2.4 Output
China

the history and distribution of pollutants or oil

Cyprus

Spreading (mapping of oil slick)

France

Oil spill position charts
(1)

3-D concentration fields or 3-D trajectories

Greece

Current patterns
(2) xyz location of each parcel: lumped volumetric information on the location of the form
and the mass distribution of the spill at desired time intervals
(1)

Ireland

(2)

(3) Time traces of concentrations at specific locations or snapshots in time of domain
Japan

The area to be significantly polluted

Malaysia

Animation of tracks of spilled oil as well as amount of oil remained on PC monitor

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway
Sweden
Vietnam

Simple graphs of all weathering processes as a function of time. Chart of spill transport
(combined presentation with the objects in the vicinity)
Time dependent graph plots various properties as they change over time.
Oil budget graph displays a pie chart of the percentage of oil evaporated, dispersed and
remaining for a specified time.
Oil budget table shows the percentage of oil evaporated and dispersed over the duration ofthe model run.
Plot of trajectories and spreading of oil.
Oil budget: amount of oil and oil emulsion on the surface and in the water masses and
stranded oil.
Trajectories, Graphical plots, Animations
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China

with the data of man-made satellite

Cyprus

aerial observation

France

English Channel (Torrey Canyon 1967, Amoco Cadiz 1978, Tanio 1980), Persian Gulf
(Minah AI-amadi 1991), La Coruna, Spain (Aegean Sea 1992), Mediterranean Sea (Haven 1991)
Exercises are conducted jointly with Cedre. (Antipol 1995, Kidour 1995 and 1996)
(1) the model is being validated against field data for nutrients and organic pollutants

Greece
(2)
(1)
Ireland

(2) Measure of concentration pollutants in marine sediments

(3) against: current speeds and directions. Tide elevations and results from dye tests
Japan

Drifting buoy to be deployed.

Malaysia

Field trips were conducted, one to Malacca and another to Pangkor Island

Netherlands

Model is more than 10 year years in operational use --> a 'feel' for the accuracy: (model
is satisfactory). Recently comparison with other models (international) has taken place-> some modification has taken place

New Zealand
Norway

Case studies

Sweden

Towards sea level changes. Currents validation ongoing

Vietnam

Validation in frame of research purposes
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China

BohaiSea

Cyprus

Coastal areas south of Cyprus

France

The model is applicable for any location in the world, but with a better accuracy in
the English Channel, The Bay of Biscay and around some French islands in the
tropics.
(1)

Greece
(2)

Ireland

Aegean Sea

Northwest Europe
(1)
(2) Aquaculture
(3)
Irish Coast

Japan

20° lat. x 20° long. Centered at the source of pollutant.

Malaysia

Strait of Malacca

Netherlands

In principal this model can be used everywhere (it has been used in Sri Lanka), provided that the current data is available. In the Netherlands current data for the
Southern North Sea is available.

New Zealand
Norway

Skagerrak, The North Sea, Norwegian Sea and Barents Sea.

Sweden

The Baltic Sea, KattegattlSkagerrak

Vietnam

South China Sea
Continental Shelf of Vietnam

2.5 Real-time response capacity
China
Cyprus

Working on this

France

The model is available round the clock.

Greece

(1) Given real-time or predicted atmospheric data, the model can make 1-day forecast
in -1/2 hour
(2)

Ireland

(1)
(2)
1-2 weeks
(3)
Yes

Japan

Yes

Malaysia
Netherlands

Design for real-time or emergency response operation as well as for planning, risk
and environmental impact assessment
The model is (due to its simplicity) very fast. Answerwithin seconds (even for fore'cast of 72 hours).

New Zealand
Norway

30 minutes

Sweden

Immediate by the Swedish Coast Guard

Vietnam

Takes as real time of wind-tide induced current forecast
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China
Cyprus
A container drift model is under development.

France
(1)
Greece

Ireland

Japan

Research tool (the code is named PARCEL) developed in common with
(2) UGMM from the Ministry of Environment in Belgium
IMES currently uses Eurospill and Seabel packages and are looking at purchasing
the Osis package which has extensive model validation based on
(1)
test and real spills. IMES is responsible for marine counter pollution response in the Irish EE2.
AQUA-FACT
also acts as data collector for input to models generated by
(2)
other consultants
(3)
Development of the new model referred in this questionnaire will be completed by the end of March 1997.

Malaysia
Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway

Models operate in Model-Window program (Seabel), but can also be used
stand-alone.
The package is called ADIOS - Automated Data Inquiry for Oil Spills which
was developed and is updated by NOAA- National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, USA. It is an initial oil spill response tool for emergency spill responders and contingency planners to use either on a MacIntosh or Windows compatible computer.
Model does not predict direction, it predicts the time that spilled oil will remain in the environment including emulsification.
The model is used both operational in case of oil leak or blowout and in statistical studies.

Sweden
Vietnam

The pollutant model (fate algorithm) is going on in the center
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Modelisation du transport de polluants par lamer
Pierre DANIEL
Meteo-France

PRES"ENTATION DU RAPPORT

Lors de la onzieme cession de la Commission
de meteorologie maritime de I'O.M.M. (Lisbonne, 19-30 avril 1993), une resolution concernant la creation d'un Groupe de travail des
services de meteorologie marine a ete adoptee (Resolution 3). Dans cette resolution, la
Commission de meteorologie maritime decide
que le Groupe de travail, sous la presidence
de R. Landis (U.S.A.), devra inclure un rapporteur sur la modelisation du transport des
polluants en mer.
Conformement a ceUe resolution, MeteoFrance a designe Pierre Daniel comme rapporteur sur la modelisation du transport des
polluants en mer.
Au cours de I'annee 1996, un questionnaire a
ete etabli par M. Daniel et diffuse par I'O.M.M.
aux membres de la Commission de meteorologie maritime. Ce questionnaire a rec;u 18 reponses, dans des delais tres rapides, de la
part de 15 pays exploitant des modeles de
transport de polluant. Voir detail du questionnaire et des reponses en fin de rapport.
Apres une breve presentation des differents
types de pollutions, ce rapport presente les
differentes techniques utilisees pour modeliser
le transport des polluants en mer. On insiste
plus particulierement sur la pollution marine
par hydrocarbures. Cette demiere ayant fait
I'objet d'efforts particuliers ces demieres annees. Quelques exemples d'utilisation de ces
modeles sont presentes. L'experience d'un
Service Meteorologique National (MeteoFrance) est detaillee.

C'est le cas notamment des hydrocarbures
qui sont a la fois des polluants physiques et
chimiques.
Polluants chimiques
L'apport de sel nutritifs en exces (essentiellement azote et phosphore) et en matieres organiques (dues aux rejets urbains, industriels
et agricoles) est une pollution en pleine extension qui est responsable de la proliferation
d'algues et a la disparition d'ecosystemes
aquatiques.
Les polluants toxiques se trouvent en general
a I'etat de trace. lis comprennent des substances organiques de synthese (pour une
grande part des pesticides) et aussi des metaux tel que le mercure, le cadmium, le plomb
ou I'arsenic. La plupart de ces elements ne
sont pas biodegradables et s'accumulent dans
les organismes vivants.
Polluants biologiques
11 s'agit des bacteries et des virus qui parviennent en mer par les eaux usees d'origine domestique ou agricole. Cette pollution est en
general localisee dans une zone restreinte a
proximite des cotes. La plupart de ces polluants s'accumulent dans les coquillages et les
mollusques.
Un autre type de pollution biologique est la
proliferation d'especes marines non endogenes. Cette pollution peut conduire a des
desequilibres ecologiques graves avec des
consequences economiques telles que la disparition de la peche.
Polluants physiques

DIFFERENTS TYPES DE POLLUANTS

Les pollutions de la mer sont tres diverses. On
les c1asse generalement en trois categories:
les pollutions chimiques (sels nutritifs en exces, substances toxiques), biologiques (microbes et virus, especes importees proliferant
anormalement), ou physique (thermique, radioactive, hydrocarbures, objets). Certains
polluants rentrent dans plusieurs categories.

Les polluant peuvent etre des particules en
suspension provenant de I'erosion terrestre.
Ces particules servent de support pour
d'autres polluants chimiques ou biologiques et
participent ainsi au transport et la sedimentation des polluants. Les objets tels que les
matieres plastiques sont frequemment ingeres
par des organismes marins ou s'echouent sur
les cotes.

a
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de radioelements d'origine humaine dont la
source principale a ete I'essai d'armes nucleaires dans I'atmosphere dans les annees 50
et au debut des annees 60. Elle provient
maintenant de I'immersion en mer de dechets
radioactifs. Les rejets radioactifs accidentels
dans le milieu marin peuvent se faire soit directement, soit par le biais de transport par
voie fluviale ou atmospherique. comme par
exemple lors de I'accident de Tchemobyl en
1986.
La pollution par hydrocarbures est une des
pollutions les plus visibles et dont on parle le
plus. Elle provient pour moitie, de rejets
d'origine terrestre. L'apport par les accidents
de navigation constitue une part faible de
I'apport total.
LES MODELES DE TRANSPORT DE POLLUANT

Les modeles de transport de polluant sont
bases sur une loi de conservation de la masse
du polluant qui se traduit mathematiquement
par I'equation d'advection-diffusion:

cc

et +V,VC= V(D.VC)+S

On presente en detail, dans les pages suivantes, I'exemple des modeles de transport
d'hydrocarbures.
MODELlSATION DU TRANSPORT ET DE
L'EVOLUTION DES NAPPES D'HYDROCARBURES

Un grand nombre de modeles mathematiques
ont ete developpes ces dernieres annees
(plus de 50 modeles). Ces modeles sont
utilises pour des previsions de derive de
nappe lors d'accident, pour des evaluations
d'impact environnementaux, pour elaborer
des plans d'urgence et pour des exercices.
Les objectifs de ces modeles varient. Certains
sont developpe pour des previsions a cours
terme et sont utilises lors d'accidents pour les
operations de mise en place de barrages ou
de nettoyage. D'autres sont developpes pour
des previsions a long terme d'evaluation de
degats.
L'evolution et le transport des nappes
d'hydrocarbures en mer depend de processus
complexes
Comportement des hydrocarbures dans le
milieu marin

(1)

ou C represente la concentration du polluant,
V le champ de vitesses tridimensionnel, 0 le
tenseur de diffusion et S les termes source et
puits.
Cette equation peut etre resolue numeriquement de deux manieres: soit par une technique eulerienne en differences finies qui
donne une concentration de polluant en point
de grille; soit par une technique lagrangienne
qui consiste a suivre le mouvement de particules independantes de polluant dont la
somme constitue la nappe. On a" pu montrer
(Hunter, 1987) que cette deuxieme approche
donnait de meilleurs resultats. C'est celle qui
est utilisee dans la plupart des modeles.
La modelisation du transport de polluants en
mer revient donc a determiner les valeurs des
variables de I'equation (1). Le calcul du
champ de vitesses V va determiner la derive
et I'etalement" du polluant. Le polluant peut
flotter en surface (cas d'objet flottant par exemple). Le champ de vitesse est alors une
combinaison du vent et du courant de surface.
Ces donnees peuvent etre fournies par des
modeles numeriques ou issues d'observations. Le polluant peut se trouver sous la surface et etre soumis a des mouvements tridimensionnels ; le calcul du champ de vitesses
est alors plus complexe.

Lorsque des hydrocarbures sont deverses en
mer, ils subissent un grand nombre de processus de transformation: derive et etalement,
evaporation, dissolution, dispersion, emulsification, photo-oxydation, biodegradation, sedimentation, coulage, echouage, interaction
avec la glace de mer. La composition du petrole et les caracteristiques environnementales influent grandement sur ces processus. Un
type de petrole est toujours constitue d'un
grand nombre de composants aux comportements differents. Certains processus peuvent
etre decrits assez bien (derive, etalement),
alors que d'autres sont tres mal connus. Les
echelles de temps s'etendent de quelques
heures (derive, etalement, evaporation) a
quelques annees (biodegradation).
Advection et diffusion turbulente
Le processus d'advection comprend la derive
de la nappe en sutiace, mais aussi sous la
surface. C'est, essentiellement, ce processus
qui gouveme la localisation de la nappe lors
de sa derive. La derive de la nappe se fait essentiellement par le courant de surface et par
la tension du vent sur la nappe. En effet, on
constate que 60 a 65 % de la nappe reste en
surface. Ce courant de surface est pour une
grande part genere par le vent, mais dans les
regions de fortes mafE~es, les courants de
maree peuvent dominer. Les gouttes
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aussi advectees par le courant. La structure
du courant est complexe, tridimensionnelle, et
resulte d'interactions entre vent, vagues, courants de maree, courants dus au vent, courants de densite... La plupart des modeles
utilisent une technique consistant a faire une
somme vectorielle des differentes composantes du courant.

1988). 11 separe I'etalement en trois phases.
La premiere qui dure une heure est dominae
par les forces de gravite et d'inertie. La deuxieme s'etend jusqu'a une semaine et est controlee par les forces de gravite et de viscosite.
Au dela d'une semaine, seule la viscosite est
prise en compte. Ce modele, teste en laboratoire, sous-estime I'etalement en conditions
reelles.

Un grand nombre de modeles, developpes
depuis le debut des annees 60, utilisent des
lois empiriques et calculent la derive a partir
du vent. La vitesse de derive varie de 2.5% a
4.4% de la vitesse du vent avec une valeur
moyenne de 3%. La direction varie de 0 a 25°
a droite (hemisphere nord) ou a gauche
(hemisphere sud) de la direction du vent avec
une valeur moyenne de 15°. 11 est en general
possible d'ajouter un courant de maree et le
courant permanent issus d'une base de donnees. Le transport par la diffusion turbulente
est en general calcule par un processus aleatoire ajuste par un coefficient de diffusion qui
varie de 1 a 100 m2/s. La modelisation de la
diffusion de cisaillement (Elliott) permet de
simuler I'elongation des nappes dans la direction du vent et des vagues.

Le modele de Mackay (Mackay et al., 1980),
utilise la theorie de Fay en supposant une
nappe epaisse et peu etendue alimentant une
nappe fine et etendue. Cette approche est
plus realiste, mais les coefficients sont difficiles a ajuster.

Lors des dix dernieres annees, de nombreux
tests ont ete effectues pour ameliorer la comprehension de la dynamique des nappes. Des
modeles prenant en compte les interactions
vent-vagues-courants ont ainsi ete developpes. Des modeles hydrodynamiques tridimensionnels permettent de simuler correctement
les courants permanents, les courants de
maree et les courants dus au vent. L'avantage
de cette approche est de bien prendre en
compte les interactions entre ces differentes
composantes du courant.
Etalement
L'etalement est le processus d'expansion horizontale de la nappe due aux forces mecaniques de gravite, d'inertie, de viscosite et
de tension interfaciale. La physique de ce
processus est differente de celle due a la diffusion turbulente. L'etalement est un processus important, non seulement pour pouvoir
prevoir I'etendue de la pollution, mais aussi
parce qu'il conditionne les autres processus
de transformation de la nappe. En particulier,
I'etalement accrolt les transferts de masse par
evaporation et dissolution.
Plusieurs theories ont ete elaborees pour
simuler I'etalement.
Le modele d'etalement de Fay (Fay, 1971) est
un des plus utilise (Cekirge, 1995; Spaulding,

Johansen (1985) modelise I'etalement comme
un processus de diffusion en ajustant les coefficients avec les equations de Fay.
Le modele d'Elliot (Elliot, 1986) relie I'etalement a la distribution en taille des gouttes
d'hydrocarbure et au processus de diffusion
par le cisaillement de courant. Ce modele
donne de bien meilleurs resultats que le
modele de Fay. En particulier, iI simule correctement I'etirement de la nappe dans le
sens du vent avec presence des plus grosses
gouttes en tete de nappe.
Evaporation
L'evaporation est le processus de transformation le plus important en terme de transfert de
masse lors des premiers jours d'evolution
d'une nappe. Elle peut reduire le volume de la
nappe jusqu'a 75% pour un hydrocarbure
leger, ce qui est en general le cas des hydrocarbures en provenance du Golfe Persique.
Ce sont les composants les plus legers, en
general les plus toxiques, qui s'evaporent en
premier. L'evaporation est influencee par la
composition de la nappe, les temperatures de
I'air et de la mer, la vitesse du vent, le rayonnement solaire, I'etendue et I'epaisseur de la
nappe.
La theorie la plus utilisee pour modeliser
I'evaporation des hydrocarbures est principaiement issue des travaux de Mackay (Mackay and Matsugu, 1973; Stiver and Mackay,
1984). L'evaporation est reliee a la pression
de vapeur, a I'etendue de la nappe, a un coefficient de transfert de masse qui depend de la
vitesse du vent, a la temperature de I'environnement et au type d'hydrocarbure.
Dans la theorie de Payne (Payne and
McNabb, 1984), on calcule I'evaporation de
chacun des composants du petrole en fonction de son point d'ebullition et de sa densite.
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La dissolution peut avoir des consequences
biologiques et toxicologiques importantes,
mais elle ne concerne qu'une faible partie de
la nappe (moins de 1%), aussi elle n'est pas
toujours consideree dans les modeles. Les
composes les plus solubles sont en general
les plus toxiques. Mame de faibles concentrations de ces composes toxiques peuvent avoir
des consequences graves sur les systeme biologiques. Le processus physique de dissolution est bien compris mais est difficile a decrire pour une nappe qui contient plusieurs
centaines de composants. De plus, les composes les plus solubles sont aussi ceux qui
s'evaporent le plus facilement, iI ya donc une
competition entre dissolution et evaporation.
Differentes methodes sont utilisees dans les
modeles: soit on considere une dissolution
globale pour un type de petrole, soit on modelise la dissolution de chaque composante.
Dispersion
La dispersion est provoquee par le deferlement des vagues qui fractionne la nappe en
gouttelettes de tailles differentes. Ces gouttelettes sont ensuite soumises a des mouvements verticaux lies a leur flottabilite. Le phenomeme de dispersion favorise la dissolution,
la biodegradation et la sedimentation; ces
processus sont controles par la distribution en
taille des gouttes. La dispersion provoque une
diminution de laquantite de petrole en surface
au mame titre que I'evaporation et la dissolution.

duit a la generation de composes solubles
dans I'eau. Ce processus, negligeable les
premiers jours, prend de I'importance au bout
d'une semaine.
Biodegradation
La biodegradation est due a la presence de
micro-organismes dans I'eau. Elle se deroule
sur des echelles de temps de plusieurs annees.
Sedimentation/coulage
La sedimentation et le coulage peuvent resulter de plusieurs processus differents: accroissement de la densite du petrole resultant de
sa transformation dans le milieu marin, agregation avec des particules en suspension.
Interaction avec la cote
Quand la nappe atteint la cote, celle-ci
s'echoue. Selon la nature de la rote (sable,
rochers..) et les conditions oceano-meteorologiques, la nappe peut repartir vers le large
ou s'enfoncer dans les sediments. Ces phenomenes sont complexes et peu de modeles les
prennent en compte
Interaction avec la glace de mer
La presence de glace de mer complique les
phenomenes d'etalement et de transformation
de la nappe.
QUELQUESEXEMPLES D'UTILlSATION DE
MODELES DE NAPPE

Emulsification
Exxon Valdez
L'emulsification est un processus qui conduit
a la formation d'une emulsion d'eau et de petrole. La nappe' prend alors I'aspect d'une
mousse de couleur brune ou rouge - orange.
Les emulsions stables contiennent 50% a
80% d'eau, ce qui accroit le volume de la
nappe de 2 a 5 fois. La densite de I'emulsion
peut atteindre 1.03 pour un petrole de densite
initiale 0.80. La formation d'emulsions diminue
I'evaporation d'un ordre de grandeur et rend
plus difficile les operations de nettoyage. Les
processus de formation des emulsions ne
sont pas encore parfaitement compris. La plupart des modeles qui simulent les emulsions
utilisent une technique developpee par Mackay et al. (1980).
Photo-oxydation
La photo-oxydation est un processus d'oxydation de la nappe sous I'effet du solei I. 11 con-

Le 24 mars 1989, le petrolier Exxon Valdez,
s'echoue sur les recifs de Prince William
Sound dans le Golfe d'Alaska. Et deverse
dans les jours qui suivent 11 millions de gallons de petrole. Cet accident qui a donnelieu
a la plus grande pollution marine par hydrocarbures aux Etats-Unis, a ete etudie par plusieurs modeles.
Le modele AES (Atmospheric Environment
Service of Environment Canada) a ete utilise
pour des previsions de trajectoire et
d'etalement de la nappe (Venkatesh, 1990).
Dans ce modele, la nappe de petrole est
representee par un ensemble de particules
independantes. Les vents utilises sont des
vents valides par un previsionniste. Le courant
est calcule en utilisant une formulation de
Madsen (Madsen, 1977). Le principal defaut
du modele etait sa faibie resolution (31 km)
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bathymetrie de Prince William Sound.
L'absence d'algorithme d'interaction entre la
cote et la nappe etait aussi un handicap.
L'amelioration de ces deux points dans une
version ulterieure du modele a permi d'obtenir
de bien meilleurs resultats.
La NOAA a utilise le modele OSSM (Gait et
al., 1991) dans lequel la nappe de petrole est
representee par un ensemble de particules
independantes. Les courants sont issus de
modeles hydrodynamiques, les vents sont issus d'observations meteorologiques. Des algorithmes de transformation du petrole sont
inclus. Le modele n'a pas ete utilise pour
prevoir la trajectoire de la nappe. 11 a ete
utilise pour analyser les transformations du
petrole dans le milieu marin.
Payne et al. (1991) ont mene des simulations
sur la transformation de la nappe, en particuIier sur I'evaporation, I'emulsification et les
processus de transformation chimiques. Les
resultats etaient en ban accord avec les observations.
L'utilisation des ces modeles a montre que
pour faire des previsions precises, il est necessaire d'avoir une description precise de la
topographie et de la bathymetrie de la zone.
Une prevision realiste du vent est indispensable, en particulier dans ce type de region ou le
vent est fortement influence par le relief. Enfin
il est necessaire d'utiliser un algorithme d'interaction entre la cote et la nappe : la nappe
peut s'echouer puis ensuite repartir vers le
large.
Simulation en temps reel.
Lors de I'accident de l'Exxon Valdez, un
modele etait active plusieurs fois par jour a
partir de positions observees de nappe. La
principale difficulte etait de detecter les nappes et de distinguer les vraies nappes des
fausses nappes. Cela a permis de prendre
des decisions pour le controle de la pollution.
Le modele a ete ajuste les premiers jours.
Ainsi, le courant cotier d'Alaska utilise lors
des premieres simulations ne valait que le
tiers du courant reel.
A la fin de la deuxieme semaine de la pollution, environ 30 % de la nappe s'etait
evaporee, 40 % etait echouee, 25 % avait
quitte la baie de Prince William Sound et derivait avec le courant d'Alaska et 5 % flottait
toujours dans la baie de Prince William
Sound.

Golfe Persique
Lors de la Querre du Golfe (Janvier 1991),
plusieurs nappes ont derive dans le Golfe
Persique. Plusieurs modeles ant ete utilise a
cette occasion par exemple Spaulding et al.
(1993), Proctor et al. (1994) et Cekirge et al.
(1994). Taus ces modeles ont prevu correctement le transport de la nappe vers le sudest, parallelement a la cOte. Le manque
d'observation n'a pas permis de verifier les algorithmes de transformation des nappes.
Braer
L'accident du Braer s'est produit au sud des
lies Shetland. Des simulations ont ete faites
par Proctor et al. (1994), Turrell (1994,1995)
et Spaulding et al. (1994). Lors de eet accident, la majorite du petrole (environ 80 %) a
ete transporte sous la surface, tandis que 20
% s'est evapore. Les simulations effectuees
ont montre toute I'importance de la prise en
compte du transport sous la surface lors de
conditions de vents violents. Les modeles qui
n'ont pas pris en compte les mouvements
tridimensionnels du polluant n'ont pas permis
de previsions correctes.
EXEMPLE D'UTILlSATION PAR UN SERVICE
METEOROLOGIQUE NATIONAL

Pourquoi un modele developpe par MeteoFrance
La surveillance de I'ocean superficiel et la
prevision de ses evolutions est une des missions de Meteo-France. Ainsi, en cas de pollution marine par hydrocarbures, MeteoFrance intervient en elaborant des bulletins
particuliers destines aux services responsables de la lutte en mer.
Son action peut se faire au niveau national
dans le cadre du plan POlMAR-MER pour la
protection des cOtes de Metropole et d'Outremer. Cette action se fait en relation avec le
CEDRE, organisme avec lequel Meteo-France
a engage une cooperation technique, formalisee par una convention cadre signee le 30
juin 1996. La principale mission du CEDRE
est de conseiller et d'assister en matiere technique les autorites chargees de lutter contre
les pollutions accidentelles des eaux, notamment dans le cadre du plan POLMAR-MER.
Au niveau international, I'action de MeteoFrance se fait dans le cadre du Systeme
d'lntarvention d'Urgence en cas de Pollution
de la Mer (S.I.U.P.M.) de I'O.M.M..
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qu'un modele simulant I'evolution des nappes
d'hydrocarbures en mer a ete developpe.
Description generale du modele
La modelisation du courant est realisee par le
couplage d'un modele d'ocean 2D avec un
modele analytique (1 D).
Le modele d'ocean 2D est un modele integre
sur la profondeur. Le modele utilise les equations de Saint Venant qui 50nt discretisees en
differences finies sur une grille latitude - longitude ayant une maille de resolution variable
selon le domaine considere (de 300 m dans
certains lagons de Polynesie a 9 km). Les
fichiers de profondeurs ont ete obtenus
manuellement a partir de cartes du SHOM au
large des cotes franc;aises et a partir d'une
base de donnees globale (Etop05 du National
Geophysical Data Center, NOAA, USA), ailleurs.
Le forc;age atmospherique est foumi par les
previsions du modele du Centre Europeen
pour les Previsions Meteorologiques a Moyen
Terme (CEPMMT). Dans certains cas, on peut
aussi utiliser le modele ARPEGE. Le foryage
par la maree se fait aux bords ouverts du domaine Manche et Golfe de Gascogne. 16 ondes de maree sont prises en compte.
Le cisaillement de courant est calcule anaIytiquement pour chaque goutte a I'aide d'un
modele de viscosite turbulente ou I'on sup- .
pose un profil de viscosite lineaire par morceaux qui croit a la fois avec la distance du
fond et avec la distance de la surface (Poon et
Madsen, 1991).
La diffusion turbulente se fait dans les trois
dimensions par un processus aleatoire, ajuste
par un coefficient de diffusion.
La force de flottabilite engendre pour chacune
des gouttes un mouvement vertical dont la
vitesse est controlee par le diametre et la
densite des gouttes, la viscosite et la densite
de l'eau de mer. Les grosses gouttes restent
en surface, alors que les petites gouttes ont
tendance a couler. On constate qu'environ 65
a 70% des gouttes restent en surface.
Lorsqu'une goutte atteint la cote, celle-ci est
consideree comme echouee et ne prend plus
part a la simulation.
Validations
Le modele a ete valide sur des cas concrets
de pollution bien documentes: Torrey Canyon,

Manche, 1967 (Drici, 1994; Chaussard et Perrin, 1996), Amoco Cadiz, Manche, 1978 (Drici,
1994; Chaussard et Perrin, 1996), Tanio,
Manche, 1980 (Chaussard et Perrin, 1996),
Mina AI Ahmadi, Golfe Persique, 1991 (Dervillee et Jouvenot, 1993), Aegean Sea, La
Corogne, Espagne, 1992 (Daniel, 1995).
Une utilisation operationnelle.
Depuis fevrier 1994, le modele peut etre active a la demande par un previsionniste marine a Toulouse. Les informations necessaires
sont la position de la nappe, I'heure de
I'observation, la duree du deversement et le
type d'hydrocarbure (petrole brut leger ou
lourd, huile, kerosene, gasoil, mazout, essence). Une prevision a cinq jours prend
quelques minutes sur le Cray C98. Actuellement, le modele a ete utilise plusieurs fois lors
d'accidents. Une premiere fois en decembre
1994 pour un accident survenu au large du
Portugal dans la zone Metarea 11. Des cartes
de derive prevues furent envoyees aux services meteorologiques du Portugal, de
l'Espagne et du Maroc, ainsi qU'a la compagnie proprietaire du navire. Aucune cote ne fut
touchee.
Plus recemment (fevrier 1996), lors de I'accident du Sea Empress au Pays de Galles, le
CEDRE nous a demande des previsions de
derive de nappe. Les resultats des simulations
correspondaient bien a ce qui a ete observe.
Des exercices: Antipol95 et Kidour III
Regulierement, le CEDRE procede a des exercices qui permettent de tester le modele.
L'exercice Antipol95 qui s'est deroule les 3 et
4 octobre 1995 au large de I'ile de Batz (Bretagne) a associe le CEDRE, la Marine Nationale, la compagnie Saudi Petroleum Overseas
Ltd. et METEO-FRANCE. Cet exercice a consiste a simuler I'accident d'un petrolier contenant 300 000 tonnes de petrole brut leger.
Une bouee derivante. de type Norda, a ete
lachee au point de I'exercice, pour simuler la
derive de la nappe. Pendant deux jours, des
simulations ont ete faites avec le modele de
derive de nappe et ont ete envoyees au
CEDRE.
La figure resume deux semaines de simulation avec le modele. Les trajectoires des
gouttes sont representees avec une position
toutes les six heures, la trajectoire de la
bouee est representee en trais gras. Le
forc;age atmospherique est issu du modele
ARPEGE. Les premiers jours, les vents soufflent du sud-ouest et la trajectoire de la bouee
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Figure 1: Exercice Antipol95. Trajectoire de la bouee en trait gras. Trajectoire de la nappe en
trait fin. La position de gouttes est indiquae par des disques noirs
est tres 5emblable a celle des gouttes. A partir
du 9 octobre, les vents deviennent faibles et la
nappe simulee est dispersee par les courants
de maree. La plupart des gouttes se deplacent lentement vers le nord. Mais quelques
gouttes se deplacent vers le sUd-est, passent
au sud de Guemesey, puis remontent vers le
nord. La trajectoire de ces gouttes est assez
semblable a celle de la bouee qui s'est finalement echouee a Guemesey.

les comparant a une derive d'huile de poisson. La zone d'experimentation etait sensiblement la mame que pour I'exercice Antipol95. Lors de cet exercice, les vents sont
restas faibles sur la zone et la nappe a evolue
essentiellement en fonction des CQurants de
maree, ce qui etait bien simulE~ par le modele

Cet exercice montre que la derive d'une seule
bouee (sensee deriver comme une nappe) ne
permet pas de rendre compte des phenomenes de dispersion et d'etalement.

Le modele de derive de Meteo-France permet
de prevoir le mouvement des nappes d'hydrocarbures a la surface de la mer avec une
bonne precision. Une etude comparative recente (Banfils, 1996) menee par le CEDRE a
montre que le modele de Meteo-France etait
plus precis que les autres modeles utilises par
cet organisme.

Plus recemment, I'exercice Kidour III (17-19
juin 1996) a permis d'evaluer les derives de
plusieurs types de bouees de marquage en

CONCLUSION ET PERSPECTIVES
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apportees. Celles-ci concernent la prise en
compte des processus de transformation de la
nappe tels que I'evaporation ou I'emulsification. Ce travail va etre mene conjointement
avec le CEDRE. .Un autre type d'amelioration
concerne la modelisation des courants. Si le
modele est bien adapte pour la prevision des
courants dans des zones ou les eaux sont
bien melangees comme la Manche ou le plateau continental du Golfe de Gascogne, iI est
en revanche moins precis pour des mer stratifiees comme la Mediterranee. L'utilisation d'.un
modele d'ocean tridimensionnel, prenant en
compte les effets de la circulation profonde,
est a I'etude pour la Mediterranee.
Une version du modele aeteadaptee a la Mer
Noire par le Service Meteorologique Bulgare.

(Note de l'Editeur: Les Annexes de cet expose sont disponible en anglais seulement.
Voir pages 73-83 ci'-dessus)
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Marine Pollution Response Support Services
In Mauritius

S.Ragoonaden
Mauritius Meteorological Services

ABSTRACT

The problem of marine pollution in Mauritius is becoming increasingly more acute as some industrial and agricultural activities, which are constantly growing, discharge more and more effluents into the marine environment. Moreover, the republic of Mauritius which has a vast Exclusive Economic Zone on account of its many scattered islands in the South-West Indian Ocean,
is situated on the main routes of oil tankers on their way to Europe.
It is fortunate that no major oil spill has occurred in the region of Mauritius. Only a chronic lowlevel pollution in the harbour which handles all the oil impacts and tarballs along the Eastern and
Southern shores have been observed so far. However, the occurrence of a major accidental oil
spill which could, interalia, spoil for a long time the aesthetic value of our beautiful beaches on
which our tourist industry depends cannot be overlooked.
Mauritius is seriously contemplating of ratifying all the relevant International Conventions on Marine Pollution. A National Oil Spill Contingency Plan has recently been approved by the Government. This plan includes three advisory Teams - Scientific, socio-economic, striking force
advisory teams - which have been allotted specific tasks in case of an accident oil spill. A PortLouis Harbour Oil Spill Contingency Plan is already in force. Mauritius is also taking an active
part in the Regional Marine Pollution Monitoring Programme of UNEP, IMO and WMO.
The Mauritius Meteorological Services, conscious of the fact that the atmosphere plays a major
role in marine pollution is participating actively in all the local and regional marine pollution activities. It is the main driving force of the Scientific Advisory Team of the above contingency
plan and is responsible for the provision okfweatherand sea forecast and all meteorological and
physical oceanography parameters which will be needed to combat any oil spill accident. On the
regional scale, Mauritius is the area meteorological coordinator of the marine pollution incident
(MPI) navarea area VII/(c) of the WMO Marine Pollution Emergency Response System
(MPERSS) of the high seas.
The above plans and services will be elaborated

1.

INTRODUCTION

It has long been recognized that one of the
many essential marine meteorological services
that are required by marine users groups is
assistance to control the spread of marine
pollution, particularly oil. In fact, to combat oil
spills effectively, knowledge is required of the
rate and direction of the spill movement, the
latter being determined by winds, waves and
currents as well as by the physical and
chemical properties of oil and water. Such
operations as containment of spilt oil by mechanical booms or by pneumatic or chemical
devices; spraying the oil with dispersants or
with sinking agents or jellying material;
collecting the oil-soaked material by skimming

or pumping devices; burning the oil or cleaning
of polluted beaches require some knowledge of
environmental factors in order that they can be
conducted in the most efficient way. Decisions
as to whether or not to engage in one of these
operations may be influenced by meteorological and oceanographic information. Some
of the information asked for may be climatological, for instance in the contingency-planning
phase. However, most of the required information will be usually on actual or predicted
meteorological and oceanographic conditions.
It is recalled that the World Meteorological
Organization is participating in the work of the
Joint Group of Experts on the Scientific
Aspects of Marine Pollution (GESAMP) and, in
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Group on the interchange of pollutants
between the atmosphere and the ocean. In
1989, report of this body shows that for many
pollutants, their atmospheric input into the seas
dominate riverine input. For most synthetic
organic species, the atmospheric input
accounts for 90% of the total pollution of the
worldDs ocean. Atmospheric input of many
dissolved heavy metal and nitrogen species
dominate that from rivers as well. These
findings confirm that the atmosphere plays an
important role in marine pollution and in
affecting the marine environment.

coastline causing significant modification of the
shorelines, permanent in some regions and
widespread destruction of the coral reefs.
Mauritius is situated on the southern edge of
the south equatorial current (Fig. 2).

1.2 Definition of marine pollution
For any assessment of marine pollution problem, it is pertinent to recall the GESAMP
definition of marine pollution. GESAMP defined
marine pollution as:
"The introduction by man directly
or indirectly of substance or
energy into the marine environment (including estuaries) resulting
in such deleterious effects as harm
to living resources, hazards to
human health, hindrance to marine
activities
including
fishing,
impairrment of quality of use of
sea-water and
reduction
by
amenities".

1.1 Location and Main Characteristics of
Mauritius
Mauritius (Fig. 1) is located at latitude 20°
South and longitude 58° East, some 800 km
from the East of Madagascar. It has a land
area of 1860 km 2 with a maximum width of 60
km from North to South and 40 km from East to
West. It has now a population of over a million
inhabitants. It enjoys a maritime tropical type of
climate and it is swept almost all year round by
the South-east trade winds. Mauritius, however, is situated in the cyclone belt of the
South-West Indian Ocean.
The coastline of Mauritius is about 200 km lon~
with a lagoon area amounting to 243 km
surrounding it. In general the lagoonal depth is
comparatively shallow (1-2 m) with the
exception of Mahebourg (South of Mauritius)
where water depth reaches 15 m in the inner
reef pass. The bottom of the lagoon harbours
various plants and animal communities, coral
colonies, coral rubbles, assemblages of coral
sediments and terrigeneous materials near the
estuaries, tidal flats, mangrove fields. The
lagoonal area affords much recreational activities such as boating, skiing, surfing, pedaloing,
snorkelling, scuba diving and sailing to" locals
as well as to tourists.
Mauritius is almost completely surrounded by
fringing coral reefs. Reefs, however, are
absent opposite river mouths, estuaries and on
the southern coast at two regions. It is endowed with sandy beaches, protected bays and
calm lagoons - factors which have allowed
important fishing development and an intensive
capital investment in the tourist industry.
The tides are semi-diurnal and the tidal range
is on average 0.70 m during spring tides
whereas during neap tides, the amplitude
between high tides and low tides are quite
subtle. Waves in the lagoons are not usually
more than 1 m in height except during cyclones
when they can have devastating effects on the

Although this definition limits marine pollution
to problem attributable to man-made activities,
it may be noted that material changes to the
environment do occur. For example, the occurrence of tropical cyclones can cause siltation
and washing of sediments into the sea, the
coloration of certain estuaries or sea-water is
caused by dissolved organics such as humic
acids materially present within the water
basins.

2.

MARINE POLLUTION IN MAURITIUS

It is generally believed that the open seas in
the region of Mauritius are relatively clean.
However, major environmental problems arise
on the coastal zones through diverse anthropogenic activities and natural processes on
land such as agriculture, industry, infrastructures and hotel development and at sea such
as fishing, coral and sand exploitation, dredging, cyclones, siltation and wave action. The
negative impact on the marine environment by
the various activities has given rise to changes
in the different ecosystems, deterioration of the
water quality, destruction of coral reefs, erosion
of shores, decrease in fish productivity,
contamination of beaches and sea food, fouling
of the seas with solid waste, industrial effluents, sewage and agricultural run-off, disappearance of mangroves and sedimentation.
Mauritius has been traditionally an agricultural
country with sugar cane and tea as the main
cash crops. However, during the past 20 years,
especially as a result of the setting-up of the
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have rapidly expanded to become the major
foreign exchange eamer of the country. The
economic importance of tourism has also
substantially increased during the 19705 and
19805, leading to heavy hotel development
near beaches. Economic growth has brought
along major impact on the terrestrial and
marine environment. Rapid development and
pressure on the exploitation of the lagoon

resources coupled with other economic
activities are posing potential threats to the
marine environment around Mauritius.
The Govemment has expressed deep concern
about the deterioration of the marine environment and the long-term adverse effects that
such degradation may have on the lagoon and
off-lagoon fishery resources of Mauritius.

Figure 1: Location and map of Mauritius
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Figure 2: Ocean currents in the Indian Ocean
Statistics have shown that catches from the
artisanal fisheries dropped down substantially
from 2120 tons in 1977 to 1300 tons in 1985. It
is generally accepted that the lagoon and offreef fishery resources are fully exploited.
Damage caused to the ecosystems by
pollution, large-scale sand mining and coral
removal and illegal fishing methods have all
contributed to sensibly decrease the productivity of the coastal waters.

Another sector which most likely will be
affected is the tourist industry.
2.1 Sources of Marine Pollution
There is a widespread view that the estuarine,
lagoonal and reef ecosystems are seriously
threatened by pollution through land-based
activities and from indiscriminate solid waste
disposal. There is visual evidence of severe
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zones, around outfalls and areas of dense
tourist development. Marine-based pollution is
mainly generated through traffic in the harbour
and pleasure-craft activities in specific areas of
the lagoon. It appears that the effects of
pollution are particularly severe around estuaries and outfalls. The lagoon, being bounded
by the reefs, functions more or less as a semiclosed system and is the ultimate sink for all
land-based sources of pollution.
At least 50% of the lagoon water is estimated
to be renewed daily by water exchange with
the ocean through passes and deep channels
cut across the reefs. It is assumed that pollutants accumulated in the lagoon as suspended particles or in dissolved forms are gradually
transported to the open sea via the reef passes
and channels.
Heavy metals and pesticides, which have a
tendency to accumulate in sediments and in
living organisms, cannot be washed to the
ocean. Fish kills have been reported in many
parts of the lagoons, and the incriminating
agents have been assumed to be pollutants
released from land-based sources.
2.1.1 Waste Water from Industries
The development of the manufacturing sectors
has expanded rapidly since the launching of
the Export Processing Zone Scheme in early
19700s.
Polluting industrial activities include dyeing,
printing, battery making, tanning, paint manufacturing. Industries in the urban areas discharge untreated waste effluents in sewers,
reaching the sea via outfalls. Others discharge
their wastes in small canals, rivers or absorption pits. However, some dye houses have
started to operate treatment plants and treat
their effluents prior to discharge to rivers,
sewers or absorption pits..
2.1.2 Disposal of Sewage
There are three sewage outfalls in the Port
Louis area, discharging sewage into the sea.
Discharge from these outfalls is one of the
main sources of coastal pollution around Port
Louis, and has given rise to nutrient enrichment of the water leading to severe eutrophication. Dense algal blooms are a common
occurrence around the outfalls.
The beaches in the vicinity are littered with
large masses of dead algae. Siltation and
suspended solid particles have resulted in the
death of large coral colonies. Floating sewage

is often seen to travel along the coast with the
tidal currents and part of it, from time to time,
reaches the lagoon of public beach.
2.1.3 Waste Water from Sugar Mills
There are nineteen sugar factories operating
on the island, producing an average of 600,000
tons of sugar yearly. About 50% of these sugar
factories are situated close to the sea, and in
close to rivers. They operate from June to
November each year. Liquid waste from sugar
factories is discharged, without undergoing any
treatment, directly into rivers or streams,
having access to the marine environment. The
release of sugar industry wastes has given rise
to environmental problem, resulting in considerable damage to aquatic life and alteration
of the water quality.
During the harvest season, lagoons are found
to be polluted with soot, carbon particles,
traces of oil and other waste discharge from
sugar factories. Mass mortality of fish is
occasionally reported from lagoons receiving
sugar industry waste during the crop season.
2.1.4 Coastal Tourism Development
Coupled with the rapid industrialisation of
Mauritius, the economic importance of tourism
has substantially increased in the 1970s and
1980s. The number of international visitors has
increased significantly from 180,000 in 1980 to
450,000 in 1996. Expanded tourism has led to
the rapid construction of new hotels along the
shorelines and other development projects.
The environmental problems that coastal
tourism development has posed to the marine
environment are release of domestic waste
water, leakage from septic tanks and anchor
damage. Grand Bay, in the north of Mauritius,
a highly beach resort, has significantly suffered
from all these problems. Surveys conducted in
the bay have revealed that most of the corals
are dead and that it has been turned into a
sand desert. In Trou-aux-Biches and Mon
Choisy, which are also important beach resorts
in the north, enrichment of the lagoon from
leacheate has led to eutrophication, causing
dense algal growth. Explosive population of the
crown-of-thorns (Acanthaster plancii) and
invasion of the beaches by jelly fish occur
frequently.
2.1.5 Agricultural Run-Off
Agriculture occupies approximately 100,000
hectares of land in Mauritius. 90% of it is
planted under sugarcane and the rest under
various types of crops. Modem agricultural
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of agrochemicals such as fertilizers and pesticides for optimizing yields. Recent estimates
reveal that fertilizer consumption averages 600
kg per hectare, Le., 3 times the average rate of
application in Western Europe and 60 times
the average rate in Africa. Pesticide use is also
very high, averaging 7.4 kg per hectare per
year. 50% of the amount of pesticides in the
form of herbicides is consumed by the sugar
sector. The trend has been towards an
increase.
Mineral enrichment and pesticide contamination of the sea occurs through surface
leaching during rain and from the normal
course of rivers flowing into the sea.
2.1.6 Marine Based Pollution
Other sources of marine pollution are boats in
the sea. There is always the risk of oil waste
being discharged directly in the marine
environment and oil leakage from cargo ships,
tankers and fishing vessels in the harbour and
from pleasure craft in certain parts of the
lagoon.
The major sea route utilized by large crude
carriers is along the west of Madagascar. A
potential risk of crude being discharged into the
high seas during cleaning operations or, by
other means, from such carriers exists. There
are reports of oil drifting from the high seas and
being deposited along the east coast of
Mauritius in the form of tar balls. Deposits were
reported in 1978 and 1987.
However, the biggest threat to the coastal
waters of Mauritius comes from pollution
arising from possible disasters such as
shipwrecks causing oil spills or the spread of
hazardous chemicals. An important case of
marine pollution occurred in 1972 when the
Egyptian vessel DTAYEBD wrecked on the
reefs around Port Louis, releasing some 200
tons of oil into the marine environment.
2.1.7 Marine Transportation
In the past few years, Port Louis harbour has
witnessed a substantial increase in maritime
traffic and cargo handling activities and this
trend is likely to continue in the coming years.
The total tonnage handled in the port has
significantly increased from 1,815,000 tons in
1983 to 2,872,000 tons in 1990. Imports of
petroleum products have shot up from 260,000
tons in 1983 to almost 700,000 tons in 1996.
These increases have been the result of the
rapid industrialization of Mauritius Export of

bunkering of petroleum which has remained
more or less stable for the past five years,
amounting to 70,000 tons.
The total number of vessels calling into Port
Louis during 1996 was more than 2000
compared to 982 in 1985 of which 331 were
fishing vessels and 27 petroleum-carrying
tankers.
The discharge of petroleum cargo and bunkering activities represent a potential pollution
threat to the marine environment. There are oil
leakage during bunkering operations in the
harbour, especially of diesel oil utilised by large
foreign fishing vessels.

3.

SUPPORT OF THE MAURITIUS
METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES IN MARINE
POLLUTION ACTIVITIES

The Mauritius Meteorological Services provides various assistance to combat I rnitigate
many of the marine pollution problems mentioned and contributes or collaborates with
various Ministries I Institutions in the monitoring
of marine pollution.
3.1 Weather and Sea Forecast
Prior to any operation which is concerned with
marine pollution, weather and sea forecast for
the relevant area is a prerequisite.
The Mauritius Meteorological Services provides routinely weather forecast on a daily
basis for the lagoonal areas around Mauritius
and the open seas. The first forecast is issued
at 0415 Hours for fishermen and at 0600 Hours
for the general public. This information is
updated at 1100 Hours. The evening forecast
is issued at 1700 Hours both for the radio and
Tv. Much emphasis is placed on sea
conditions.
A shipping bulletin for the national fishing fleet
in the region of St. Brandon and Nazareth (16°
S 59° E) is transmitted by the Port Louis
Harbour Radio at 0530 Hours.
At the international level, Mauritius is responsible for the preparation and issuance of
shipping bulletin for the high seas twice daily
for the area bounded by the E~uator - 30° S
and the longitude between 55 E to 95° E
within the framework of the Global Maritime
Distress Safety System (GMDSS). Shipping
bulletin for the area bounded by the E~uator
and 30° S and the longitude between 50 E to
90° E is also transmitted on HF twice daily for
the benefit of shipping on the high seas.
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information, weather and sea forecast is
provided for specific areas in emergency cases
at any time of the day as the Meteorological
Services keeps a watch round the clock with a
Duty Forecaster on service.
The communication system is very efficient in
Mauritius. Communication with the harbour,
National Coast Guard. Police, Oil Spill Contingency Plans committees can be effected
either by telephone, radio, e-mail or telefax.
Shipping bulletin is transmitted on HF by the
transmitting station staffed and maintained by
Meteorological Services.
For GMDSS broad-cast, it is transmitted, as an
interim measure, to the Coastal Earth Station
Burrum. The Netherlands. via La Reunion
Island and South Africa.
3.2 Climatological Information
Climatological summaries in tabular or
graphical form are at times sufficient for many
operational purposes. The following -elimatolo-

gical information relevant to marine pollution
activities is available and is being published in
the Oil Spill Contingency Plans (see Section 4):
•

Mean monthly sea surface temperature
(Fig. 3)
• Mean monthly sea state
• Mean monthly air temperature (maximum &
minimum) with extreme values
• Coastal winds at some sites in the form of
wind roses together with highest winds
recorded during cyclones
• Mean monthly sea level and tidal prediction
for the current year
Mean monthly ocean currents in the open seas
around Mauritius
3.3 Coastal Physical Oceanographic Data
Collection
In order to provide an efficient and reliable
forecast and a comprehensive c1imatological
service. it is important to make available
regularly new set of appropriate data. The
Meteorological Services is constantly striving in
this direction.
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- 102 Within the framework of the Environment
Investment Programme (EIP) which is being
funded by the World Bank, with technical
assistance from the International Centre for
Ocean development (I COD) of Canada, the
Meteorological Services together with the
Ministry of Fisheries, Cooperative and Marine
Resources (MFCMR) are implementing a
component of the EIP namely oceanographic
data collection.
This sub-programme consists of the following
activities:
fI

•
•
fI

Coastal pollution monitoring and sea water
quality
Current measurement in the lagoons
Wave measurement
Sea level monitoring

3.3.1 Coastal Pollution Monitoring
The aim of the study is to collect base line data
on sea water quality at eight sites around the
island where monitoring of the ecosystems is
being carried out.
The sampling exercise is effected on a quarterly basis with each study site being visited each
week in rotation. Water samples collected are
analysed for Bio-chemical Oxygen· Demand
(BOO), nitrate-nitrogen, phos-phate and hexavolent chromium levels. Result so far shows
that, for most of the sites, the sea water quality
is in general within the normal values, except
for Tombeau Bay (North-west coast near Port
Louis).

Some high values of Biochemical Oxygen
Demand have been recorded at Tombeau Bay
and Poudre DOor (North) (between 2 - 4 mg/I).
These are areas with numerous waste water
discharges (municipal sources, dumping site
and industrial effluent from dye industries). The
annual average values of parameters analysed
are given in Table 1 below. The presence of
pathogenic organism in coastal waters also
poses a major health hazard to bathers and
consumers of sea-food (mainly shell fish).
These micro-organism have access to the sea
by way of sewage Qutfall, rivers/estuaries and
drainage canals. Initial sampling started in
March 1996 on the western coast of Mauritius
as its lagoon usually receives river discharge
from rivers suspected to be contaminated with
domestic sewage. Selective media are used to
identify coliform and faecal coliforms as the
presence of these bacteria are indicative of
recent contamination from faecal origin.
Preliminary results show that water at the
mouth of river at Albion (West coast) had the
highest total bacterial count whereas the
recreational beach had the lowest count.
Sea surface temperature, sea state and
weather conditions are important environmental factors in this exercise and are recorded at
each station whenever a sampling or a
measurement is effected.
3.3.1.1 Red Tides

The presence of above normal levels of
nutrients such as nitrates and phosphates in
the sea sometimes give rise to the occurrence
of harmful algae blooms and red tides.

Table 1
Average results of bacterial water analysis at Albion -1996
No. of
colonies
/100 ml

Location

*FC

*TC

*DO

Temp.

Salinity
ppt

NitrateNitrogen

Phosphate

*Bod5

Mg/L

°C

ppt

Mg/L

Mg/L

Mg/L

pH

River mouth

120

87

5.1

25

15

0.16

0.12

1.23

7.59

Near pass

3

2

29.5

25

36

*ND

0.05

0,68

8.18

Outlet aquaculture

3

1

7.1

24.5

35

*ND

0.02

1.17

8.1

Recreational beach

<1

<1

7.6

24

36

*ND

0~01

1.59

8.12

Middle of pass

<1

<1

7.8

24.7

36

*ND

0.03

0.36

8.13

Fore reaf to the left of <1
pass

<1

7.0

23.5

36

*ND

0.01

0.2

8.2

Fore reaf to the right of <1
pass

<1

7.5

23.5

36

*ND

0.03

0.51

8.2

TC - total Coliform, FC - Faecal Coliform, DO - Dissoved Oxygen, BOO - Biological Oxygen
Demand, NO - Not detected

- 103 It has been obseNed that, as a consequence,
fish mortality becomes widespread in the
lagoon. Fish poisoning has also been reported
under such circumstances.
Studies have been conducted to identify
factors which are responsible for the occurrence of these problems. One of the main input
is sea surface temperature, which is provided
by the Meteorological SeNices.
3.3.2 Current Measurement
Conscious of the fact that ocean current is one
of the main parameters required to forecast
movement and dispersion of marine pollution,
the Ministry of Fisheries, Cooperative and
Marine resources, in collaboration with the
Meteorological SeNices are carrying out
current studies in the lagoon. The objective of
the study is to understand the surface and subsurface current off the coast of Mauritius in
order to elucidate the fate of contaminants by
determining the movement of water into,
through and out of the lagoon. Drogues are
used for the purpose. A detailed study has
already been carried out at Flic-en-Flac, on the
west coast of Mauritius. These drogues are
deployed at different areas in the lagoon and
positions of their movement are recorded with
the use of a Global Position System (GPS)
calibrated to read coordinates in the Universal
Tranverse Mercator (UTM) projection system.
All data are processed in EXCEL and a
preliminary current pattern for the different
areas is drawn in Map info. This type of study
is being extended to other areas so that
eventually the current pattern around Mauritius
would be well documented to forecast
movement of any marine pollution..

the past, installation done with prior knowledge
of ocean current have given rise to serious
problems. Most of effluents found their way
into the lagoon carried by inshore current
causing widespread pollution.
Two current meters - Anderaa S4 type - have
been acquired under the EIP. Some measurements at various depth have been made at
some sites offshore and in the passes to
estimate flushing times. FollOWing some
studies, the current pattern in some areas is
now well-known. For instance, it has been
found that, on the western coast, water enters
into the lagoon over reef tops and out through
the passes.
Some measurements on CTD (Conductivity,
Temperature, Salinity) using a seabird CTD-19
profiler have been carried out to determine the
properties of the water in the lagoon. Results
show that surface temperature varied as
expected with season from less than 24° C in
June-July to over 28° in summer (December January). Salinity is the dominant factor in
determining water density. Small differences in
the density are determined by temperature
differences but the water column structure is
primarily determined by fresh water content.
Salinities varied from fresh near the river input
to over 35 ppt in the lagoon.
3.3.3 Wave Measurement
Wave parameters constitute one of the main
parts of a weather and sea forecast which are
required to combat marine pollution. A knowledge on wave is also crucial to conduct
studies on coastal erosion and coral reef
degradation.
The Meteorological SeNices has acquired a
wave rider buoy from Datawell b.v. of The
Netherlands last year. This buoy was deployed
in May 1996 off the South-east coast of
Mauritius. Wave data are transmitted every 3
hours to a receiving station on land and
regularly every 20 mins whenever the waves
exceed 2.5 m in height. Valuable data have
been obtained so far, and the wave forecast
has improved significantly for the benefit of all
marine users.

Current studies have also been conducted at
various sites outside the reefs to identify
locations for sewage and effluents outfall. In

The Mauritius Marine Authority has also
deployed a wave-rider buoy off the north-west
coast of Mauritius this year to study wave pattem in the region for the development of a
new port area. The data will be used to verify
the output of a wave model which predicts that
during cyclone. Wave heights are of the order
of Bm could occur in that region. The
equipment will be given· to Meteorological

- 104 Services at the end of the
redeployment at an other site.

project for

3.3.4 Sea Level Monitoring
Tidal current is another parameter which is
required to follow movement of marine
pollution in the lagoon. ·It has been observed
that currents in the lagoon are mainly of tidal
origin. Recent measurement made in the
harbour confirmed this observation.

Tidal prediction, from which tidal current can be
induced, is the responsibility of Meteorological
Services. A software - SLPRC - developed by
the TOGA sea-level centre, Hawaii, is used for
the purpose. The input is 13 months of hourly
sea-level data to calculate harmonics which
are computed every year with a new set of
data.
~ourly sea-level data have been acquired
since 1986 from a sea-level station installed in
the Port Louis area. The sea-level instrument A Neopald and Steven A70 type - was
obtained as donation from USA within the
framework of the TOGA programme.

3.4 Marine Coastal Stations
Winds, an important input in marine pollution
monitoring, are available almost all around
Mauritius. A conventional meteorological
station was established in the Port area in the
early 195005. Apart from wind measurement,
air temperature, rainfall and sea observations
are also available.
Recently five automatic weather stations have
been installed in the North, West, South-west,
South and East coast of Mauritius. These
stations transmit data on winds, temperature,
rainfall, humidity in real time at half-hourly
intervals through telephone lines to the
Forecasting Division of the Meteorological
Services.

4.

OIL SPILL CONTINGENCY PLANS IN
MAURITIUS

Mauritius is situated on one of the main sea
routes of oil tankers on their way to Europe
round the Cape of Good Hope ( see Fig. 4).
Though accidental oil leakage, oil discharge,
ship wrecks and oil spills represent only 11 % of
the total sources of global marine pollution (see
Annex I), and the chance of a major oil spill
accident is quite remote in the region of
Mauritius, the Mauritius Authorities are well
aware that any accidental oil spill will have
disastrous effect on the Tourist Industry. In
fact, tourism is one of the three pillows of the
Mauritian economy.
It is the third foreign exchange earner with
manufacturing and agriculture playing the
leading roles. Tourism contributes about 3.1%
of the country in Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) in 1990. Therefore the need to protect
the beautiful beaches around Mauritius, the
main attraction of the Island,for recreational
purposes for both tourist visitors and local
population is considered crucial for the Tourist
Industry. Consequently, the Government of
Mauritius, the Mauritius Marine Authority and
the private sectors have taken no chance and
have prepared oil spill contingency plans in
case of oil spill accidents.
4.1 National Oil Spill Contingency Plan
Consideration of increased development activities, sensitive natural resources and the occurrence of minor oil spills in the recent years
coupled with the fact that any major oil accident
in the region of Mauritius cannot be completely
discarded, have led the Government of
Mauritius to establish a National Oil Spill
Contingency Plan (NOSCP). Two documents
have been prepared for this purpose - the plan
which describes the various elements of
NOSCP for Mauritius and five of the important
surrounding islets and a companion volume
entitled oCoastal Sensitivity Atlas of Mauritius
for oil spill responseO which contains 19 maps
at a scale of 1:25,000 covering the coastline of
Mauritius and the adjacent islets with designations of 10 shoreline types and their relative
sensitivities to spilled oil (Annex 2).
According to this plan, three advisory Teams
namely, a Scientific Advisory Team (SAD, a
Socio Economic Advisory Team (SOCAT) and
Strike Force Advisory Team (STAT) have been
set up. Their work is coordinated by a Spill
Advisory Coordinator (SAC). The director of
the NOSCP is the Director of the Department
of Environment, Ministry of Environment and
Quality of life. He is assisted by senior high
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accident. Any response reaction is carried out
by a On-Scene Coordinator (OSC) who is
designated by the Director of NOSCP or the
Port Master as the situation arises.

case the disposal method of burning the oily
debris is chosen. The siting and the timing of
the operation are planned with the collaboration of the Meteorological Services so as to
avoid air contamination over populated areas.

The organigram and the responsibilities and
roles of each individual are given in Annexes 3
&4.

A predictive model for the movement of spilled
oil in the South-West Indian Ocean is not
available and should be developed. This is one
of the shortcomings of the plan. User-friendly
software and hardware should be made
available and nationals trained in its use for
regional forecast.

4.1.1 The role of the Meteorological Services
The Meteorological Services has contributed
much towards the preparation of the plan. The
sections on climate, wind, tropical cyclones,
tides, waves and ocean currents form an
important part of it.
The climatological data, in the form of tables
and charts, are being included in it and would
be found useful as preliminary action can be
taken solely based on these data.
The Meteorological Services is one of the key
members of Scientific Advisory Team (SAT).
Its role is to provide scientific information and
opinion to the On-Scene Coordinator (OSC) on
matters affecting protection and clean up
procedures. One of its task is the prediction of
oil movement which is one of the responsibilities of the Meteorological Services.
If the oil spill is initially observed in offshore
waters, no action usually should be taken if the
oil moves away from land and disperses in the
open sea. Monitoring of its movement would
usually be based on weather and sea prediction that would be provided by the
Meteorological Services.
The role of the Meteorological Services in the
provision of weather and sea forecast before
any operation is initiated is widely recognised
in the plan. In fact, the first information that
should be made available to the teams
involved in the operation is meteorological
forecast by the Duty Forecaster.
Response measures and approaches to
combat the spill would be based on the
weather condition prevailing and forecast
provided by the Meteorological Services.
Weather forecast is crucial as the deployment
of booms and skimmers or the use of
dispersants will depend on weather conditions.
In fact, in heavy seas, the use of the latter is
usually not recommended.
Another area that Meteorological Services
contributes significantly, is in the selection of
disposal sites of the oil products that remain
after clean up and collection, particularly, in

4.2
Port-Louis
Contingency Plan

Harbour

Oil

Spill

The Port-Louis harbour and its vicinities are
extremely vulnerable to a major oil spill. With
an ocean current of 2 to 4 knots, an oil spill in
the harbour will reach the proposed marine
port in the north or a popular beach in the west
within an hour. A delay in mobilising efforts to
prevent dispersing of an oil spill can be
catastrophic..
Recognising the possibility of an accidental
spill in or near the Port-Louis harbour and its
disastrous effects on marine ecosystem, the
Mauritius Marine Authority (MMA) has drawn
up the scope of a contingency plan in 1985 and
prepared a Port-Louis harbour Oil Spill
contingency in 1992.
The objectives of the plan are : •

To develop appropriate systems for the
detection and reporting of- spillage of oil or
other noxious substances or of incidents
related to shipping operations which could
result in such spillage

•

To ensure that prompt response is made to
either prevent pollution or to restrict the
spread of contaminants subsequent to an
accident

•

To ensure that correct response techniques
are used to clean up the pollution

The Port-master has been given overall
responsibility according to the organizational
structures for spill response.
As the current inside the Port area is of tidal
origin, the tidal prediction would be very
important for response strategies.
Weather and sea forecast would also be an
important consideration
for determining
response techniques.
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Oil Spill Contingency Plan of Oil
Companies
The major oil companies also have drawn oil
spill contingency plans. These plans describe
alert procedures and actions to be taken in
case of oil accident while handling oil operation. One of the information that should be
transmitted as soon as an oil spill occurs would
be environmental conditions - winds, waves,
current and weather. Clean up procedures also
include inputs from the Meteorological
Services.

5.

pollution. The Meteorological Services is an
active member of the National Committee
involved on this project.
Mauritius is taking an action part in the WMO
Marine
Pollution
Emergency
Response
Support System (MPERSS). It is the Area
Meteorological
Coordinator
(AMC)
for
METAREA VIII (S). It is recalled that a AMC is
given the responsibility to provide meteorological and oceanographic information, as
requested and on request for marine pollution
emergency response operation in Intemational
waters.

REGIONAL MARINE POLLUTION MONITORING

6.
The Republic of Mauritius includes three outer
islands which are scattered far away in the
South West Indian Ocean. These islands are
Rodrigues (19° S 63° E), 81. Brandon (160 8
59° E) and Agalega (10° S 56° E).
Consequently the size of our Exclusive Econo,...
mic Zone is enormous compared to the area of
Mauritius. As an oil spill can occur anywhere in
the South-West Indian Ocean on the oil-routes,
it is obvious that due consider-ation should be
given to the fate of these islands in case of an
oil spill accident.
Mauritius is participating within the framework
of UNEP Regional Seas Program for Eastem
Africa in the Regional Marine Pollution
Programme. This programme promotes cooperation among the East African mainland
states and the islands in the south-west Indian
Ocean area to control marine and coastal oil

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Marine pollution is increasingly becoming a
major concern in Mauritius. The fauna and flora
in our lagoon and beyond the reefs are
diminishing both in the number of species and
in the population of these species. It is widely
believed that marine pollution has contributed
much to the destruction of certain marine
species or affected their reproductive rate.
It has been seen above, that the Meteorological Services is playing an important role in
support of operations to combat marine
pollution and oil spills. It is much involved in all
the oil spill contingency plans which have been
established so far. Besides providing general
meteorological information, it also provides
data to forecast slick movement Other
activities are performed in close cooperation
with the meteorologists.

Figure 4: Major oil movements at sea (Million barrels per day

- 107 However, all the oil spill contingency plans
established so far have one major drawback no computer model is available for oil
movement and dispersion.
The Meteorological Services is planning to
remedy the situation. With the assistance of
foreign experts, it is hoped to develop a model
for this purpose adaptable to our region.

7.
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·Global MarinePuUution Sources
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Organisation Response Chart
National Oil Contingency Plan
(Mauritius)
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ANNEX IV

Oil spill alert procedure
National Oil Spill Contingency Plan
(Mauritius)
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MARINE METEOROLOGY AND RELATED OCEANOGRAPHIC ACTIVITIES
REPORT SERIES

Title

No.

WMOITD-No.

Issued

1

Precipitation Measurement at Sea (G. OlbrQck)

1981

2

Investigation of Contemporary Methods of
Measuring Sea Surface and Surface-layer
Temperatures (F.S. Terziev)

1981

3

Review of Reference Height for and Averaging
Time of Surface Wind Measurements at Sea
(F.W. Dobson)

1981

4

Intercalibration of Surface-based and Remotely
Sensed Data (except Sea Surface Temperature
Data) to Be Used in Marine Applications
(E.P. McClain)

1981

5

The Automation of Observational Methods on
Board Ship (M. Yasui)

1981

6

Report on the Results of An Enquiry on Marine
Meteorological Services Products

1981

7*

Proceedings of the WMO Technical Conference
on the Automation of Marine Observations and
Data Collection

1981

8

Summary WMO Technical Conference on
Automation of Marine Observations and Data
Collection

1981

9

Intercalibrations of Directly-measured and
Remotely Sensed Marine Observations (Alan E.
Strong)

1983

10*

Guide to Data Collection and Services Using
Service Argos (revised version)

1989

11

Drifting Buoys in Suport of Marine
Meteorological Services (Glenn D. Hamilton)

1983

12

WMO Wave Programme: National Reports for
1984 on Wave Measuring Techniques,
Numerical Wave Models and Intercomparisons

WMOITD-No. 35

1985

Supplement No. 1 - Reports for 1985 on
Wave Measuring Techniques, Numerical Wave
Models and Intercomparisons

WMOITD-No. 35

1986

Supplement No. 2 - Reports for 1986 to 1988
on Wave Measuring Techniques, Numerical
Wave Models and Intercomparisons

WMOITD-No. 35

1989
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Supplement No. 3 - Reports for 1989 to 1990
on Wave Measuring Techniques, Numerical
Wave Models and Intercomparisons

WMOITD-No. 35

1990

*

Supplement No. 4 - Reports for 1991 to 1994
on Wave Measuring Techniques, Numerical
Wave Models and Intercomparisons

WMOITD-No. 35

1994

13

User's Guide to the Data and Summaries of the
Historical Sea Surface Temperature Data
Project

WMOITD-No. 36

1985

14

Scientific Lectures at CMM-IX

WMOITD'-No. 41

1985

15

Forecast Techniques for Ice Accretion on
Different Types of Marine Structures, Including
Ships, Platforms and Coastal Facilities·

WMOITD-No. 70

1985

16*

Field Workshop on Intercalibration of
Conventional and Remote-sensed Sea Surface
Temperature Data (A.E. Strong and
E.P. McCJain)

17

Processing. of Marine Data (G.D. Hamilton)

WMOITD-No. 150

1986

18

Baltic Multilingual List of Sea-ice Terms
(Jan Malicki, Alex N. Turchin, Hans H. Valeur)

WMOITD-No. 160

1987

19

A Global Survey on the Need for and
Application of Directional Wave Information
(S. Barstow and J. GUddal)

WMOITD-No. 209

1987

20

La Prevision du Brouillard en Mer (M. Tremant)
Forecasting of Fog at Sea - in French only

WMOITD-No. 211

1987

21

Coastal Winds (E.P. Veselov)

WMOITD-No. 275

1988

22

Wind Measurements Reduction to a Standard
Level (R.J. Shearman and A.A. Zelenko)

WMOITD-No. 311

1989

23

Summary Report on National Sea-ice
Forecasting Techniques

WMOITD-No. 329

1989

24

Proceedings of the Commission for Marine
Meteorology Technical Conference on Ocean
Waves

WMOITD-No. 350

1990

25

Ships Observing Marine Climate - A Catalogue
of the Voluntary Observing Ships Participating
in the VSOP-NA

WMOITD-No. 456

1991

26

The Accuracy of Ship's Meteorological
Observations - Results of the VSOP-NA

WMOITD-No. 455

1991

27

A Survey on Multidisciplinary Ocean Modelling
and Forecasting (Johannes Guddal)

WMOITD-No. 516

1992
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28*

Proceedings of the Commission for Marine
Meteorology Technical Conference on Ocean
Remote Sensing

WMOITD-No. 604

1993

29

Meteorological Requirements for Wave
Modelling (Luigi Cavaleri)

WMOITD-No. 583

1993

30

Proceedings of the International Seminar for
Port Meteorological Officers

WMOITD-No. 584

1993

31

Proceedings of the International Workshop on
Marine Meteorology

WMOITD-No. 621

1994

Proceedings of the WMO/IOC Technical
Conference on Space-based Ocean
Observations, September 1993, Bergen,
Norway (US $15.00)

WMOITD-No. 649

1994

32

Proceedings of the WMO/IOC Workshop on
Operational Ocean Monitoring Using Surface
Based Radars (Geneva, 6-9 March, 1995)

WMOITD-No. 694

1995

33

Storm Surges (Vladimir E. Ryabinin,
Oleg I. Zilberstein and W. Seifert)

WMOITD-No. 779

1996

34

Polar Orbiting Satellites and Applications to
Marine Meteorology and Oceanography Report of the CMM-IGOSS-IODE Sub-group on
Ocean Satellites and Remote Sensing

WMOITD-No. 763

1996

Automated Shipboard Aerological Programme
(ASAP) - Annual Report for 1995

WMOITD-No. 767

1996

Ice Navigation Conditions in the Southern
Ocean (A.A. Romanov)

WMOITD-No. 783

1996

Automated Shipboard Aerological Programme
(ASAP) - Annual Report for 1996

WMOITD-No. 819

1997

36

Handbook of Offshore Forecasting Services
(Offshore Weather Panel)

WMOITD-No. 850

1997

37

Tropical Coastal Winds (W.L. Chang)

WMOITD-No. 840

1997

38

Evaluation of the Highest Wave in a Storm
(A.V. Boukhanovsky, L.J. Lopatoukhin,
V.E. Ryabinin)

WMOITD-No. 858

1998

39

Proceedings of the Commission for Marine
Meteorology Technical Conference on Marine
Pollution

WMOITD-No.890

1998

Automated Shipboard Aerological Programme
(ASAP) - Annual Report for 1997

WMOITD-No. 900

1998
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